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Abstract
A prototype data acquisition and processing system is developed for evaluating the insulation
condition of a power transformer winding in real-time. The Transformer Insulation Condition
Monitoring System (TICMS) evaluates the insulation condition by calculating the winding
trans admittance function. The winding transadmittance function is used to fingerprint the
insulation system and provides a means of monitoring its condition. The use of a transfer
function for evaluating the insulation condition of a power transformer winding was proposed
by Malewski and Poulin in 1988 [6, Chapter 1]. The work described in this thesis extends their
work in a number of important areas and makes the following contributions to the state-of-theart. Firstly, the TICMS is able to calculate the trans admittance function to 3MHz, which is

sufficient to detect breakdown between individual turns in an Extra High Voltage (EHV)
transformer. This is a key distinguishing feature of this work and is important as faults
between individual tumscan quickly snowball into a catastrophic failure. Previous attempts
have been successful at determining the transadmittance function to around 1.5MHz, which
only allows breakdown between discs to be detected in an EHV transformer. Second, the
TICMS is able to determine the trans admittance function on-line and in real-time for a fully
energised transformer. This is another key distinguishing feature of this work as it allows
action to be taken to remove a faulty transformer from service prior to catastrophic failure.
Previous attempts have calculated the transadmittance function in an offline situation over a
period of minutes using pre-recorded data.
Recent advances in analog-to-digital converter (ADC) technology and the availability of high
speed Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) have made it possible to extend the work of Malewski
and Poulin as described above. This thesis describes the key design features of the TICMS
which provide it with the ability to determine the transadmittance function over a 3MHz
bandwidth in real-time. These features include the application of an excitation with tailored
spectral characteristics, a novel transducer arrangement that allows the effective dynamic
range of the digitizer to be extended and at the same time online measurements to be
performed, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory arrangement that allows the high speed data
acquisition section to easily interlace to the data processing section, and a powerful 32-bit
floating point Digital Signal Processor (DSP) that enables the trans admittance function to be
determined in real-time. The graphical user interlace to the laboratory prototype is also
presented.

v

Also described are the signal processing techniques, both applied and developed, that are used
by the TICMS to determine the trans admittance function in real-time. These include the
deconvolution of the voltage and current channel transducer output signals, a radix-2
decimation-in-time (DIT) fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm that transforms the voltage
and current channel inputs into the frequency domain simultaneously, the calculation of the
trans admittance function magnitude and phase from the recorded transients, and a zooming
algorithm that is used to accurately determine pole height.
The transadmittance function of a 7.5kVA llkV1230V distribution transformer is determined
and compared with that obtained by performing a time consuming sweep frequency test.
Artificial faults are inserted into a 2nd 7.5kVA l1kV/230V distribution transformer to establish
relationships between the location and size of a fault and the corresponding changes in the
transadmittance function. Sets of tests are conducted to evaluate the effect of fault size, fault
location, the introduction of simulated partial discharges, and single turn faults. The ability of
the system to detect single turn faults is a key feature as this allows faults to be detected before
they can snowball into catastrophic failures.
The effect of temperature on the location and height of poles in the transadmittance function
of a 7 .skVA l1kV1220V distribution transformer is established through the use of the TICMS.
On-line testing of an energised transformer is performed to evaluate the effect of supply
voltage magnitude, load current magnitude, and the point in the 50Hz AC cycle when the
insulation test is initiated. This information allows the system to compare successive
transadmittance functions and generate an alarm signal if insulation condition degradation is
found to have taken place. This information will allow the system to eventually become a
'black box' that permanently sits beside a transformer continuously evaluating insulation
condition.
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Chapter 1

N
The increasing complexity of electrical supply networks, including the use of reactive
compensation equipment and the effects of consumer loads, has led to undesirable harmonic
pollution and transient signals being fed into the network. These effects, together with
lightning impulses and other abnormal situations following network fault conditions, have
placed additional burdens on the insulation systems of high voltage power equipment.
Large transformers form a critical part of any power system. Their reliable and continued
operation is the key to profitable generation and transmission. Their costs of acquisition,
replacement, transportation, installation and repairs are among the highest in a system.
Their failures create losses of revenues and are problematic for the fonowing reasons:
• Generally large power transformers are situated so that failures present operational
problems to the system.
• Large power transformers are encased in tanks of t1ammable and environmentally
hazardous t1uid and failures are often accompanied by fire and/or spillage of this fluid.
• Transformer replacement involves high capital cost and may be affected by long
manufacturing lead time for larger transformers.
(II

Catastrophic failures can generate substantial costs in terms of peripheral equipment
destruction and loss of revenue through service outages.

• Explosions that result from catastrophic failure can endanger the lives of nearby
personneL
• Failures lead to unplanned emergency utilization of resources.
Consequently there has been a definite trend in utility organisations to take greater interest
in the condition of high voltage power equipment on their networks. Although periodic
monitoring of equipment and proper maintenance activities will prevent a large proportion
of failures in service, a combination of older equipment and undesirable overvoltages and
harmonics has shown that periodic monitoring will not always identify a potential failure.
Page 1
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The following motivations provide further reasons for utilities to take a greater interest in
the insulation condition of transformers in their networks:
• Transformer loading has a major effect on it's insulation stresses and as a result
insulation systems are designed to satisfy the in-service performance requirements. In
most cases electrical equipment is operated well within its design limits and under
normal steady state operating conditions the electrical and thermal stresses on the
insulation materials are within their capabilities. However increasing emphasis is being
placed on raising the loading of a transformer beyond it's nameplate rating due to system
expansion. The resulting thermal and electrical stresses affect the service life of the
insulation [4].
• The cost of replacing an old transformer which mayor may not be at the end of its life,
makes it worthwhile to assess whether it's life can be extended on the basis of it's
present condition or by refurbishing at a convenient point in time.
• With advancements in the knowledge of the performance of old and new insulating
materials and the highly competitive manufacturer's environment, new transformers are
being designed and built to very much tighter design tolerances and safety margins [2].
• The levels and frequency of electrical stresses that transformers are being subjected to is
continually increasing as a result of the increased use of fast solid-state power switching
equipment by consumers [2].
• The normal quiescent state of a transformer does not draw attention to incipient faults
which may develop from a gradual deterioration of its insulation. These faults may be
detected during routine maintenance, but the ability to have detailed information on the
state of health of a transformer prior to carrying out maintenance work or alterations
becomes a significant asset and adds an element of preventative maintenance to the
operation of transformers.

Existing
Transformer insulation condition tends to degrade over tens of years. The degradation can
be attributed to aging, high operating temperatures, transient voltages etc. At present the
most often employed method for determining the insulation condition is to take oil samples
from the tank at periodic intervals. These oil samples are then taken off for analysis in order
to determine what dissolved constituents are present as this gives an indication of insulation
condition. On the basis of the results of these tests the transformer may be taken out of
service for maintenance. Because oil sampling only happens on a periodic basis, e.g. a well
setup system may take oil samples every 6 weeks, then often insulation condition
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degradation can be missed. Furthermore, depending on whether the transformer has been in
service immediately prior to the oil samples being taken or not, the actual oil samples taken
may not give a true picture of the state of the oil throughout the transformer tank (i.e. it may
give misleading information on the state of the insulation). Consequently there have been a
large number of power transformer failures, especially on EHV systems.
Over recent years investigations into other diagnostic techniques for determining the
condition of transformer insulation have been many and varied. Other techniques include
DGA, TCG, furanic compound analysis using HPLC, analysis of DP measurements,
analysis of tank pressure measurements, dielectric response testing, LVI testing, analysis of
leakage inductance measurements, FRA, partial discharge detection, and analysis of thermal
measurements. However operating utilities around the world are still experiencing sudden,
unexpected and occasionally catastrophic failures. Clearly new technology or more efficient
and effective use of existing technology is needed to prevent such failures.
Advances in electronic and computer instrumentation and measurement technology have
made the application of microprocessorJDSP based surveillance systems a reality. Systems
are available that monitor substation equipment, providing automatic control features and
information to network control centers. Although the sensors required are generally
expensive items, microprocessors are relatively cheap compared to other recording devices
and can manage a larger number of inputs. Furthermore, the microprocessor outputs can be
arranged to provide system operators with the necessary information to take action or else
can be linked directly to the control and protection·· systems to provide automatic
disconnection of suspect units before failure.

A new method for evaluating the insulation condition of a power transformer winding has
been proposed by Malewski and Poulin [6]. The technique consists of determining the
winding transadmittance function in the frequency domain, by deconvolution using the
applied impulse voltage and neutral current recorded during an impulse test. The
transadmittance function is characteristic of the winding under test and in theory is
. independent of the form of the applied impulse. The integrity of the winding is determined
by comparing the trans admittance functions obtained at full and reduced test voltage levels.
Differences between the transadmittance functions reveal local breakdowns in the winding
that can be dissociated from partial discharges. Malewski and Poulin claim that the method
permits unambiguous acceptance or rejection of a transfonner.
Page 3
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A transformer in general possesses a limited number of major resonances which are
determined by the winding construction. Three main types of winding are used in
transformers, namely disc, interleaved disc, and layer. Disc and sometimes interleaved disc
windings are used for the primary winding of EHV transformers. Over a frequency range of
20kHz to 1.2MHz, disc windings have a dominant pole around 0.5-0.6MHz, interleaved
disc have a few major poles between 0.3 and 0.8MHz while layer windings show a number
of overlapping adjacent poles [7] [8]. Breakdown between adjacent turns in an EHV
transformer usually excites an oscillation at approximately 2.5MHz [6]. Malewski and
Poulin were able to determine the winding transadmittance function to IMHz and therefore
were unable to detect breakdown between individual turns in a winding. Further because the
system took approximately 4 minutes to complete the comparison of two transadmittance
functions, online real-time insulation condition monitoring was not possible.
This project involves the development of a prototype DSP based instrumentation system
that can determine the winding transadmittance function to 3MHz in real-time (less than
lOOms). The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System (TICMS) hardware
design (discussed in Chapter 4) and signal processing techniques (Chapter 5) allow the
transadmittance function bandwidth to be extended to 3MHz, allowing the detection of
faults between individual turns in a winding. The system has been interfaced to an
energised transformer and used to determine the transadmittance function in real-time. Realtime monitoring will allow the system to activate an alarm, notifying substation personnel
that a failure may take place.

TICMS
The different components making up the TICMS are shown in Figure 1.1 and are described
below.

• Impulse Generator Module (IGM): This supplies the excitation needed to determine
the transadmittance function of the transformer under test. The IGM produces a low
voltage impulse and can be activated either manually or by the DAPM under software
control. The IGM is discussed in further detail in 4.2.

" Transducers: Transducers are used on the voltage and current channels to transform the
test signals into a form compatible with the DAPM design. The characteristics of each
transducer enable the system to be used on-line without interfering with the in-service
operation of the transformer. Further details on the transducers are given in 4.4.

'"

Acquisition and Processing Module (DAPM): The DAPM is the heart of the

4
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Transformer

PC

Figure 1.1 The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System

TlCMS. The DAPM digitises the supplied excitation and the resulting transformer
response and performs the digital signal processing operations required to determine the
trans admittance function. By using a 32-bit floating point DSP, the DAPM is able to
determine the transadmittance function in real-time. The DAPM is discussed in further
detail in 4.6
• PC: An attached PC provides a user interface to the DAPM. Through the use of
customed designed Windows95 software, the PC can receive and display test data in a
variety of graphical formats. The PC application software can save unprocessed DAPM
data into a text file, allowing the data to be imported into MATLAB so that existing DSP
algorithms can be refined and new ones developed, leading to a reduction in
development time. The PC application software controls the operation and configuration
of the DAPM by sending commands words over the serial link connecting the two. The
software is discussed in greater depth in 6.4.
Ultimately the decision on whether or not to introduce such technology must be an
economic one in which the cost of its introduction must be outweighed by the losses
incurred through failures, outages and inefficient maintenance procedures. As time
progresses so the relative cost of applying high technology decreases and in the opinion of
the author, it is only a matter of time before the introduction of sophisticated condition
monitoring equipment becomes widespread .

.4
The contents of this thesis consists of the following main components
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A review of existing diagnostic and monitoring techniques

• The hardware, signal processing and software design of the TICMS
III

Using the TICMS to perfoml both offline and online testing on 7.5kVA 11 kv/220V
single phase distribution transformers

These components are discussed in the following chapters
III

Chapter 2: The purpose of this chapter is to present background information on existing
fault detection and diagnostic techniques and to identify the shortcomings and
limitations of each.

III

Chapter 3: This chapter reviews trends and recent developments in on-line condition
monitoring of power, distribution and instrument transformers. Monitoring systems
based on temperature measurements, differential relays, transformer modeling, partial
discharge detection, dissolved gas analysis, and other methods are discussed and some
currently available monitoring equipment is described. Discussions on the presented
techniques include existing systems and practices along with their capabilities and
success rates. Because the assessment of the remaining life of a transformer is one of the
most important issues related to monitoring, a section on transformer life assessment is
presented. Sections on transformer impulse testing and the transfer function method have
been included as this material directly relates to the transformer insulation condition
monitoring system developed by the author.

@

Chapter 4: The purpose of this chapter is to describe the hardware design of the TICMS
prototype. The first section gives an overview of the design and identifies the main
modules. Section two describes the impulse generator module (IGM) used to excite the
transformer while section three presents the design of the transducers used to interface
the transformer to the data acquisition and processing module (DAPM). The buffers and
transmission lines used to connect the IGM to the DAPM are discussed in section four
while the design of the DAPM and each of its components are presented in the
remaining sections.

@

Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the signal processing principles

used in the design of the TICMS and the application of those principles to the problem
of determining the transadmittance function to 3MHz with sufficient accuracy. In the
first section a general overview of the signal processing system along with its
requirements is presented. The second section describes the sampling and quantisation
operations that take place during data acquisition and discusses the influence of these
operations on the TICMS design. Next the design of the transducers employed in the
TICMS and their intentional affect on the signals being acquired is described. The
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following sections present some underlying Fourier theory needed to understand
subsequent TICMS signal processing operations. These include the computationally
efficient FFT algorithm used in the TICMS design and the signal processing operations
needed to determine the trans admittance function magnitude and phase from the
acquired signals. The final two sections discuss the application of signal averaging and
zooming techniques that are optionally applied in order improve the accuracy of the
calculated transadmittance function.
" Chapter 6: The purpose of this ehapter is to describe the three software designs that
have been developed for the TICMS prototype. In the first section the three software
designs are introduced and an overview of the software design process used is given.
The second section describes in more detail the steps involved in the development of the
DAPM application software while the remaining two sections give a functional overview
of the TICMS Windows application software and the DAPM diagnostic software.
fII

Chapter 7: The purpose of this chapter is to present the TICMS results from a series of
tests designed to evaluate the effect of known faults and operating conditions on the
trans admittance function of a single phase 7.5kVA distribution transformer. The first
section presents reference transadmittance functions that are used as a basis for
comparison in subsequent sections and describes the characteristics of trans admittance
function poles that are monitored for change. Subsequent sections present the results of
test sets designed to evaluate the effects of artificial faults, transformer internal
temperature changes, and core magnetization on the transadmittance function.

«I

Chapter 8: This chapter presents an overview of what has been accomplished, puUs
together the main features of previous chapters, and highlights the key contributions
made by this thesis to the state-of-the-art in power transformer insulation condition
monitoring. Future research and development along with potential directions for the
authors work to evolve towards are discussed.

The aim of this project has been to initiate, a transformer insulation condition monitoring
research program based on the trans admittance function method. This has been performed
by developing a prototype DSP based instrumentation system capable of performing on-line
measurements and calculations in real-time. The system has been evaluated by testing
7 .5kVA distribution transformers.
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Chapter 2

S Ie
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The purpose of this chapter is to present background infonnation on existing fault detection
and diagnostic techniques and to identify the shortcomings and limitations of each.
In the present context it is useful to differentiate between "Monitoring" and "Diagnosis".
"Monitoring" is here defined as on-line collection of data and includes sensor development
and measurement techniques for on-line applications and data acquisition. "Diagnosis"
includes interpretation of data and off-line measurements on transfonners. Diagnosis and
fault detection techniques are discussed in this chapter while monitoring is considered in
Chapter 3.

. 1 Transformer
Insulation is recognized as one of the most important constructional elements of a
transformer. Its chief function is to confine the current to useful paths, preventing its flow
into harmful channels. Any weakness of insulation may result in failure of the transformer.
Since the invention of the power transformer, the conventional conductor insulation has
been some form of paper or cloth. The main constituent of these fibrous materials is
cellulose, an organic compound whose molecule is made up of a long chain of glucose rings
or monomers, typically numbering in the range from lOOO-1400 [26][27]. The chemical
structure of a portion of a cellulose molecule is shown in Figure 2.1.
In solid insulation systems it is essential to eliminate air or gas from within insulation
layers. It is thus necessary to impregnate solid insulation systems such as paper for
transformers with suitable oil of adequate dielectric constant to prevent the voltage stresses
in the air voids from causing partial discharges and subsequently breakdown. The most
commonly used insulating liquid is mineral oil. This is due to the low cost and its ready
availability. The alternatives are usually synthetic oils which are used when special
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Figure 2.1 Cellulose molecule structure
properties are required. These properties are fire resistance, high permittivity and gas
absorbing characteristics. In general though, the combination of mineral oil and cellulose
has remained the standard transformer insulation system up to the present time. However
newer materials having a higher temperature capability have come into use in the last 25
years [9]. This allows a transformers output to be increased (for a given size and weight) if
the allowable average winding temperature can be increased.
Generally an insulating oil serves two primary functions in the transformer, namely cooling
and dielectric. To serve as a dielectric medium the oil must be free from water and
suspended matter. To act as a cooling medium, an oil requires low viscosity and volatility
plus a good heat transfer capability. Additionally the oil must have good oxidation stability.
Oxidation will produce oil decay products which cause transformer overheating and
premature failure [2].
The electrical quality of the cellulostic material is highly dependent on it's moisture
content. When exposed to air, cellulose absorbs moisture from the air quite rapidly. If not
impregnated with oil, equilibrium with the moisture content of air is reached in a relatively
short time. Thus, cellulostic material has to be processed under heat and vacuum to remove
the moisture before oil impregnation in order to obtain maximum dielectric strength. For
most applications, a maximum initial moisture content of 0.5% moisture per dry weight
cellulose is considered acceptable. For modern EHV and UHV transformers, a maximum
initial moisture content of 0.3% or less is recommended [9J. The introduction of moisture in
the field during installation and maintenance operations can be problematic [1OJ.
Cellulostic material shrinks when moisture is removed. It also compresses when subjected
to pressure. Therefore it is necessary to dry and dimensionally stabilize windings before
adjusting them to the desired size during the transformer assembly process. Ideally, the
prestabilizing pressure should be equal to or larger than the anticipated loading the winding
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will experience during fault conditions, so that further compression of insulation and
loosening of windings in service is minimized.

2.1.1 Insulation Aging
Electrical, thermal, mechanical, and environmental stresses are factors attributed to
insulation aging. Some of these stresses are prevalent in specific applications. Sometimes
these stresses combine into a 'multistress' situation, causing the aging process to accelerate
further. One of the most frequently encountered situations in real applications are electrical
and thermal stresses, acting simultaneously [11].
Electrical aging takes place when the electrical stresses in an insulation system cause
ionisation and partial discharges to occur at operating voltages. Partial discharges should
not occur at operating voltages but overvoltages can produce partial discharges which do
not disappear at the normal voltage. Environmental effects such as humidity, pressure
changes, dust, chemical fumes etc. will contribute to the early onset of partial discharge
activity. It is thus important to eliminate these effects particularly when the equipment is
operating in harsh environments [8].
Although transformer insulation is affected by many factors, temperature is probably the
most severe of the aging factors. The rate of thermal aging of cellulose accelerates rapidly
at temperatures not far above the accepted normal operating temperature of transformer
conductors. As a result there is an inter-relationship between the life expectancy and the
operating temperature of a transformer. A law describing this relationship was put forward
by Montsinger in 1930 and in general terms states that an increase or decrease in the
operating temperature of 6-10 o e, depending on the insulation material, will result in a
doubling or halving of the aging rate of the insulation. In 1948, Dakin [12] proposed a
theory for the interpretation of thermal aging based on the Arrhenius relationship. This
theory, describing the dependence of chemical reaction rates on the temperature, is still
used today as a basis of thermal aging [13]. It is given by
L= Ae D/ T

(2.1)

where L is the life, T is the temperature, and A, B are constants determined by the
activation energy of the reaction. Normal transformer insulation life expectancy is based on
a continuous hot spot temperature of llO°C, However hot spot temperatures of 130°C to
140°C are commonly accepted under emergency loading conditions. Relative to llOoe, the
aging rate at 130°C accelerates by a factor of 8 and at 140°C by a factor of 21 [9], according
to the Arrhenius relationship.
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The insulation system of a transformer is invariably stressed to some extent by mechanical
forces occurring during the operation of the equipment e.g. forces resulting from short
circuit currents. Mechanical stresses can also be a major consideration during the
manufacturing and processing stages of production. Residual mechanical stresses will
obviously impact on the life of the insulation system in service.

2.2 Existing Maintenance Procedures
Preventative maintenance techniques play an important role in maintaining the heath of
transformers. When properly applied they allow early detection of developing faults,
allowing steps to be taken to prevent further deterioration and possible subsequent failure.
Currently practiced preventative maintenance procedures used to increase transformer
insulation reliability include [3]:
" Visual Inspections: Defects, abnormalities and the general condition of the transformer
are noted together with information on parameters such as oil levels, temperatures,
pressures, loadings etc. This is often performed on a scheduled basis and the collected
data is evaluated so that decisions on when to request further maintenance can be made.
• Insulation Resistance Measurements: Insulation resistance measurements are often
made with a Megger during transformer overhauls and repair work and are therefore
done on an irregular basis. Because most insulating materials have a very high
resistivity, high insulation resistance values are subject to error unless correct
procedures are followed.
• Dielectric Loss Measurement: Insulation dielectric loss is determined through tanD
measurements. A change in the tanD during the life of a transformer is a good indication
of insulation deterioration. Like insulation resistance tests, tanD tests are usually made
during overhauls and repair work on an infrequent basis.
• Scheduled examination: Where transformers are taken out of service and undergo
detailed examination. However often transformers which are in good order and have
only been subjected to minimal operational stresses are pulled out of service to be
dismantled just because they are due. Proposals have been made to relate the service
frequency to parameters such as oil temperature(s) and the load integrated with respect
to time value [3].
«II

Oil analysis: Where oil samples are taken from the tank at periodic intervals for use in
gas chromatography tests in a laboratory. Often a database of results is built up and
maintained for each individual transformer. Oil samples are typically taken frequently
during a transformers first six months of service but are then only talcen once or twice
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per annum. Oil analysis techniques are further discussed in 2.3.2. Portable gas
chromatography equipment allows testing to be done in the field and on-line as
discussed in 3.3.7.

2.3 Diagnosis Overview
Diagnosis is normally used either for determining the actual condition of a transformer, or
as a response to a received warning signal. Since it is not a permanent installation, the use
of high tech, sophisticated and costly equipment combined with skilled personnel can be
justified. The monitoring equipment discussed in Chapter 3 is needed for getting the
relevant data, but without well developed methods for interpreting this data and for giving
recommendations, there is limited practical value in installing such equipment. It is thus
important that diagnostic techniques are used which match the sensor systems installed on
transformers. In general, as the diagnostic methods become more advanced, the importance
of a deep knowledge of transformer design increases. In many cases, it is not possible to
make a reliable diagnosis without knowing the transformer design in detail.
Faults of the HV insulation of power transformers in service can generally be divided into
the following three categories, according to the time of evolution [5]:
«I

An internal discharge caused by a winding displacement fonowing a short circuit
current, or a discharge due to a large steep-fronted transient overvoltage may lead to
instantaneous and complete breakdown

• Local faults which develop into a complete breakdown over a few days, weeks or even
months. These are common and their early detection is the main task of automatic
diagnostic devices continuously monitoring transformers in service.
• Long term deterioration of HV insulation (which can be perceived as accelerated aging)
over a period of a few years can theoretically be detected by analysing oil samples,
usually taken at six or twelve month intervals.
The major stresses acting on the windings of a power transformer, either in combination or
individually, are [4]:
It

Mechanical stresses between conductors, leads and windings due to overcurrents and
fault currents caused by system short circuits.

• Thermal stresses, due to local overheating, cooling system malfunctions and overload
currents and leakage flux when loading above the nameplate rating.
41)

Dielectric stresses, due to system overvoltages, transient impulse conditions and
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internal winding resonance within a winding.
Because the monitoring and diagnostic techniques presented in this chapter and the next, are
in general sensitive to all three fundamental stresses, then interpretation of the outputs for
fault diagnosis can be problematic. Therefore decisions made on the basis of the results of
only one diagnostic technique can be misleading. For this reason the final decision
regarding insulation failure mechanisms is best made by evaluating and interpreting the
results of more than one technique and must take into account the construction
characteristics specific to the transformer being tested. A review of currently practiced
diagnostic techniques is now presented.

2.3.1 Oil Dielectric Strength Test
The Dielectric Strength Test is performed according to the IEC-lS6 standard. The dielectric
strength of oil, which is effectively a measure of the oil's ability to withstand electrical
stress without failure, is exceptionally sensitive to contaminants such as water, sediment
and conducting particles. Although combinations of these tend to reduce the dielectric
strength of the oil, a high dielectric strength does not necessarily indicate a total absence of
contaminants, but simply that the level of contaminants between the electrodes is
insufficient to affect the average breakdown voltage of the oil. In performing this test it is
important that a sample is taken that has a homogenous distribution of oil impurities
without any air bubbles.
The basic test consists of applying to the electrodes an increasing AC voltage at mains
frequency, starting from OV and increasing at steady rate of 2kV/s until the value producing
breakdown is reached. Breakdown is then defined as the voltage when the first spark-over
occurs, whether transient or established. The test is repeated six times on the same sample.
Maximum and minimum times between tests are specified for each test sample. The final
result is the arithmetic mean of all six tests. By determining the dielectric strength along
with moisture content, loss angle and resistivity etc., an overall assessment of the status of
the insulation oil can be made.

Oil
Oil analysis is one of the primary means used to monitor the insulation condition of power
transformers. The frequency at which oil samples are taken is typically as follows:
• Once a month for the first six months of service
• Once or twice annually after the first six months
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Within 24 hours of a fault as a matter of procedure

.. Up to once a week for a trouhlesome transformer
When oil is taken from a transformer for analysis and not replaced the pressure drops
slightly. If a large number of such samples are taken over a period of time the pressure may
drop to the extent that, in cool weather, negative pressure exists at the top. This condition
must be avoided as it encourages contamination with air and moisture. Gases collected by
fitted Buchholz relays are also analysed. A discussion of DGA, TCG, and furfural de hyde
oil analysis techniques follows.

2.3.2.1 Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA)
The presence of faults such as arcing, local overheating and partial discharges in
transformers always results in chemical decomposition of the insulating materials, mineral
oil and cellulose. The gases formed tend to dissolve, either entirely or partially, in the
mineral oiL By monitoring the concentration of these gases, it is possible to detect incipient
faults at an early stage and take corrective actions before they lead to unexpected failure.
The laboratory technique used to separate and analyse fault gases is called Dissolved Gas
Analysis and is commonly referred to as DGA. The analytical instrument used is a gas
chromatograph. The process requires the careful collection of an oil sample which is usually
sent to a third party laboratory specializing in transformer oil analysis. The gases are
extracted under a vacuum and analysed individually for gas concentration in parts per
million (ppm) and percentage.
DGA is often performed in the following situations:
• During a heat run test in a factory
'" A few days after a new transformer goes into service
For routine annual testing as part of a maintenance program
.. After a Buchholz alarm or trip during normal operation
'" After a protection trip due to a system fault close to the transformer
I>

After a short circuit condition due to failure of other equipment

" When overheating is suspected due to overloaded operating conditions
The nature and the amount of the individual component gases extracted from the oil are
indicative of the type and degree of the abnormality present. Investigations performed over
the years have associated the presence of the following gases with the given fault conditions
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[19]:
/I

Hydrogen (H2): Large quantities are associated with partial discharge conditions.

•

Hydrogen, Methane (CH4), and Ethene (or Ethylene) (C 2H 4): Results from thermal
decomposition of the oil.

.. Carbon monoxide (CO): Produced by thermal aging of the paper.
/I

Acetylene (C 2H 4): Associated with an electric arc in the oil.

The above gases are the ones usually identified in gas chromatography and are generally
referred to as the "key gases" for diagnostic purposes. The above results allow the
following fault diagnosis to be made based on the presence of the indicated gases [19][20]:
/I

Overheated cellulose (> 150°C) will lead to carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water
being formed.

II

Excessively heated cellulose (> 1OOO°C) results in the formation of carbon oxides, water
and carbonaceous materials such as tar. This leads to destruction.

til

Overheated transformer oil leads to the liberation of hydrocarbon gases, most notably
ethylene, ethane and methane.

III

Under electrical stress conditions (partial discharges and arcing) oil decomposes into
large quantities of hydrogen and lesser amounts of acetylene along with small volumes
of light hydrocarbons.

The DGA results can be interpreted by using different methods, the guidelines of which are
set out and listed in international standards [17][18]. In addition to making a diagnosis
based on the concentration of key fault gases, fault diagnosis can also be performed based
on the relative concentration ratios of the individual gases dissolved in the oil. Dornerburg
[21] developed a method to judge different faults by rating pairs of concentrations of gases,
e.g. CHJH 2 , C2 HiC 2H 4 , with approximately equal solubilities and diffusion coefficients.
Rodgers [23] established more comprehensive ratio codes to interpret the thermal fault
types with theoretical thermodynamic assessments. This allows faults to be assessed as
being high, medium, or low temperature and ratio codes indicate if the fault is due to
genera] overheating or an arcing discharge. The gas ratio methods are useful because they
eliminate the effect of oil volume.
Another traditional tool used for assisting with the interpretation of oil analysis results is
the Duval Triangle [24]. For the triangle method, gas concentrations are related to a position
in a triangle whose area is divided into cause segments. In Duval's paper [24], examples are
given of expected times to failure with certain levels of gases. A more recent paper by Allen
et al. [49] shows that a general indicator of the age of a transformer is given by an
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increasing rate of CO 2 production with time. This is then used to compare the relative
"insulation age" with "nameplate" age for similarly loaded transformers.
In order to get a reliable interpretation, it is necessary to take into account not only the
absolute values but also the production rates of the different gases as the rate of gas
formation can be indicative of the severity of the fault. Moreover, the type of transformer
under investigation should be considered when making the analysis. For example a
generator step-up transformer shows a different pattern than a system transformer and an
HVDe transformer with much solid insulation differs from a furnace transformer [14].
When an indication of a fault is found, detailed knowledge of transformer design and how it
operates in the field is needed to make the correct localization and to give the most reliable
recommendation.
The procedure of oil sampling, gas extraction, chromatographic analysis and data
interpretation is typically performed annually by most owners of large power transformers.
However the use of DGA on an annual time interval can inject unnecessary risk and a false
sense of confidence about the continued, ongoing health of a critical power transformer as
any rapid change in the transformers gassing characteristics will go unmonitored and
undetected. Furthermore, a DGA test reflects only the present condition of the power
transformer. It is unreasonable to expect the DGA test to provide any guarantee of status
quo until the next DGA test takes place. As a result assumptions made about the ongoing
good health of a critical and costly power transformer based on annual DGA testing can be
misleading and at best very risky, particularly when confronted with rapidly evolving faults.
Other disadvantages of DGA include:
®

The very large volumes of oil in which gases are generated causes dilution which can
make detection difficult. For very low concentration variations, it is difficult to make a
distinction between gases generated by a fault and those which may be caused by
miscellaneous phenomena with no harmful effects [22].

@P

DGA is not useful for factory testing by a manufacturer as gases are generated in too
small a quantity and their diffusion is limited on account of the short testing time [22].

• A gas chromatograph is complex to operate, requires a long time to analyse and requires
a skilled operator leading to a high cost of analysis.
• Determining whether the fault gases come from degradation of the oil or the cellulose
can be difficult with DGA. Because the latter is important as far as the long term health
of the transformer is concerned, additional tests are needed to assess the degree of
degradation of the cellulose or polymerisation of the paper [3]. Such tests are described
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in 2.3.3 and 2.3.2.3.
48

A prime disadvantage of DGA is that there is there are inherent delays between site
sampling and subsequent diagnosis of the transformer state.

48

DGA gives no precise information on the location of the insulation damage and it
requires time to establish positive trends in the results obtained.

48

DGA looks at gases dissolved in oil only. Other gas analysis methods are needed to look
at other gases in the tank.

2.3.2.2 Total Combu.stible Gas (TCG) Analysis
Heat and partial discharge can lead to the generation of combustible gases. The
concentration of these gases, especially hydrogen, dissolved in the oil gives a good
indication of the extent of insulation degradation. Total combustible gas (TCG) analysis is
used to detect the thermal decomposition of the oil and paper insulation into these gaseous
components. The first portable TCG devices measured the presence of combustible gases in
the transformer gas space by their heat of combustion using samples periodically removed
from the gas space. Continuous TCG monitoring employs a thermal conductivity cell that
measures the percent combustibles in a continuously circulating sample of the transformer
gas space. The detection of 0.5% TCG initiates surveillance procedures [29]. When a
portable TCG detector is used, a sampling interval of 4 to 6 months is customary.

When cellulose materials age as a result of thermal stress, liquid furanic compounds are
generated as a degradation product. Furanic compounds are a family of chemical substances
that differ in stability and production rates. The monitoring of furanic compounds by annual
sampling of the oil and its analysis using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
has been used for condition monitoring on a routine basis for some years [4]. Generally
furfuraldehydes (f<"FAs) are extracted from the oil either by solvent extraction or solid phase
extraction and measured by HPLC using a UV detector [2].
It has been shown that there exists a relationship between degree of polymerisation (DP)

and the concentration of furanie compounds [28], which allow for an indirect measurement
of the degree of aging of the cellulose. The situation is however complicated by the fact that
different types of paper show different production rates of furanes, and that the
concentration is dependent on the mass ratio between oil and cellulose. As a result the
relationship between the generation of these byproducts and the condition of the in-service
paper has not been well established. Experimental tests have shown that the DP, or strength,
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of paper insulation is inversely proportional to the FFA level, and the results from
experiments indicate that a FFA level of 5ppm corresponds with a DP of 250 which is
reckoned to be towards the lower limit for insulation strength. Although experience has
shown that FFA in the oil can be reduced by on-site reprocessing and/or oil replacement,
such oil changes will not alter the irreversible cellulose degradation which has given rise to
the FFA [6]. In these circumstances, oil treatment will mask the underlying cause.
It has been suggested that furanic compound analysis can be as a method for determining
the end-of-life of transformer insulation [14]. The work of Shroff and Stannett [27]
reinforced by Carballeira [48] clearly shows the importance of measuring the FFA levels in
insulating oils and how this can be a prime indicator of aging.

2.3.2.4 Expert Systems and Fuzzy Logic
Transformer fault diagnosis based on DGA results does not have a firm mathematical
description and as a result are still in the heuristic stage. For this reason, knowledge-based
programming is a suitable approach for implementing the diagnostic problem. Since the
conditions under which fault gases dissolve in transformer oil are related to manufacturers,
construction processes, loading history, volume of oil and oil in the sampling container,
imprecision and incompleteness are characteristic of the fault diagnostic problem. As a
result the effectiveness of existing DGA diagnostic methods is still unsatisfactory. As a step
towards improving diagnostic methods, fuzzy information and knowledge-based expert
systems using fuzzy set concepts [43][44] have been proposed.
Lin et at. [44] have developed a system that uses key gas concentrations and concentration
ratios to make decisions based on forward chaining (event driven) and backward chaining
(goal driven) inferencing. The system can diagnose incipient faults in suspected
transformers and suggests appropriate maintenance actions. Fuzzy set concepts are used to
handle uncertain concentration thresholds and ratio boundaries. The knowledge base was
built using DGA data recorded over a ten year period and can be expanded by adding new
data and experiences. More recently Huang et at. [45][46] have described a fuzzy DGA
diagnosis system based on evolutionary fuzzy logic. Evolutionary programming is used to
automatically modify the fuzzy if-then rules of the knowledge base and to adjust the
corresponding membership functions.
Zhang et al. [47] have applied artificial neutral networks (ANNs) to the problem of
transformer fault diagnosis based upon DGA results. Obvious and not so obvious (hidden)
relationships are detected by the ANN and used to develop its basis for interpretation of
DGA data. Through the training process, the ANN can reveal complex mechanisms that
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may be unknown to a human expert. This is in contrast to expert and fuzzy-set systems that
can only use explicit knowledge to establish a knowledge base and select membership
functions.

2 .. 3 .. 3 Degree of Polymerisation (DP)
In the past the rate of degradation of paper insulation was measured by mechanical strength
tests such as tensile, bursting and tearing etc. More recently a chemical measurement of the
Degree of Polymerisation (DP) has been used [25]. Determination of the DP value of
cellulose is a standard method for quantifying the degradation of cellulose. It is a measure
of the average number of glucose rings in the cellulose molecules (see Figure 2.1). When
cellulose ages thermally, the molecular chains are broken and when aging is far progressed,
the paper becomes brittle and losses it's mechanical stability. The method is good for a
quantitative measurement of thermal aging. The degree of polymerisation of paper varies
from about 1300, for new paper, to approximately 150-300 for insulating paper at the end of
its life [4].
DP is used to detect the following three mechanisms, each of which contributes to cellulose
degradation in an operating transformer l [26]:
III

Hydrolysis (water): The oxygen bridge between the glucose rings (see Figure 2.1) is
affected by water, causing a rupture of the chain and leading to a reduction in the DP.

II

Oxidation: Oxygen attacks the carbon atoms in the cellulose molecule to form
aldehydes and acids, releasing water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. As result the
bonds between the rings are weakened, leading to a lower DP.

II

Pyrolysis (heat): Heat contributes to the breakdown of the monomers in the cellulose
chain, liberating gases, leading to a reduction in the DP.

The main drawback associated with DP tests is that a paper sample taken from the
transformer is required. This is an intrusive action which requires qualified service
personnel and the transformer to be taken out of service. Furthermore, the sample cannot be
taken from inside the winding, but is instead normally taken from one of the high current
leads in the upper part of the transformer [14]. An additional disadvantage of DP
measurements is that they are labour intensive.
The thermal decomposition of both paper and oil may produce carbon monoxide, but paper
is less stable, producing CO at lower temperatures than oil. Consequently, the ratio of
C0 2/CO has been used in the past as an indication of paper decomposition. Further, as
I Modem oil preservation systems prevent entry of oxygen and water by sealing the tank while operating procedures are used to
control the temperature.
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cellulose ages, the chains of glucose rings in the molecules break up and release carbon
dioxide, and water [9] in addition to carbon monoxide. The water attaches to the impurities
in the oil and reduces oil quality, especially dielectric strength. The reduction in dielectric
strength may lead to transformer failure.

2.8.4 Pressure Monitoring
Oil pressure can be used as an indicator of insulation deterioration. Pressure behaviour can
be divided into the following three categories, depending upon the condition of the
transformers insulation [30]:
" For a good transformer whose insulation has a low power factor: The pressure fluctuates
with temperature, increasing in hot whether due to the expansion of the confined oil.
11/

For a transformer with moderate gassing and an insulation power factor that

IS

increasing: The pressure increases with the power factor due to the self heating of the
transformer
11/

For a transformer with excessive gassing: Once the oil becomes saturated with gases,
they have nowhere to go except to form a blanket above the oil. As a result pressure
increases proportionately, sometimes to several times the original value. Thus excessive
pressure can indicate excessive gassing.

Although pressure can be used as an indicator of a bad transformer, ambient temperature
effects need to be compensated out during the middle stages of failure. Temperature
compensation is not needed during the final stages of failure, but because leaving a
transformer in service until it has reached sucb an advanced state of deterioration is not
advisable (due to premature failure), pressure monitoring often cannot be applied
practically.

Dielectric response testing consists of analysing the relaxation of the insulation after the
application of a low frequency sinusoid or DC. This method is used to determine the
moisture content but has also been applied to determine aging. Measurements can be made
in either the time domain (i.e. the recovery voltage [31]) or in the frequency domain, and it
has been shown that the two methods reflect the same physical quantities [32].
Disadvantages of dielectric response testing include:
11/

The transformer must be disconnected from the power system.

11/

It is not possible to make a quantitative statement concerning the moisture content of the
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transformer if no reference measurements for the transformer are available.
• The transformer design needs to be taken into consideration since the dielectric response
also depends on the geometry of the active part and on volume ratios between solid and
liquid insulation.
The dielectric loss angle procedure (tanS measurement), is a special case of the dielectric
response i.e. the response at 50 or 60Hz.

2 . 3.6 Low Voltage Impulse (LVI) Testing
Mechanical stresses produced by short circuit forces can distort and displace transformer
windings. The distorting effects of short circuit forces may lead to catastrophic failure
immediately, in which case diagnosis is trivial. However, if the windings merely displace,
the transformer may to continue to function but in a much weakened state. The windings
may subsequently fail due to insulation abrasion or during another short circuit on the
connected system. Inadequate clamping arrangements may lead to winding movement under
service conditions. Clamping may become inadequate due to insulation shrinkage and
results in a weakened winding making the transformer vulnerable to failure due to winding
abrasion or winding forces developed during service (e.g. at switch-on or upon external
short circuit). The test techniques most widely used for assessing the degree of winding
movement in power transfOlmer are applied off-line. This section addresses the LVI test
technique. Techniques based on leakage inductance and frequency response measurements
are discussed in the sections to follow.
Winding deformation that is caused by lightning, switching faults, and system faults can be
determined by low voltage impulse (LVI) testing. The technique involves exciting the
resonant modes of the winding by applying a steep fronted impulse, typically 1.2/50I1s. The
time domain response at the remote end of the winding is then recorded and compared with
prior recordings. Experience has shown that changes in the winding structure can be
detected by comparing 'as new' responses with responses taken later. Interpretation of the
changes in response is largely a matter of experience, aided by a knowledge of the winding
arrangement of the transformer. Knowledge of the transformer winding being tested is
desirable for the most effective use of the LVI method, and should be allowed for when
selecting the measurements to be made [36].
When the LVI method was first proposed by Lech and Tyminski [37], one winding was
impulsed and the induced current flowing to earth in the other winding was measured by
means of a shunt Subsequently it was found that greater sensitivity could be obtained with
a circuit in which the difference is measured between the currents flowing to earth from two
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phase windings that are simultaneously being impulsed (i.e. 2 primary windings). A
differential circuit of this type is suitable for most measurements on three phase
transformers, however it has limited application to single phase units, where instead the
induced current approach is used. When measurements are made on a transformer using the
LVI method, the service connections to the terminals must be disconnected so that the
measurements are not affected by any changes in the layout or earthing of these
connections.
Although LVI is recognised as being exceptionally sensitive, its application has been
limited due to the difficulty in relating response alterations to the physical changes causing
them. Because the waveshape and amplitude of the applied impulse affect the response, the
application of LVI has also been limited by the practical difficulties of achieving noise free
and repeatable results under site conditions [50].

2.3" 7 Leakage Inductance
Leakage inductance measurements have traditionally been used to detect mechanical
deformations and changes in winding geometry. As a result of a short circuit, the inner
winding has a tendency to decrease in diameter whereas the outer increases. This leads to a
higher leakage flux between the windings and thus a higher measured leakage reactance
[14]. The relationship between winding displacement and changes in leakage inductance is
recognised in [41], which sets a criteria at 2% change as being significant. However, the
test, though useful can be insensitive to winding displacement [50].
A related technique has been developed by Hydro Quebec [51], that involves the
measurement of stray load loss across a range of frequencies. The technique, referred to as
frequency response of stray losses (FRSL) is based on the observation that axial winding
displacement causes an increase in stray losses. For the FRSL test the transformer is short
circuited on the secondary, while the primary winding is supplied with low voltage over a
frequency range of 20-400Hz. The technique is considered [51] to be sensitive down to
axial displacement of the order equivalent to winding separation although it is considered
insensitive to radial displacement.

.3.8 Frequency Response

(FRA)

As discussed in 2.3.6, the low voltage impulse (LVI) method is used to detect winding
mechanical deformations caused by short circuit fault currents and other mechanical
stresses. An alternative method, frequency response analysis (FRA) [33], is based on the
fact that should the spatial disposition of a winding alter then its distributed parameters will
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alter and consequently so will its frequency response. The frequency response of a winding
therefore directly reflects its spatial disposition.
The FRA method uses a sweep frequency generator to apply low voltage sinusoids at
different frequencies to one terminal of a transformer winding. Typically the frequency
sweep is performed up to a few MHz. Amplitude and phase signals from selected terminals
of the transformer are recorded and used to determine voltage ratio and impedance transfer
functions at each discrete frequency included in the sweep. Comparisons are then made
between transfer functions determined before and after winding damage. The FRA is
typically performed using a network analyser [33] and is used for large power transformers
to provide fingerprint information at manufacture and when commissioned on-site. This
data is then used as a future reference for comparisons with results obtained after winding
deformation.
In applying FRA, the transformer must be physically disconnected from the buswork at all
bushing terminals so as to prevent bus capacitance from effecting the FRA results [33]. As a
result preparation time can be cnnsiderably longer than the test itself. turther, the resources
required to carry out FRA testing may limit its application to one-off problem solving and
as a preliminary measure to justify more expensive detanking.
Bak-Jensen et al. [34] have demonstrated that a transfer function determined by FRA
provides a highly stable transformer model. As a result they have developed a model-based
diagnostic procedure where a comparison is made between a r~ference transfer function and
subsequent transfer functions. Sensitivity tests were developed to examine the relation
between the transfer function and
CD

Insulating oiUgrease: It is possible to detect a change in the quality of transformer
oil/grease if this involves a change in the dielectric constant, tl'

III

Core: It is possible to detect a change in the condition of the core if this involves a
change in the total reluctance or total losses in the iron.

• Winding/coil insulation: It is possible to detect changes in the condition of the winding
insulation if this involves changes in the winding capacitance or shorts between turns.
Disadvantages of FRA include:
l1li

The instrumentation used can have a large effect on the transfer function. Results form
Dick and Erven [33] show that replacing son coax in the measurement system with 7Sn
coax can have an effect over a large range of frequencies. As a result standardised test
equipment should be used.
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Thorough FRA testing on three phase transformers can involve many hours of testing. A
y -Y transformer for example has 8 terminals, so that many different transfer functions

are possible.
III

Because low voltage inputs are used for FRA, output signals as low as 20l1V are
obtained at some frequencies. Measurement of these low level signals, especially close
to an energised bus in a substation, can be difficult. This can add unwanted uncertainty
into the FRA technique.

III

Strays in the measurement system can have an effect on the results at higher frequencies.
These include parasitic capacitance effects and conductive loops within the
measurement system that are prone to EMI pickup.

III

Bushing capacitance can have a dominating effect on impedance transfer functions.

III

Fault detection can only be achieved if a reference transfer function is available,
although phase-to-phase comparisons may provide a reasonable fingerprint in the three
phase case [35].

lit

The transformer under test must be removed from service.

Advantages of FRA include:
11\

Because the input signal is concentrated at a single frequency then effective narrow band
filters can be used on the received signals to increase the SNR.

III

It can also be used to determine the integrity of the winding insulation.

III

Does not require the extensive calibration of LVI and is not subject to interference as is
LVI.

Discharge Detection
A partial discharge is an electric discharge that only partially bridges the insulation between
conductors. These discharges occur in gas, usually air, when the voltage

some

limiting value and discharges the capacitance of the insulation with which they are in series.
Solid insulation may be damaged where either or both ends of the discharge is rooted on an
insulating surface. The early detection and location of partial discharges within power
transformers is therefore important if degradation or incipient breakdown of insulation is to
be avoided. Further, many experiences have shown that the insulation damage caused by
internal partial discharge activity has become a main factor influencing the reliable
operation of a power transformer. The detection and location of partial discharges in
transformers during factory tests is well established and dealt with by current standards
[41][40],
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It is known that partial discharges produce a number of signals at different locations within

a large transformer. These signals can be categorized as follows [42]:
• Discharge current in the transformer's neutral terminal.
ill

Displacement current through the capacitive tapping of a bushing.

It

Ultrasonic/acoustic signals that emanate from the source of the partial discharge activity.

It

Radiated RF signals.

Partial discharges occurring within the insulation inside a transformer initiate acoustic
waves which travel in all directions and reach the tank walls. The use of acoustic and/or
ultrasonic transducers installed on the tank walls to both detect and locate partial discharges
has been used in both off-line and on-line applications. Localization of partial discharges is
made acoustically using different triangulation techniques. This requires deep knowledge of
wave propagation in different types of materialslliquids [38] and is a task for highly
qualified experts. This tecbnique is applied using the time interval between the appearance
of a partial discharge (possibly detected using discharge current) and the sensing by a
detector fitted on the tank wall. This allows the source-detector distance to be measured.
Through the use of multiple sensors, several of these distances can be determined and
triangulation applied to geometrically locate the source within the transformer. Because the
transformer is not a homogenous medium, the speeds of propagation of the wave
transmitted are dependent on the materials through which the wave propagates. This
phenomenon must be taken into account when interpreting the results [22]. Acoustic
detectors are used that continuously receive signals in the soni<:; and ultrasonic bands.
Another technique that has been used for locating the source of PD activity within a
transformer is the profile comparison method. The profile comparison method is used to
electrically locate a fault, independent of its geometrical position (e.g. the phase). The
profile comparison method consists of injecting a known signal across two accessible points
of a transformer and collecting the responses at selected points so that profile representing
the transmission coefficients may be obtained. After a number of profiles have been
determined, the transformer is energised and partial discharge levels are measured at the
locations used to determine the profiles. By comparing new profiles with the former ones, it
is possible to locate the source of the partial discharge [22].
On the practical side, noise suppression in a substation environment poses the largest
challenge [22]. For in-situ measurements sometimes the electrical signal is too weak
compared to the level of interference and therefore cannot be detected. However because
the signals are repetitive, averaging can be used to improve the SNR. This allows the
detection of very weak partial discharge signals that are buried in noise.
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Knowledge of the spot where the fault is occurring offers the following advantages:
CD

When partial discharge location is determined during factory testing by a manufacturer,
it is possible to open the transformer and repair the fault. This allows the manufacturer
to assess the extent of the repairwork and perform the work after minimum dismantling.

III

For the user, who may make a decision to continue operating the unit under regular
supervision, based on this information, in order to wait for the most favourable time to
carry out the repairwork. Or contrary, the user may use location information to decide to
take the unit out of operation before exceeding the threshold, which may be destructive.
In all cases, repairs can be made at a lower cost.

In the past, reliance has been placed on DGA for the initial detection of excessive partial
discharge activity [7]. Only after excessive partial discharge activity was detected was the
location of the partial discharge attempted. Techniques similar to those employed during
factory tests have been used during on site off-line tests. Partial discharge measurement
systems are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4 Integrating Fault Diagnosis Methods
The methods presented in this chapter are used to identify transformer fault conditions
before they deteriorate to a severe state. All of the methods presented require some
experience in order to correctly interpret the observations. Researchers have applied
artificial intelligence concepts in order to encode these diagnostic techniques. Many of
these attempts have concentrated on only a single diagnostic technique and have failed to
fully manage the inherent uncertainty in the various methods [35].
A better analysis would result by aggregating information from more than one of these
techniques. All of these methods are imprecise and require experience in order to correctly
interpret the observations. This inherent uncertainty in transformer fault diagnosis
techniques has led several researchers to apply fuzzy set methods. In [44] and [52] fuzzy
logic is used to implement DGA methods, while [53] describes an acoustic technique that
applies fuzzy logic to represent uncertainty. Tomsovic et al. [35] describe an approach that
integrates different diagnostic techniques and systematically manages uncertainties that
arise from the different diagnostic techniques. In the developed expert system, each
diagnostic method is represented by a rule base. Within each rule base, conflicts arising
between rules are resolved to find the most consistent solution. Finally the diagnoses are
combined into a single analysis where more weight is attached to more certain diagnoses.
The system is robust to missing or inaccurate data and can easily be expanded to
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accommodate new diagnostic techniques.

2.
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This chapter reviews trends and recent developments in on-line condition monitoring of
power, distribution and instrument transformers. Monitoring systems based on temperature
measurements, differential relays, transformer modeling, partial discharge detection,
dissolved gas analysis, and other methods are discussed and· some currently available
monitoring equipment is described. Discussions on the presented techniques include
existing systems and practices along with their capabilities and success rates.
It is desirable to monitor the condition of insulation in power transformers as this allows
improved preventative maintenance to be applied which leads to an increase in the life of
the transformer. Because the assessment of the remaining life of a transformer is one of the
most important issues related to monitoring, a section on transformer life assessment is
presented. Sections on transformer impulse testing and the transfer function method have
been included as this material directly relates to the transformer insulation condition
monitoring system developed by the author.

There are two main reasons for installing monitoring equipment on transformers. First, by
monitoring the important functions of a transformer, developing faults can be detected
before they lead to a catastrophic failure. Second, it can allow for a change from a periodic
to a condition based maintenance program, leading to reduced maintenance costs.
Furthermore, because the main part of the transformer population is old', many transformers
may reach the end of their lifetime in the next few years, possibly leading to cascade
failures.

I In many European countries, essential power system components were renewed after the second world war and as a consequence
there are a lot of power transformers that arc over 30 years of age [62],
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Monitoring equipment, which per definition is on-line and permanently mounted on the
transformer, must primarily be reliable. In general, lower cost systems supply a reliable
warning signal without on-line analysis and diagnosis. Diagnosis methods presented in
Chapter 2 usually follow up an alarm condition. Monitoring equipment should be designed
for field installation on transformers already in operation.
The benefits of condition monitoring can be summarised as follows [41]:
• Reduced maintenance costs
• The results provide a quality control feature
41

Limits the probability of destructive failure and thus leads to improvements in operator
safety and quality of supply

• Limits the severity of any damage incurred tbus preventing consequential repair
activities
" Can identify the root cause of failure
• Information is provided on the transformer operating life, enabling business decisions to
be made either on transformer refurbishment or on asset replacement.

Life
The assessment of the remaining life of a transformer is one of the most important issues
related to monitoring and diagnostics. The ultimate question to be asked is how many years
a unit has before it fails i.e. when has its end-of-life (EOL) been reached where EOL is
taken to mean that the transformer is no longer able to fulfill its required function
economically.
Distinctions can be made between technical, strategical and economical EOL [45], It is
seldom that transformers are replaced for technical reasons only. The main reasons for
taking transformers out of service are cost related as the total operating cost is minimised.
Strategic reasons arise from changes in load patterns and changes in voltage level etc.
Second, it is important to distinguish between the technical EOL of the insulation materials
and the EOL of the transformer itself. Recent studies have revealed that no correlation
exists between transformer EOL and load [45]. This is most likely due to the use of
pedantic maintenance procedures rather than suggesting that thermal aging of the insulation
has little affect on the transformer EOL
The technical EOL of a transformer is a function of many factors including design,
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historical events, previous operating conditions, its present state and future service
conditions. Most methods proposed for estimating EOL focus on only one of these aspects,
the present state of the insulating material. Furthermore, load and temperature are not the
only factors that should be taken into consideration. The number of experienced short
circuits and overvoltages, design weaknesses, repairs and transportations between sites will
influence a transformers ability to perform its function and therefore should be taken into
account. It is therefore important that utilities keep historical records concerning the
operating conditions if accurate EOL predictions are to be made.
A subject of major concern to the utility industry is projected equipment life. For
transformers, utilities apply industry loading guides [7] to assist in establishing load
practices that will not unduly jeopardize life. Loading guides provide equations to enable
estimation of insulation hottest spot temperature as a function of load, leading to a
temperature/time relationship that can be used to compute consumption of life [52]. It must
be noted that transformer loading guides define the life of the material in the insulation
system as it is influenced by temperature, not the functional life of the transformer, which
may be affected by mechanical and dielectric stresses.
If an end point for insulation life is to be defined, it must be done in terms of a measurable

physical characteristic of the material. In the past 50% deterioration of the tensile strength
of the paper has been used as end-of-life indicator [52]. An alternative end-of-life definition
has been suggested by some investigators, namely the degree of polymerisation (DP)
discussed in 2.3.3. This approach seems to have merit. as reduction in the DP corresponds
with a deterioration of mechanical properties as discussed in 2.3.3. Bozzini [49] suggests
that a DP value of 100-150 be used to indicate the end-of-life of the insulation.
The work of Allan [4][5], on the distinction between nameplate age and insulation age is
significant in assessing the remaining life of transformers. His papers and also that of
Darveniza et al. [6] show how micro-samples of paper insulation from transformers

10

service can be used to yield information on the aging of the insulation.

1
It is essential to know the maximum temperature reached by the winding insulation if a

transformer is to be loaded efficiently and it's insulation life expectancy calculated. In the
past thermocouples and RTDs have been used for winding temperature measurements [54].
However a major difficulty encountered in the practice is that the temperature is generally
not uniform throughout the winding due to localised variations in the effectiveness of the
coolant. Further the locations of the highest temperature, the hot spots, are often within the
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winding and inaccessible to external probes. Techniques for estimating the points of highest
temperatures in windings based on temperature measurements at other locations have
therefore been developed. The thermal image temperature indicator, which produces a hot
spot estimate based on oil temperature and load current is one of the most widely used
instruments [1][56]. Other instruments and techniques use factors such as average winding
temperature, bottom oil temperature, and top oil temperature and from them estimate hot
spot temperature [56]. However these methods are inaccurate and because allowing hot
spots to exceed certain temperatures dramatically increases the risk of breakdown,
conservative loading policies have been applied. Accurate knowledge of the true hot spot
temperature leads to more improved transformer utilisation and better life expectancy
estimates. The relationship between insulation life expectancy and operating temperature is
discussed in 2.1.1.
The above limitations can be overcome by measuring the winding temperature directly.
However a measuring unit must be produced which is rugged and small enough to be
embedded in the winding without causing too much disturbance. Most importantly such a
device must in no way weaken the electrical insulation of the transformer. Recently,
implanted temperature measurement devices fitting these criteria have been developed and
used to directly measure winding insulation hot spot temperatures. The main techniques
used include:
CD

A vapotherm capsule: This method uses the vapour pressure of acetone contained in a
capsule embedded in the winding. Temperature is measured by transmitting the vapour
pressure to pressure transducer via a capillary tube filled with oil [53].

~

Fibre optics: Devices based on temperature dependent light phenomena using optical
fibres for light transmission appear promising. Hampton et aL [53] have developed a
system where laser light is polarised and transmitted to a quartz block in the winding. Its
plane of polarization is rotated by the quartz, the angle being dependent on the quartz
temperature. The emerging light is analysed and the temperature determined. Another
system put forward by Lampe et at. [54] transmits light to a semiconductor sensor, which
absorbs the light and retransmits it at another wavelength where the change in
wavelength is determined by the sensor temperature.

Fibre optic hot spot detectors are being used in new and repaired transformers. A CIGRE
survey [57] reported that two to eight sensors would be adequate if placed in the winding
where the higher temperature is expected.
It is well known that voltages and currents with frequencies above 50Hz result in additional
heating in iron-cored devices like transformers [58]. Because the increasing use of harmonic
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loads on power systems has resulted in transformers running at rated or higher temperatures
at less than full load current [55], monitoring hot spot temperatures can be valuable if loss
of life is to be avoided (59].

3. Developments in On-Line Systems
To detect abnormalities in transformer insulation systems, various condition monitoring
techniques such as partial discharge detection, dielectric loss angle measurement and gasin-oil analysis are used, as discussed previously. The problem with these conventional offline monitoring techniques is that they are periodic, labour intensive and require the
transformer to be taken out of service for some time. Furthermore, in the past it has not
always been possible to perform these tests at sufficiently regular intervals due to resource
and operational constraints. As a result, emphasis has recently been placed on the
development of on-line systems to reduce the number of transformer failures that have been
experienced throughout systems around the world. In the past many such systems have not
been possible or practical with the use of conventional analog instruments, but the advent of
digital data acquisition and processing equipment has enabled the development of on-line
diagnostic and measuring systems suitab Ie for use in a power system.
The advantage of on-line systems is that they give immediate indication that something is
wrong, perhaps in time to remove a transformer from service and prevent a catastrophic
failure. However as the cost of removing and replacing a large power transformer increases
with its capacity and the remoteness, the decision to remove a power transformer from
service can imply an expense of several tens of thousands of dollars and is justified only by
a high degree of confidence in the predicted imminent insulation failure given by such
systems.
Assessment of the condition of the HV insulation of transformers in service has long been
of major concern to public utilities, and many attempts have been made to predict incipient
insulation faults and extend transformer life. This section gives an overview of recent
advances made in the development of on-line condition monitoring equipment used to
detect faults, monitor insulation condition and to evaluate the age of insulation in power,
distribution and instrument transformers. The systems presented fall between the following
two extremes:
• Expensive, complex systems that can automatically monitor several parameters, process
the acquired data, determine rates of change of parameters, establish correlations
between parameters and transmit the results to a control center.
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• Simple automatic systems that record a single parameter, signaling exceeded levels to
the substation operator.
Systems of the later type have found various applications e.g. for monitoring hydrogen in
transformer oil [32] or detecting partial discharges [33]. However the results of single
parameter monitoring, although useful to the person in charge of the substation apparatus,
have an inherent limitation in that they cannot answer the basic question: should the

transformer be removed from service now to avoid insulation breakdown?

3.3.1 Transformer Insulation Life Monitor
A prototype system has been developed by ESKOM to measure the life usage, and
conversely the remaining life, of a transformer [1]. The design philosophy of this instrument
is based on the insulation life equations, used to prepare the "Loading Guide for Oilhnmersed Transformers" as given in IEC-354 [7]. To summarise, the insulation life is
primarily a function of the insulation temperature and time as defined by Arrhenius's Law
[3]
( 3.1)
where L is the life, T is the temperature, and A, B are constants. When applying Eq. ( 3.1),
the maximum insulation temperature (hot spot temperature) must be used. Because the
precise location of the hot spot is never known, then the hot spot temperature cannot be
measured directly. As a consequence of this the instrument developed by ESKOM uses an
estimate based on the oil temperature at the top of the tank and the loading (i.e. load
current) of the transformer. Because of the logarithmic nature of Arrhenius's Law, the
estimated transformer life is very sensitive to the inaccuracies in the measured parameters
(temperature and load current). Dewe et al. [1] found that hot spot temperature estimate
must be within 1.5% to ensure a life estimate accuracy of 20%.
The developed prototype system monitors a transformer in service and outputs the number
of life hours used onto an LCD display. The peak and average temperature and load current
can also be displayed.

Relay
Power transformers are often protected by gas accumulation devices commonly called
Buchholz relays. Gas generated in the transformer oil rises to the highest point in the oil
where it is trapped in the accumulation chamber of the device. When a predetermined
amount of gas has been accumulated, this information is transmitted via electrical signals to
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the devices protection relay. A Buchholz relay is also capable of detecting oil leaks in a
power transformer.
When a transformer gives off a Buchholz relay gas warning, information may be obtained
on the origin of the fault producing the gas emissions, depending on whether the Buchholz
gases are balanced or not with the gases dissolved in the tank oil [44]. In performing this
technique, an oil sample is often taken from the bottom of the tank.

8,,8 . 8 DUferential Relay Protection
Relays that use over current, over flux and over heating principles protect transformers
against overloads and externally applied conditions. Differential relays are used to protect
transformers against internal faults [IOJ. These relays convert the primary and secondary
currents to a common base and compare them. During normal operating conditions, the
differences between the currents are small and are due to magnetising and core loss
currents. The differences are also small during external faults although they are larger than
the differences during normal operating conditions. When either an internal fault or
magnetising inrush (a transient that occurs during energisation) occur, the differences are
large. Conventional relays use the 2nd and/or 4th harmonic components of the difference
currents, which are larger for magnetising inrush, to distinguish between the two conditions.
This prevents the relays from operating during magnetising imush. During the last fifteen
years progress has been made in the design of microprocessor-based differential relays.
However these relays have been known to. operate during some magnetising inrush
conditions and are not very sensitive to turn-to-turn faults.
Sidhu et al. [8J describe a microprocessor based differential relay that can detect winding
faults in single and three phase transformers. Their system accomplishes this by employing
an algorithm that compares measured primary voltage(s) with primary voltage(s) calculated
in terms of the transformer's secondary voltage(s), primary current(s) and secondary
current(s). During normal operation and under external fault conditions there is little
difference between the measured and calculated primary voltage(s). Both internal faults and
magnetising inrush cause a large differences. However for magnetising inrush the difference
only lasts for a short time and they use this to prevent the tripping of the transformer. The
system was used in a laboratory setup to detect phase-to-phase faults and phase-to-gronnd
faults for a three phase transformer. For these types of faults the system tripped the
transformer in less than 20ms. More recently, artificial intelligence methods such as fuzzy
logic [11] and neural networks [12] have been applied to differential relay protection
systems to prevent them from tripping the transformer during magnetising inrush.
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Degens and Langedijk [17] describe an on-line microprocessor based differential protection
system that operates similarly to a conventional system. In a conventional system
transformer overload can cause false tripping due to the increase in magnetising current.
Degens and Langedijk prevent this by detecting the presence of 5th harmonic components.
An advantage of using a microprocessor based system is that additional protection schemes
can easily be incorporated. Degens and Langedijk [17] take advantage of this by including
additional software algorithms that perform the following protection functions:
• Earth fault protection at primary and secondary sides: Based on Kirchhoff's current law.
• Primary to secondary winding fault protection: Based on Kirchhoff's current law.
• fuverse time current protection: Used to protect against overloads and overcurrents and
is based on numerical integration.
A disadvantage with differential relay protection is that preventative techniques to avoid
outages based on early detection of faults cannot be applied.

3.3 .. 4 Model-Based
MIT has developed an adaptive, intelligent monitoring system for large power transformers
[9]. The system consists of a collection of data acquisition modules that monitor
temperature, gas content and partial discharge activity. A connection to the system can be
made through a modem which allows MIT personnel to operate the system and examine the
data independently of the host utility. Each module uses model-based monitoring which
compares measured data with that predicted from a model and generates a residual signal
(the difference between the measurement and the prediction). When a residual signal
exceeds a predefined range or changes faster than a given rate, messages are generated to
appropriate personnel via a paging system, to indicate that a problem has developed.
An adaptive transformer model based on parameter estimation is used. This facilitates
transformer condition monitoring on multiple time scales and allows for differences
between individual transformers. When testing the system in the field, the following
problems were experienced:
• The IEEE temperature model used does not properly account for variations in ambient
temperature I.
• When a transformer cooling pump was activated the gas module predicted a drop in gas
content (a model based on temperature is used), The resulting increase in the residual
I A modification based on the correlation between the error in the existing model and ambient temperature has been proposed
[60]. Improved results suggest that the proposed model is better suited to model-based on-line monitoring systems.
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caused the system to generate a message when no fault had developed.

3.3 .. 5 On-Line Partial Discharge Detection
Many experiences have shown that the insulation damage caused by internal partial
discharge activity has become a main factor influencing the reliable operation of a power
transformer. Further, partial discharge erosion of the insulation of high voltage plant is one
of the main deteriorative mechanisms leading to early failure. As it is suspected that partial
discharges of high magnitude develop shortly before a major failure, continuous monitoring
of large andlor critically located transformers is very desirable. This section presents a
number of on-line systems that have been designed to detect partial discharge activity in
power transformers and other HV apparatus.
It is known that partial discharges produce a number of signals at different locations within

a large transformer. These signals can be categorized as follows [16]:
" Discharge current in the transformer's neutral terminal.
• Displacement current through the capacitive tapping of a bushing.
• Ultrasonic/acoustic signals that emanate from the source of the partial discharge activity.
• Radiated RF signals.
Recently on-line systems that detect partial discharge activity have been developed and
applied in the field. Because these systems are required to operate under severe noise and
inteIference conditions within a substation environment, transducers are often used that
detect two or more of the above signals. As a result, systems are able to apply noiserejection algorithms to differentiate partial discharge activity from noise and inteIference
when signals are only present at the output a one transducer type. A brief summary of some
of the recent progress in the development of on-line partial discharge detection systems is
now presented.
Multichannel pulse height analysers have been used for PD analysis since the 1970s, mainly
for the measurement and sorting of discrete pulse heights and corresponding discharge
rates. The current trend in digital recording is the substitution of much of the pulse height
analyser hardware with personal computer oriented software. Many hardware and software
systems have been described in the literature [15][16][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26].
Basically, all of these systems use some method to record pulse heights along with the
corresponding applied voltage magnitude and phase. The sophistication of the hardware
determines the accuracy and resolution of the measurement of these parameters. Software
enables other parameters to be determined and the results to be displayed in various ways.
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Some selected on-line partial discharge monitoring systems are now examined.
Allan et al. describe an on-line partial discharge testing device used for testing substation
instrument transformers [13][14J. The system is used principally as a screening tool to
detect abnormalities that are confirmed by more definitive and expensive techniques such as
gas-in-oil analysis. The system was later modified to incorporate dielectric loss angle
measurement when monitoring substation CTs and bushings, as this provides a measure of
HV insulation deterioration over a period of time. The instrument determines the dielectric
loss angle of the insulation by finding the phase difference between two 50Hz sinusoids
measured at each end of the insulation. A zero crossing detector converts each sinusoid to a
digital signal so that logic circuitry and a microprocessor can be used to find the phase
difference. The system detected deterioration in llOkV and 132kV CTs and conventional
off-line tests performed with these units confirmed that the insulation was in an advanced
state of degradation.
Zhu et al. and have developed an on-line computer aided system for the detection of partial
discharges [15]. Acoustic and current transducers are used to detect partial discharge
activity. The acoustic transducer consists of a piezoelectric sensor, a preamplifier and a
filter. The filter is able to remove interfering signals from magnetic and mechanical sources,
based on knowledge of the frequency spectra of the acoustic emission signals. The current
transducer consists of a clip on CT, a preamplifier and a filter. A clip on CT was used to
sense partial discharge current pulses as a current measurement shunt connected in series
could not be used under service conditions. The bandpass response of the CT and the filter
were used to remove unwanted interfering signals. A single fibre optic channel along with
frequency division mUltiplexing was used to transmit signals from three acoustic
transducers and a current transducer to a PC, located in a control room some hundreds of
meters away. An acoustic wave propagation velocity in oil of 1.4mmJIls along with the time
delays between the current and acoustic signals is used by the PC software to locate the
partial discharge source. The locations of partial discharge sources found during
transformer repair agreed with those predicted by the system.
Unsworth et al. [16] have designed an on-line partial discharge monitor that consists of
ultrasonic and RF transducers, signal conditioning electronics, digital signal processing and
a display monitor. As the transducers are mounted inside the tank of the transformer they
have been designed to operate as follows:
• In the corrosive medium of mineral oil

• At temperatures up to 120°C
(10

In the presence of strong 50Hz electric and magnetic fields
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• Reliably for a long period of time as removal is difficult
Similarly to the system described by Zhu et aI., location information is determined by using
the RF signal as a time reference and measuring the delay to the ultrasonic signals.
Insulation deterioration due to partial discharge activity is not only a problem in power
transformers. VanHaeren et aI. [18] discuss insulation failures in metalclad switchgear and
develop a prototype on-line system that detects partial discharge activity by monitoring for
ultrasonic and RF signals.
A computer based on-line partial discharge detection system is described by Kurtz et al.
[38], The system uses split core high frequency CTs (insensitive to power frequency

currents to avoid saturation) on the neutral leads of a bank of substation CTs to detect
partial discharge activity. Detected current pulses are digitised and fed to a CPU for
processing. The system is able to achieve noise-rejection by determining the direction of the
detected current pulses. If current pulses are detected in the same direction in the neutral
lead of each CT, they are rejected as noise. Partial discharge activity is identified in a CT
when the detected current pulse travels in a direction opposite to that of the current pulses
in the other CTs in the bank.

3.

Hydrogen Monitoring

A on-line hydrogen monitor has been developed that measures hydrogen content in oil in
ppm [36]. The device works best when it is mounted close to the windings in such a way as
to maximise oil circulation to it. If this ideal mounting cannot be attained the device will not
be very accurate, but will still give an indication within a few days of a large increase in
hydrogen i.e. more than a few hundred ppm. The device is easily interfaced to
microprocessor or computer-based protection systems although it has been reported that the
hydrogen reading fluctuates somewhat with temperature excursions [34].
On-line hydrogen gas detectors are in general based on one of the following extraction
systems [50]:
til

Vacuum suction system: Gas is extracted by reducing the pressure of the space above
the oil surface. A typical realisation uses a piston arrangement. Inoue et al [50] have
shown that the extraction efficiency of a vacuum based system is greatly affected by the
amount of residual air in the oil, increasing with increasing amounts of residual air.
Because the amount of residual air contained in transformer oil may greatly vary from
one transformer to another, a high vacuum and long extraction times are an essential
requirement.
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Permeable membrane system: These systems employ polymeric membranes which in
general have the property of letting only gases pass through them, stopping liquids.
Some large transformer monitoring systems in service already use gas permeable
membrane systems to extract dissolved gases for the detection of internal problems [51].
A problem with the gas permeable membrane system is that it takes several tens of hours
for the hydrogen gas concentration in the gas chamber to reach equilibrium [50]. As a
result its slow extraction time makes it unsuitable for use in a portable instrument
designed to take quick field measurements.

III

Air blow system: Air blow systems take advantage of the fact that the extraction
efficiency increases with increasing amounts of residual air in the oiL Two air blow
methods have been used [50]. In one method, air is blown into the oil and the air passed
through the oil is collected. This requires a large amount of air to be collected to achieve
good extraction efficiency and therefore does not allow a compact system to be
designed. In the second method, a given amount of air is repeatedly circulated through
the oil until an equilibrium is reached between the hydrogen gas concentration in the oil
and in the air space of the device. Systems based on this method can be realised in a
compact size. Advantages of the air blow system include an extraction time of a few
minutes at most and an extraction efficiency independent of oil temperature (I.e.
transformer loading).

Inoue et al. [50] have developed an air blow system that uses a Sn02 sensor to measure
hydrogen gas concentration. The measurement technique is based on the fact that hydrogen
gas absorption changes the electrical resistance of the sensor. The sensor output is almost
unaffected by the presence of other gases and is in close agreement with results obtained by
gas chromatography.

Gases
For a number of years, on-line sensors for detecting hydrogen (mainly indicative of partial
discharges, but also arcing) have been available on the market e.g. the Hydran sensor from
Cyprotec. These sensors are most sensitive to hydrogen, but also measure other combustible
gases to a certain extent. The readings are to be regarded as warning signals, and a
conventional gas-in-oil analysis should be performed after an alarm. Further, the risk of
missing a beginning fault due to long sampling intervals is reduced considerably.
Recently, efforts have been made to develop on-line sensors that measure individual
concentrations of several gases. Such sensors are also to be regarded as warning systems
that give a better indication of the type of the fault, and will also give warning for heating of
cellulose that present sensors do not. Examples are the developments made by ABB (metal
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oxide technology) and by Micromonitors (metal insulator semiconductor technology). As of
June 1996, both techniques were in the field prototype stage waiting to be commercialized.
The Hydran sensor uses a selectively permeable memhrane and a miniature electrochemical
gas detector. Hydrogen dissolved in the oil permeates through the membrane and reacts
with oxygen from the ambient air. This reaction generates an electrical current that is
measured as a voltage drop across a load resistor. A thermistor is embedded in the sensor
for temperature compensation. Recent developments made to the sensor have enabled the
detection of carbon monoxide, making it possible to monitor degradation of the solid
insulation [48], The advantage of the Hydran sensor is that it has no moving parts and the
gases under analysis are the fuel required to energize the sensor, thus eliminating the need
to replenish an internal agent.
Hydrogen and carhon monoxide are the first fault gases to form as an evolving fault initiates
and increasing levels are true early signs of transformer dielectric breakdown and incipient
failure. Together they represent the early waruing indicators for both oil and cellulose type
dielectric failure modes. On-line sensors, such as the Hydran sensor from Cyprotec, have
been developed to continuously monitor for increased levels of these gases. DGA testing is
performed when alarm signals are activated by these sensors.
To improve the detection capabilities of oil analysis techniques, the use of on-line
Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA) equipment has been looked at. However the cost of such
equipment can be prohibitive and therefore may only justified on very high MVA rating
transformers or as a semi-permanent installation on a problem transformer. Portable field
DGA test sets can be used but do not have the precision of laboratory based equipment.
These field sets can detect the presence of the primary gases (namely H2 and CH4) and
identify the need for more detailed analysis.

The hot spot of the winding is the limiting factor for the load capability of the transformer.
Conventional temperature measurements are not direct, instead the hot spot is indirectly
calculated from measurements of oil temperatures and load current. As an alternative, fiber
optic temperature sensors can be installed in the winding when the transformer is
manufactured. Two main types of sensors have been used, fibers which measure the
temperature at one point [46], and distributed fibers which measure the temperature along
the length of the fiber [47]. None of these are low cost systems, in particular, the distributed
fiber sensor is costly to install and can be applied only for new transformers. Further
information on temperature monitoring devices is presented in 3.2.1.
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3.3 .. 9 Other Systems
Other types of on-line sensors have also been investigated. Examples of such systems are
on-line measurements of the moisture content of the oil, static charge in oil and pump
monitoring. On-line measurements of the moisture in the cellulose by optical fiber
techniques are also being studied. In general, these systems do not have a strong coupling to
important and frequent failure modes.
A continuous transformer oil processing system was developed by Lampe and Spicar [27] to
restore the dielectric strength of HV insulation showing signs of deterioration. This
processing unit effectively removes oxygen dissolved in the oil and also metallic and
dielectric impurities, thus preventing the evolution of an internal fault.
A microprocessor-based on-line transformer monitoring system has been developed by
Poyser et al. [28][29]. The system uses sensors that measure top oil temperature, winding
current, relative corona (based on acoustic waveguide developed by Westinghouse [30])
and gas in oil. Inputs to the system that indicate oil level, oil flow in cooling system and
status of the cooling system are also processed. The system has been designed so that it can
be extended when new or improved sensors, transducers and signal conditioning equipment
become available. However as the system is fairly complex, reliability and cost may limit
prospective applications.
Malewski et al. [31] describe the design of an automatic diagnostic system for large power
transformers in service. Sensors were developed to measur.e overvoltages, partial discharge
activity and gas in oil. The principle of operation of the system consists in correlating
overvoltages and overcurrents with deterioration within the transformers insulation, as
detected by the partial discharge and gas in oil sensors. The system also allows the operator
to compare the high frequency spectral characteristics of fast transients with the frequency
characteristic of a transformer winding so that dangerous internal winding resonances can
be detected.
The power factor of electrical insulation is recognized as a good indicator of its quality and
future serviceability. Cummings et al. [34] have developed an on-line microprocessor-based
system that detects insulation deterioration within a substation CT by continuously
monitoring the insulation power factor and capacitance. The system also measures
temperature and applies a correction to estimate the internal temperature of the insulation.
The estimated temperature is then used in power factor calculations to make temperature
corrections [35]. The authors claim that temperature corrected power factor gives the best
indication of long term changes in the CT, but that uncorrected power factor is the best
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forecaster of imminent failure. Data supplied to the microprocessor from a commercially
available hydrogen monitor and an oil pressure transducer was also used to detect insulation
deterioration.
Other methods which have been tried and show some promise for detecting destructive
trends or imminent failure include pressure monitoring and an extremely sensitive relay
which looks at insulation current.

3.4 Transformer Impulse Testing
Voltage surges have always occurred on transmission systems and these surges, whether
arising from lightning or switching, are liable to be propagated along transmission lines and
into the windings of a transformer. To prevent breakdown of the transformer and
interruption of the supply, transformer insulation systems must be designed to withstand
surges with peak values that are many times the normal working voltage of the system.
For many years voltage impulse testing has played an important role in the development of
the modern power transformer. Voltage impulses produced in a laboratory to simulate
lightning and switching surges are used to obtain the surge withstand characteristics of
power transformer insulation systems. The following standardised tests are now common
practice on new power transformers:
It

Standard impulse test: This includes the application of one calibration impulse at
between 50% and 75% of the Basic Insulation Level (BIL), followed by three impulses
at the BIL. Here the BIL refers to the peak voltage of the test impulse, which is related to
the highest expected system overvoltage.

@

Chopped impulse test: This test is applied according to the following test sequence:
1. Application of one full wave at between 50% and 75% of the BIL
2. One full wave at the BIL
3. One or more chopped waves at between 50% and 75% of the BIL
4. Two chopped waves at the BIL
5. Two full waves at the BIL

Both tests employ a 1.2/50J,ls wave shape where 1.2J,ls is the 10% to 90% rise time and 50J,ls
the time that it takes for the impulse to decay to 50% of its peak value. The chopped
impulse is obtained from the 1.2/50J,ls wave shape by chopping the voltage after 2 to 6J,ls,
thereby simulating an incoming surge chopped by a flashover of the coordination gaps close
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to the transformer.
Voltage oscillograms are recorded for all tests along with one or more of the following:
III

The current flowing in the earthed end of the winding under test, viz. the neutral current.

e

The total current flowing to earth through a shunt connected between the tank insulated
from earth and the earthing system, viz. the tank current.

e

The transformed voltage appearing across another winding.

Detection of a breakdown in the major insulation of a transformer is usually made by
comparing the voltage oscillogram recorded at the BIL with that obtained during the
calibration test at the reduced level. Additional indicators used to detect faults are:
«I

Any change in the wave shape observed by comparing the full wave voltage
oscillograms taken before and after a chopped impulse test.

III

Any difference between the full wave voltage oscillograms and the chopped wave
voltage oscillograms up to the time of chopping.

A breakdown between turns or between sections of a coil is, however, not always readily
detected by the examination of voltage oscillograms and it is to facilitate the detection of
this type of fault that the current or other oscillograms are recorded, as listed above. A
comparison is then made between the neutral current oscillograms recorded at the BIL and
at the reduced level for the standard impulse test. This is however based on the assumption
that the winding impedance does not vary at voltages equal to the BIL and below. Assuming
a constant shape for the test impulse over the test voltage range, the neutral current is then
expected to have the same shape, provided that the transformer behaves linearly. Any
nonlinearity observed at the higher test voltages implies an internal fault in the winding,
which can be revealed by a usually minor difference between the compared current
oscillo grams.
Current oscillograms may give an indication of the position of a fault by a burst of high
frequency oscillations or a divergence from the no fault wave shape. Since the speed of
propagation of the wave through a winding is about 150mllls, the time interval between the
entry of the wave into the winding and the fault indication can be used to obtain the
approximate position of the fault, provided the breakdown has occurred before a reflection
from the end of the winding has taken place. Distortion of the voltage oscillograms may
also help in the location of a fault but it generally requires a large fault current to distort the
voltage wave and breakdown is then usually obvious.
The following difficulties and shortcomings are encountered with the testing procedures
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detailed above:
til

Any differences in the shape of the applied voltage impulse due to the impulse generator
producing a slight1y different impulse at the full and reduced levels, will cause a
difference between the neutral current oscillograms, which according to the above
testing procedure, may be incorrectly interpreted as a winding fault.

til

Due to the difficulty in accurately controlling the chopping time, recorded neutral
current oscillograms cannot be compared for the chopped impulse test.

" The subjective way of interpreting the differences between observed oscillograms can
lead to controversy as there is no generally recognized evaluation criteria.
As impulse tests are usually carried in the final stage of the manufacturing chain, the failure
of a transformer due to insulation failure has serious financial implications. It is therefore
important to avoid the above problems and develop a reliable test procedure. The transfer
function method eliminates the above problems and is therefore an improvement over the
conventional testing procedures discussed here .

.5
Figure 3.1 shows a simplified circuit representation of a power transformer winding where
Mi represents the mutual inductance between two winding elements separated by i-I

elements. Such a model has limited application in trying to model the high frequency
behavior of the winding due to the decrease in the permeability of the iron core with
increasing frequency, but is useful for illustrating the transfer function concept.
According to linear circuit theory the input and output of the 2-port network in Figure 3.1
are related according to the convolution integral

f
""

i( t)::::

( 3.2)

v( -r)h( t - 'C)d1:

v(t)

itt)

3.1 Simplified winding equivalent circuit
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where h(t) is the winding impulse response. The transadmittance function H(f) can be
determined by transforming Eq. (3.2) into the frequency domain and rearranging to produce
H(f) = l(f)
V(f)

( 3.3)

The transadmittance function thus characterizes the winding and any changes that take
place in the winding insulation condition due to deterioration are reflected as
trans admittance function changes. In general the trans admittance function is a complex
quantity and its magnitude can be determined by dividing the magnitude of l(f) by that of
V(f) while the phase is determined by subtracting the phase of V(f) from that ofI(f).
It is important to state at this point that the transadmittance function is often referred to

rather loosely in the literature as a transfer function. Because of this the technique
introduced in this section has become known as the transfer function method. For
consistency with the literature the transadmittance function defined above will be referred
to as a transfer function throughout the rest of this chapter.
A typical test setup employed to determine the transfer function records both vet) and i(t)
illustrated Figure 3.1. The transfer function is then readily determined by applying Eq. (
3.3). The transfer function method consists of comparing winding transfer functions
obtained at the full and reduced test levels. The transfer function method relies on the
assumption that the transformer impedance is linear for test voltage levels equal to and
below the BIL, as is the case for impulse testing. The transfer function method and the
impulse testing methods of the previous section only differ in the processing of the recorded
data.
The transfer function can he determined through the use of the impulse testing techniques
discussed in 3.4 [40] or by using the frequency response analysis techniques of 2.3.8 [42]. It
is shown in [43] that the transfer function may be regarded as a "signature" of the
transformer and is independent of the waveform applied. Transfer function analysis offers
the additional advantage of fauIt identification and location. Bak-Jenson et al. [42] show
that winding deformation, displacement. short circuit and change in oil permittivity alter the
transfer function. Malewski et al. [43] reported that the transfer function could identify
faults from resonant frequency shifts and resonant pole damping. They have also reported
that the transfer function method is sensitive to the differences between local breakdowns
and partial discharges in the winding insulation. This is an important property as the former
disqualify the transformer whereas the later can be tolerated since discharge free behaviour
of the winding insulation is not a requirement at the BIL. Other results show that the
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transfer function changes with ground leakage.
The transfer function method is a very attractive transformer insulation evaluation tool, as
the resulting transfer function is independent of the test waveform. Thus, malfunctions of
the impulse generator or scatter in the chopping time do not affect the comparison of
transfer functions. Therefore the transfer function method, hy its very nature, avoids the
first two limitations of the conventional technique given in the last section. Further, the
transfer function method allows a comparison of the trans admittance functions obtained by
the application of full and chopped impUlses.
Batruni et al. [61] have suggested that the transadmittance function can be used to detect
thermal aging. They arrived at this conclusion by evaluating the affect of accelerated
thermal aging tests on the capacitance and conductance of oil impregnated paper insulation,
and substituting the results into a lumped parameter winding model. Although further work
needs to be done in this area their findings are encouraging. Bak-Jenson et al. [42] have
performed accelerated aging tests by short circuiting windings and applying overvoltages on
a cyclic basis to determine whether it is possible to identify a development in the transfer
function towards breakdown of the transformer. Findings suggest that detection can only be
achieved if the degradation causes changes in the winding capacitance, total losses or
reluctance. Furthermore two failures that produce an equivalent effect, such as raising the
effective magnetising losses, are inseparable with the transfer function method.

the
The transfer function method can also be used for on-line monitoring of transformers in
power systems. Recently Leibfried and Feser [40] have been looking at the prospect of
using system generated transients and disturbances as the source of excitation for
determining the transfer function. However, these signals' must have adequate spectral
characteristics if the transfer function is to be determined to a high enough frequency to
ensure reliable fault detection.
The use of system generated and natural transients and disturbances poses the following
problems and difficulties:
«I

Surge arrestors are used in power systems to divert potentially harmful transients. Using
these transients as an excitation source exposes the transformer's insulation to additional
stresses that may affect the service life of the transformer.

• The frequency of occurrence of transients with adequate spectral characteristics may
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mean that the required transfer function is determined on an infrequent basis.
• Complex data acquisition hardware needs to be designed due to the unknown parameters
of the signals to be digitised viz. the peak voltage and time duration.
• Leibfried and Feser [40] have suggested that a digitiser with sampling rate of lOMHz
and time record duration of 10ms is needed to completely acquire system generated
transients. Such a system generates an enormous amount of data that requires powerful
hardware for processing in real-time. Furthermore, multirate digital signal processing
complexities are introduced if a switchable sampling rate is used.
Leibfried and Feser [40] have demonstrated that inductive and capacitive coupling between
phases in a three phase system due to switching operations etc., cause the superposition of
high frequency oscillations onto the signals being digitised. If the digitiser has insufficient
memory to record these oscillations, then the resulting truncation introduces errors into the
transfer function calculations. The system described in [40] high pass filters the recorded
transient data to reduce the time duration in order to avoid these errors.
Additional difficulties associated with determining the transfer function on-line, either
through the use of system generated transients or via supplied excitation, include:
• The power system components surrounding a transformer can have an affect on the
transfer function calculated across a transformer. This is because the signal measured at
the LV winding may have a load reflection component superimposed. As a result the
transfer function may be affected by changing system configurations. Further research
needs to be performed in this field to differentiate system configuration transfer function
changes from internal faults.
• In 7.3 it is shown that temperature affects the calculated transfer function. Because a
transformer's internal temperature is function of it's loading, then the transfer function
also becomes a function of a transformers loading. Again, further research needs to be
performed to distinguish these changes from internal faults.
• The influence of the position of transformer tap changers also needs to be studied.
• Transformer core magnetization changes throughout a 50Hz cycle cause self and mutual
inductances within a winding to vary on a cyclic basis. As a result, at higher frequencies,
the measured transfer function may be affected by the time difference between a 50Hz
zero crossing and the recording of transient data. Section 7.4.1 discusses synchronising
tests to the 50Hz supply cycle and presents the results obtained by testing a 7.5kVA
single phase distribution transformer.
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6 On-Line Di

nosis

In a multi-sensor environment, a step toward a fully automated on-line diagnostic system

would be to appropriately process the information received from all sensors, in order to
provide the power system engineer with information-rich diagnostic messages. Diagnosis
would be most effective if several levels of analysis were performed. A potential system
would need both a fast response, to avoid catastrophic failure of the transformer, as well as
detailed, time-intensive levels of analysis. A possible system may include the following
analysis steps

It

System check: When a severe or rapidly developing anomaly or problem occurs the
fastest response will be required. A decision will need to made as the whether the
transformer needs to be shutdown or can be left on-line. Because of the costs involved
with transformer shutdown, fast checks based on Built-In Test Equipment (BITE) tests
may first be done to verify that there is not a sensor problem. Some anomalies may not
be determinable, indicating the need to invoke human intervention.

• Correlation check: When a problem develops more slowly, more analysis will take
place over a longer period of time. The correlation check will be concerned with
correlating results from different sensors, in order to make a more accurate diagnosis. To
give even more accuracy, this level of diagnosis will have access to off-line and periodic
test results (e.g. DGA tests) for the transformer.

An~IY5i5 ~tage .1

Call Engineer
Perform Other Tests

: Online Maintenance
IntenSify Monitoring
Continue Operation

Figure 3.2 Decision making following analysis
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" Statistical trending and database comparison: The most slowly developing anomaly
or problem may require the preceding analysis stages, and in addition statistical trending
and database comparison. This will allow a more detailed analysis of all the information
available, including that residing in external databases, such as parameter trending for
the class of transformer.
If the system can identify the cause of the anomaly or problem with some certainty, a
recommended action based on some set decision criteria can be made to the power system
engineer. The decision making illustrated in Figure 3.2 may follow each analysis stage.
In support of the ideas presented in this section, recent publications have indicated the
following technical trends:
.. The application of artificial intelligence systems for interpreting sensor outputs
" Development of on-line diagnostic techniques
" A shift from on-line monitoring and off-line diagnostics to on-line diagnostics
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CHAPTER 4 HARDWARE DESIGN

TICMS

Chapter 4

N
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the hardware design of the TICMS prototype. The
first section gives an overview of the design and identifies the main modules. Section two
describes the impulse generator module (lGM) used to excite the transformer while section
three presents the design of the transducers used to interface the transformer to the data
acquisition and processing module (DAPM). The buffers and transmission lines used to
connect the IGM to the DAPM are discussed in section four while the design of the DAPM
and each of its components are presented in the remaining sections.

Overview
The TICMS consists of two instruments and an attached PC and is connected to a
transformer as shown in Figure 4.1. The first instrument is a low voltage IGM (Impulse
Generator Module) that provides the excitation needed to determine the trans admittance
function. The second instrument is a high speed DAPM (Data Acquisition and Processing
Module) that digitises the input impulse along with the response from the transformer so
that digital signal processing can be used to determine the winding trans admittance
function. Transducer circuitry is also used to interface the system to the transformer and to
attenuate the signals down to a level that is compatible with the DAPM. The transducer
circuitry is housed in the IGM enclosure.
A high speed serial link is used to attach the DAPM to the PC. The PC is used to issue
commands to the DAPM and receives captured and processed data in response. This is then
displayed graphically for user interpretation. A control line between the DAPM and the
IGM allows test procedures to be automated.
An additional instrument (not shown in Figure 4.1) called the Test Synchroniser Module
(TSM), is used when the TICMS performs on-line testing. The TSM is used to synchronise
the test instant to a point in the 50Hz cycle of the supply to the TUT. Further details relating
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Transformer
PC

Figure 4.1 The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
to this technique are given in 4.3.

Impulse

Module

The IGM consists of a single stage impulse generator circuit and control circuitry as shown
in Figure 4.2. To generate an impulse first capacitor C 1 is charged to the DC supply voltage
by closing switch SI. Next S[ is opened and S2 closed causing the charge on C J to pass
through the waveshaping network made up of RJ,

R2

and C2 so that an impulse is produced

at the output. The control circuitry is responsible for opening and closing the switches at the
correct times. A control input from the DAPM can activate the control circuitry causing an
impulse to be generated.
The wave shape of the impulse is determined by the RC values used in Figure

To a first

approximation R J determines the front time as it limits how fast C2 can be charged while R2

Stalt (DAPM)
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discharges both capacitors and therefore essentially controls the wavetail. A detailed
analysis of the circuit is given in Appendix D where it is shown that the waveshape of the
impulse is given by
(4.1)

vet)

where

The waveform produced by the impulse generator circuit in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure
4.3. For an impulse the 'wavefront' is defined as 1.25 times the time interval between points
on the wavefront at 10% and 90% of it's peak, whereas the 'wavetail' is defined to be the
total time taken for the impulse to rise to it's peak value and then fall to half peak. Based on
these definitions, the impulse produced by the IGM in Figure 4.3 has a wavefront of 0.5Jls
and a wavetail of 5.8Jls. The actual waveshape produced by the IGM differs a little from

0.5/5.8us Impulse Wave Tail
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Figure

IGM 0.5/5.8Jls impulse wave shape. (a) Wave Tail (b) Wavefront
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that in Figure 4.3 due to the affects of the voltage transducer and transformer loading.
Rectified mains supplied via an isolated variac is used as the source of DC in Figure 4.2.
The variac allows the peak voltage of the impulse to be controlled. With the variac set at
maximum, the efficiency of the RC implementation determines the maximum peak impulse
voltage that the IGM is capable of producing. The efficiency is derived in Appendix D and
is equal to
11

= Vpeak = (u 2 / u, r"'I!(fJ. 2--«1) - ( u 2 / u 1rfJ. 2/(fJ. 2--«1)
Vdc

R,C 2 (U 2 -U,)

(4.3)

Substituting u, and Uz from Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (4.3) results in an efficiency of 43% when the
RC values in Figure 4.2 are used. This allows the IGM to produce an impulse with a
variable peak voltage up to a maximum of
Vpeak

= Vdc '11 = 240· ,fi .0.43 = 146V

(4.4)

as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The efficiency can be increased by adjusting the RC values in
Figure 4.2 but this affects other characteristics of the generated impulse. In summary the
values used are a trade-off among the following characteristics
ID

Waveshape: The waveshape is used to control wavefront and wavetail times in order to
tailor the spectral characteristics of the transformer excitation.

ID

Efficiency: The efficiency is used to control the maximum peak voltage that can be
produced.

@I

Output impedance: The output impedance is used to control the affect of voltage
transducer and transformer loading.

II

Current transient peak: The peak magnitude of the current transients that result when
the switches in Figure 4.2 are closed determines electronic switch rating requirements.

4.2.1 Control Circuitry
The control circuitry illustrated in Figure 4.4 is used to generate non overlapping active
high pulses to tum on S, and S2 in Figure 4.2. Pulse transformers are used to isolate the
control circuitry from the impulse generator circuit. More detailed IGM schematics can be
found in Appendix J.
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Figure 4.4 IGM control logic
The control circuitry can place the IGM in one of two operational modes. The single mode
allows a single impulse to be generated upon the receipt of a control signal from the DAPM
while the multiple mode allows a train of impulses to be produced. The operational mode is
selected by a DPDT switch on the front panel of the IGM.
When the DPDT switch in Figure 4.4 is in the up position the IGM is in single mode. When
in single mode the control signal from the DAPM activates a flip-flop that activates the
MONO I monostable which generates the pulse used to tum on SI. Rb and C b are used to
delay the rising edge of the inverted output of MONO 1. This delayed edge activates
MONO 2 which generates the pulse used to turn on S2. The delay ensures that the pulses to
S I and S2 are non-overlapping so that both switches are never on at the same time. The

timing of these events is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
When the DPDT switch is in the down position the IGM is in multiple mode. Multiple
mode differs from single mode operation in that the inverted output of MONO 2 is used to

Start

FF
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MON02CLK
HO.3ms
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4.5 IGM control timing
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reactivate MONO 1. This causes the timing cycle to repeat so that an impulse train is
produced. Rc and Cc are used to delay the rising edge of the inverted output of MONO 2
which allows the time between consecutive impulses to be controlled. To leave the mUltiple
mode the DPDT switch is moved to the up position so that the flip-flop can reset which
prevents MULT from initiating another cycle. An alternative way to generate an impulse
train is to have the DAPM send multiple strobes to the IGM. The DAPM application
software is used to send these strobes to the IGM as the software can easily produce the
timing required to generate an impulse train for many different testing procedures. The
DAPM application software is discussed in greater depth in 6.2.
Each RC combination in Figure 4.4 introduces a delay of RCloge2 as the CMOS logic used
has a switching threshold of half the rail voltage. The RC values used give rise to the timing
in Figure 4.5. The resulting pulse widths exceed the minimum values required for the
impulse generator circuit to function properly.
Finally the user can cause the IGM to generate an impulse by manually activating the
momentary switch on the front panel. This allows preliminary tests to be performed on a
new transformer without the DAPM connected so that the analog waveforms can be
appropriately attenuated for the DAPM.

4.3 Test Synchroniser Module
The TSM is a separate instrument that is used to synchronise the application of an impulse
from the IGM to a point in the 50Hz cycle of the supply to the TUT. This allows test sets to
be conducted that can evaluate the effect of core magnetisation on the trans admittance
function. Further details and experimental results can be found in 7.4.1.
The TSM is only used during on-line test sequences where it is connected between the
DAPM and the IGM. After being activated by a control voltage from the DAPM, it activates
the input of the IGM control circuitry the next time the TUT supply voltage passes through
a given point in the 50Hz cycle. The TSM is shown in Figure 4.6 and consists of the
following components:

II

Transformer and comparator: The comparator produces a positive edge every time the
supply voltage of the TUT exceeds an adjustable DC level. The DC level is controlled
by a multi-turn pot. The peak-to-peak value of the TSM transformer secondary voltage is
equal to V cc.

II

Flip-flop: The flip-flop output drives the input of the IGM control circuitry. After the
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Figure 4.6 The TSM and it's interface
flip-flop has been reset, the next positive edge from the comparator sets it, which causes
the IGM to generate an impulse. The flip-flop remains set until the next test request is
made.
" Inverter and rnonostable: A test request produces a negative edge on the control line at
the output of the DAPM. After being inverted by a BJT inverter, this activates a
monostable which resets the above flip-flip.
The pot in Figure 4.6 is used to control the point in the 50Hz cycle to which the tests are
synchronised. With the pot adjusted as far as it can go clockwise, an impulse is produced by
the IGM O.32ms from a positive going zero crossing. Table 4-1 lists the synchronisation
times (time from positive going zero-crossing) each time the pot is turned one full tum anticlockwise. The synchronisation times were measured using a digital storage oscilloscope,
by recording the amplitude of the AC supply at the instant that the impulse was produced.
Because the AC supply in the EEE Department has a flat top, the last five synchronisation
times could not be determined accurately. The flat top is primarily due to the large number
of PCs in the department, all of which draw current from the supply near the peak of the
cycle. In summary adjusting the pot across it's entire range shifts the synchronisation time
over a % of a cycle, from just above a positive going zero-crossing to the negative trough.
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Anti-clockwise turns

Synchronisation time

Anti-clockwise turns

Synchronisation time

0

0.32 ms

7

-3.57 ms

1

-0.32 ms

8

-4.28 ms

2

-0.8 ms

3

-1.33 ms

10

-5 ms

4

-1.83 ms

11

-5 ms

5

-2.27 ms

12

-5 ms

6

-2.9 ms

13

-5 ms

-5 ms

Table 4-1 TSM test synchronisation times

Transducers
Transducers are used to interface the transformer to the DAPM and to attenuate analog
signals down to a level compatible with the DAPM. Their design allows the effective
dynamic range of the DAPM to be extended, and on-line testing to be performed. The
transducers used must have a bandwidth of at least 3MHz if they are to introduce no
distortions into the transadmittance function over the bandwidth of interest.

1 Voltage

Transducer

The voltage channel transducer consists of an RC high pass filter as shown in Figure 4.7.
The filter attenuates the large magnitude low frequency components of the input impulse,
causing the effective number of bits for the digitisation process to be increased. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The DAPM application software makes such an increase
possible by restoring attenuated components that are below the filter cutoff. This is
achieved by dividing the spectra of the digitised signal by the transfer function of the
voltage transducer, as discussed in 5.6. This scheme is possible as the

lSI

order roll-off of

the filter results in attenuated components that are still above the quantisation noise floor
introduced by the digitiser. As a result of the increase in effective dynamic range, the
transadmittance function can be determined over a wider frequency range.
The voltage divider made from RJ and R2 in Figure 4.7 provides amplitude control and is
used to ensure that the filtered impulse occupies the full scale input voltage range of the
DAPM. This maximizes the SNR during the digitisation process as discussed in 5.2.2. To
prevent the cutoff frequency from changing when adjusting RJ and R2 it is necessary to keep
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Figure 4.7 Voltage and current transducers
their sum constant.
In Appendix E it is shown that the magnitude spectrum of the filter transfer function is

Gain(dB)

= 201og10~

(4.5)

00 2

where

(4.6)

The cutofffrequency ofthe filter in Figure 4.7 is
f __1_ _ _ _ _1_----:-::c - 2nRC - 2n(36+68)(

1.53MHz

(4.7)

thus providing

-(2010glO(~)
1.53e

20log IO

1+(~)2J
= 90dB
1.53e

(4.8)

of attenuation at 50Hz. Therefore the voltage transducer design also prevents the sinusoidal
input to the transformer from taking up dynamic range when the TICMS is being used to
determine the transadmittance function for a transformer in service. The 50Hz power signal
shown in Figure 4.8 takes up dynamic range during online testing when the voltage channel
transducer is not used.
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Unfiltered Impulse Spectra
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I
I
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frequency (Hz)
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2-3MHz is frequency
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detecting single 'turn faults

Figure 4.8 Increasing the effective dynamic range

4@

Current Channel Transducer

An RL shunt is used for the current channel transducer as shown in Figure 4.7. Because the
reactance of the shunt increases with frequency, the higher frequency current components
produce a larger voltage drop across the shunt than lower frequency ones of the same
magnitude. Hence the shunt acts similarly to the RC filter on the voltage channel in that it
promotes the small magnitude high frequency components at the expense of the low
frequency ones.
In Appendix E it is shown that the transfer function of the shunt is equal to

(4.9)
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where
(4.10)

The DAPM application software uses Eq. (4.9) to calculate the current through the TUT as
discussed in 5.6. Like the voltage transducer, the shunt resistors R3 and

~

provide

amplitude control, allowing the data acquisition system to be optimised without affecting
the cunent transducer frequency response.
The 50Hz reactance of the shunt in Figure 4.7 is

roL(R3+ R 4)

_ (2n.50.22.5e- 6 .3.3e3 )

roL+R3+R4 - 2n·50·22.5e-6 +3.3e 3

7.1mn

(4.11)

Because the TICMS has been designed to monitor the insulation condition of the HV
winding of a transformer, lower primary cunents are encountered and as a result little
voltage drop is produced across the shunt at 50Hz. This allows the shunt to be used to
determine the transadmittance function of a transformer in service as it's neutral terminal is
essentially kept at ground potential at 50Hz.

4.
The signals from the voltage and current transducers in Figure 4.7 are buffered prior to
being connected to the DAPM. A BJT push-pull follower with a IOn output impedance is
used for each buffer. The low output impedance prevents an excessive increase in the
source impedance of the signals being digitised after additional attenuation by the DAPM.
As the BJTs in each buffer are connected in a common collector configuration then each
buffer has a bandwidth in excess of 5MHz. This is sufficient to ensure that no distortions
are introduced into the transadmittance function up to 3MHz. Hardware schematics of the
buffers can be found in Appendix J.
Each buffer drives a 50n coaxial line that connects to the DAPM. Because the coaxial lines
are terminated with 50n at the DAPM, each signal source sees a pure 50n resistance at all
frequencies. This prevents the coaxial line capacitance (typically 100pF per meter) from
affecting the transadmittance function. Failing to treat each coaxial line as a transmission
line makes the transadmittance function dependent upon line capacitance, and therefore line
length. Further, the temperature coefficient of line capacitance would result in
transadmittance function changes with temperature, clearly undesirable.
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Assuming the maximum frequency of interest to be the Nyquist frequency we find that the
smallest wavelength encountered is

(4.12)

where the speed of electromagnetic wave propagation has been taken as 2/3 of the speed of
light, a figure typically used in transmission line calculations. For the current laboratory
setup the length of each coaxial line is 1.5m, making the line length much less than the
smallest wavelength encountered. As a result transmission line effects are not noticeable.
Because each coaxial line has been

termina~ed

in an impedance equal to it's characteristic

impedance, the line length can be increased as needed to locate the DAPM remotely from
the TUT without fear of introducing measurement errors into the system due to voltage
reflections at the DAPM.

4.

Acquisition

Processing

A functional block diagram of the DAPM is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The DAPM contains a
voltage channel and a current channel that digitise and process the voltage and current
analog transients that result from an insulation test. The design of the DAPM can be divided
into the following
1. Analog Signal Conditioning
2. Transient Digitiser (TD)
3. Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
4. Memory Interface
5. UART Interface
6. FPGA Design
7. Power Supply

The design of each of these components is discussed in the sections to follow.
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Figure 4.9 DAPM Block Diagram

4.

Analog Signal Conditioning

Analog signal conditioning is used to get the analog transients into a form that maximises
the SNR during the digitisation process. A block diagram of the analog stages used is
pictured in Figure 4.10.
Resistive voltage dividers are used to attenuate the signals that arrive at the DAPM down to
3V, making them compatible with the op amp stages to follow. The first op amp stage
buffers the signals, reducing their source impedance for the op amp stage to follow. The
second op amp stage subtracts a DC voltage from each analog transient so that the bipolar
input voltage range of each analog-to-digital converter is utilized. This is necessary in order
to prevent the loss of a bit when digitising a unipolar signal (each analog-to-digital
converter has an input voltage range 1V to IV). The loss of a bit of vertical resolution
raises the quantisation noise floor by 6dB, reducing the frequency to which the
transadmittance function can be determined to as discussed in 5.3. Trimming pots are
available to adjust the DC voltage subtracted so that the system can be easily optimised for
To digital conlrol

Analog input
Attc,""ation I---+- - - _ To ADC

Adjustable DC

Figure 4.10 Analog signal conditioning for one channel
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future tests setups. For the present test setup no DC voltage needs to be subtracted in the
current channel as the waveform from the RL shunt is almost symmetrically bipolar as
shown in Figure 6.5b). The voltage channel signal shown in Figure 6.5b), is close to being
unipolar and therefore requires that a DC voltage be subtracted if it is to be attenuated to
occupy -IV to IV.
A schmitt trigger is used on the voltage channel only, to signal to the digital control
circuitry whenever the analog input voltage exceeds a predetermined threshold. This allows
the DAPM to detect when a test is in process and issue the necessary control signals to the
TD for successful data acquisition.
A resistive voltage divider on each channel attenuates the signals down to the -IV to IV
range, just prior to digitisation. Keeping the analog signals as large as possible for as long
as possible minimises the affect of analog noise, maximising the SNR.
Protection is used prior to each analog-to-digital converter, as the devices used in the
DAPM design are expensive. Clamping circuits are used to implement the protection. The
clamps provide protection against excessive positive and negative voltages at the analog
input of each converter.

Digitiser
The TD digitises the transient signals resulting from a transfonner insulation test, making
the resulting data available to the DSP for processing. The TD consists of an analog-todigital converter, a high speed first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory buffer and interface logic on
each channel of the DAPM. Figure 4.11 illustrates the TD components for one DAPM
channeL All interface and control logic is implemented in an FPGA.

1
The analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are onc of the most important components in the
TICMS design as they are one of the major sources of error and therefore limit the overall
performance of the system. Selection of the right ADC is therefore critical if the TICMS is
to perform as required. A 12-bit two-step subranging ADC is used on each DAPM channel.
The converters used have a maximum sampling ratc of lOMHz and convert the sampled
data to 12-bit 2s complement format. Synchronous sampling on each channel is achieved by
driving each ADC with the same sampling clock signal.
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Figure 4.11 TD components for one channel
The analog input voltage range of each ADC is from -1 to IV. The 2V range results in an
LSB of
2
LSB:::: 12 "" O.5mV
2

(4.13)

Therefore increasing the analog input voltage by O.5m V causes the ADC digital output to
increment by 1. It is difficult to try and keep analog noise below this voltage, especially in a
high speed mixed signal system. For the TICMS design analog noise degrades the ENOBs
of each ADC to 9. Further discussion on the ENOBs is presented in 5.2.3 while 6.3.5
introduces the DAPM software diagnostic test used to measure the ENOBs.
The ADC sampling rate of lOMHz ensures that no aliasing occurs, provided that no signal
components beyond 5MHz are above the system noise floor. An excitation with these
spectral characteristics was used in the TlCMS design, as discussed in 5.2.5. Excess
sampling rate is used to ensure that aliasing does not result should transformer resonances
cause current components beyond 3MHz to appear above the noise floor. Aliasing issues
are further discussed in 5.2.4.
The digital output from each ADC is in 12-bit 2s complement format. Before processing can
begin, the DAPM applications software changes the data format to 32-bit signed integer
format, and then to 32-bit TI floating point format. After the processing is complete the data
format is converted to single precision IEEE floating point format so that it can be sent to a
Pc. See Appendix A for further details on the data format conversion.

FIFO memory devices are needed as rate buffers on each DAPM channel as the maximum
I/O data transfer rate of the DSP is 5.55Mwords/s. This rate is achieved when using the
DSP's on-chip DMA controller to perform the transfer and is insufficient to keep up with
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the 1OMwords/s data transfer rate from the ADCs.
Each FIFO can hold 1024 words of data when full and has output flags that indicate when
the device is full, half full, empty and contains more than X words where X is
programmable. The DAPM uses these flags to control the state of the TD. The different
states that the TD can be in at one time are shown in Figure 4.12 where the shaded sections
indicate the locations that contain valid data. Each of the states is now briefly discussed.
Write

(I) (~
Reset State

Write State 1

Read Write State

Write State 2

Read State

Time

Figure 4.12 TD States

4.8.2.1 Reset State
The reset state is needed to put all TD interface logic and both FIFOs into a known state.
The TD is reset at power up and after data has been acquired for a transadmittance function
test. Therefore after each test, the TD is rearmed, ready for the next acquisition. The
hardware and timing for the reset state are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14
respecti vely.
The TD is placed into the reset state when software causes the DSP to produce a logic 0
pulse on its lACK output pin. This causes the transient digitizer reset pulse generator
(TDRPG) shown in Figure 4.13, to produce a pulse that resets all flip-flops and both FIFOs.

Out 1--_1--1--

HI Clock (DSP)

Voltage FUllL~

__ INT2 (DSP)

--~

TDRPG
Schmitt FF--j
CONV (ADC) ~[)-..... To RDCLK

lACK (DSP) - - - I Start
600ns I - - - - - - { >

AF/AE (Volt FIFO) - - -

Figure 4.13 TD reset logic
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1
Figure 4.14 Reset state timing

At the end of the TDRPG pulse the negative-edge pulse generator (NPG) generates an
interrupt to the DSP, informing the application software that the TD has been successfully
reset and is ready to capture more data. Because the voltage FIFO has just been reset, the
Voltage Full signal is high and the NPG pulse is not prevented from interrupting the DSP.
For the FIFOs to be reset correctly it is necessary that each see a minimum of four read and
write clock strobes during the reset state. As these strobes corne from the data ready and
convert strobes of the ADCs every lOOns then this requirement is satisfied as the reset state
is nOns long (see Figure 4.14). Before leaving the reset state the read clock strobes must be
gated off from each FIFO, to allow the TD to enter the next state. This is achieved by
resetting the AFIAE flip-flop 600ns into the reset state, long enough to ensure that at least
four read clock strobes have passed under worst case timing conditions. This delay takes
into consideration that the strobes from the ADCs are asynchronous to the TDRPG reset
pulse.
The read strobes in Figure 4.13 are passed to the RDCLK MUX. The RDCLK MUX is used
to select the read strobe source. ADC read strobes are used when the TD enters the readwrite state. DSP read strobes are used during the read state, when data is being acquired for
processing. Read-write and read state discussions follow. The Schmitt BF signal in Figure
4.13 allows the ADC read strobes to be gated off after the schmitt trigger detects that a
transient is present.
Each FIFO has an almost full/almost empty (AFI AE) flag that indicates when the number of
words stored in the FIFO exceeds the programmable AF/AE offset value. The AF/AE flags
are used in subsequent TD states to control the read and write strobes to each FIFO. The
AF/AE offsets are programmed the first time the TD is reset, by taking DAF low and

placing the desired value on the DO-D8 data inputs. The voltage FIFO uses an AF/AEoffset
of 32. This is programmed by connecting D5 to 5V and grounding the analog input to the
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Figure 4.15 Voltage channel AFIAE offset hardware
ADC as illustrated in Figure 4.15. An ADCpulldown resistor ensures that DO-D4 and D6D8 are 0 (they are connected to the 8 MSBs of the ADC) when no input signal is applied to
the DAPM. Keeping DAF low ensures that the values are retained during subsequent reset
cycles. A current FIFO offset of 64 is programmed by connecting D6 to 5V.
After power up the DSP runs software diagnostic tests to check that the AF/AE offsets
values were programmed correctly. This is done by counting the number of write strobes
received by each FIFO between the end of the reset cycle and AF/AE going low. The
AFIAE software diagnostic test is discussed in 6.3.3.

1
Write state 1 is needed so that a 32 sample pre-transient window can be setup on each
channel. Retaining the 32 most recent samples ensures that both analog signals are recorded
prior to the voltage transient exceeding the schmitt trigger (see Figure 4.10) threshold. This
enables a higher schmitt trigger threshold to be used (without fear of missing information)
so that noise peaks do not activate the TD. The lOOns sampling period leads to a pre-trigger
time of
Timepre~trigger

32 . lOOns == 3.2l1s

(4.14)

At the completion of write state 1, the voltage FIFO AF/AE flag goes low, indicating that
both FIFOs contain 32 samples. At this point the AF/AE flip-flop is reset (see Figure 4.13),
causing ADC read strobes to pass to the each FIFO, and the TD to enter the next state. An
LED is turned on indicating that the TD is ready to capture data. During manual testing
sequences (operator activates IGM), the LED signal indicates to the operator that the system
is ready for a test.
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4.8.2.8 Read-Write State
The read-write state is needed to maintain a pre-transient window size of 32 samples. This
is achieved by simultaneously reading and writing to each FIFO, so that the 32 most recent
samples are kept
To read a word from a FIFO, it's output enable must be high when a read strobe is applied.
This causes the FIFO to drive the DAPM system bus. To avoid bus contention during the
read-write state, words must be read from tbe voltage and current FIFOs at different times
during the lOOns ADC convert cycle. This is accomplished by using the convert strobe
(CONV) to read the voltage FIFO and CONY to read the current FIFO with nonoverlapping pulses driving the respective output enable pins. The timing of these events is
illustrated in Figure 4.16. FPGA propagation delays ensure that the Ins hold time
requirement is meet
The DSP must also be removed from the system bus during the read-write state to avoid bus
contention. This is accomplished in the DAPM application software by taking the DSP idle
as soon as the TO is reset The DSP is re-activated by the current AF/AE interrupt
generated during write state 2, as explained in the next section. After power-up, FPGA
control logic enables the TD to be reset 4 times before the DSP must go idle. These four
resets are used for initialisation, the ENOBs test, and the voltage and current AF/AE tests.
After the 5th reset, the system is ready for transadmittance function testing.

State
During write state 2, FIFO read strobes are gated off and both FIFOs begin to fill. When the
current FIFO contains 64 samples it's AF/AE flag changes state, causing a DSP interrupt to
be generated, taking the DSP out of the idle state. This leads to the following sequence of

CONY

Figure

FIFO output enable strobe timing relationship
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events;

• DMA controller activated: The current AF/AE ISR activates the DMA controller
which transfers current FIFO samples to internal RAM. Internal RAM is used as the
DMA bus cycle is reduced by one clock cycle, resulting in more data being transferred
before the FIFO fills.

• Current FIFO fills: Because the DMA data transfer rate (5.55Mword/s) is less than the
ADC sampling rate (lOMwordls), the current FIFO soon fills. When the current FIFO

fills it's full flag changes state, causing a DSP interrupt to be generated. The current full
ISR stops the DMA controller. The TD then enters the read state.
Writing to and reading from the current FIFO simultaneously increase the effective buffer
size. The dual transfer process is illustrated in Figure 4.17, showing an effective filling rate
of 4.45Mwords/s. Because DMA transfers start when the FIFO contains 64 words it takes
(1024 - 64) words
4.45 Mwords/s

= 216)1s

(4.15)

for the FIFO to fill. The DMA controller can fill the 1k internal RAM block in
1024 words
5.55 Mwords I s

= 185)1s

(4.16)

This allows 1024 words to be transferred before the current FIFO fills, resulting in an
effective buffer size of 2k. A current channel time window of 204.8)1s is long enough to
capture the transfolmer current response.

The read state is needed so that the DSP can transfer digitized data to external data RAM
for processing. The following sequence of events occur when the TD enters the read state.

Current FIFO

10 Mwords/s
From ADC

Figure
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Empty current FIFO: After the current FIFO fills its contents are transferred to
external data RAM. This results in the transfer of another 1024 words, that are appended
to those transferred by the DMA controller during write state 2.

OIl

Empty voltage FIFO: At the completion of the above transfer, the voltage FIFO is full,
and it's 1024 samples are transferred to external data RAM. The DSP is not interrupted
by the voltage FIFO full event (interrupt enable bit disabled). The DSP instead checks
the corresponding interrupt flag in the IF register to make sure that the event has
occurred. A 1024 sample buffer is sufficient for the voltage channel as the supplied
excitation has a time duration much less than 102.4f.ls (time window length of voltage
channel).

During the read state the DSP primary bus drives the output enable pins of each FIFO,
causing them to place the word being read onto the system bus. FPGA control logic is used
to switch the FIFO output enable driving source as the TD cycles through it's different
states during the data acquisition process. FPGA schematics are attached in Appendix J.
At the completion of the above transfers, the DAPM application software issues an interrupt
acknowledge bus cycle, causing the TD to enter the reset state, allowing the cycle to repeat.

4.

Digital

The most important consideration made when selecting the processor to be used for the
TICMS design was the amount of development support available for it. Processing power
was also an important consideration as the TICMS was designed to determine the TF in real
time.
A DSP was used rather than a general purpose microprocessor as a DSP has on-chip
hardware support for fast and efficient numerical processing operations and an instruction
set that allows digital signal processing operations to be implemented with ease. Many
DSPs also have on-chip hardware that allow multiple instructions to execute
simultaneously.
A TMS320C31 DSP from Texas Instruments was chosen for the processor in the TICMS
design for the following reasons:
(I)

Development tools are available in the EEE Department including a C compiler,
software simulator, debugger and in-circuit emulator.

<ill

Extensive knowledge is available in the EEE Department as the C31 has been used in
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other power system instrumentation projects.
III

The C31 runs at 33MHz and is capable of 33.3MFLOPS allowing the required
calculations to be performed in real time.

• The C31 is a floating point device which simplifies the software as code does not have to
be written that accounts for integer overflow.
III

The C31 is a cost-effective item which has benefits for a future commercial version of
the system.

4.9.1 Description of the TMS320C31
The TMS320C31 is a high performance 32-bit floating point DSP that is capable of
33.3MFLOPS. The TMS320C31 can perform parallel multiply and ALU operations on both
integer and floating point data in a single cycle. It has a general purpose register file,
program cache, dedicated auxiliary register arithmetic units (ARAU), internal dual-access
memories, a DMA channel for concurrent I/O, and a short machine-cycle time of 60ns. The
TMS320C31 also has a 16Mword linear address space, internally and externally generated
wait-states, two timers, a serial port, a multiple interrupt structure and a flexible boot
program loader. A block diagram of the TMS320C31 is shown in Figure 4.18. The
following sections describe features of the TMS320C31 that were utilised during the
TICMS design.

4.9.1.1 Registers
The TMS320C31 has two sets of registers, the CPU registers and the memory-mapped
peripheral registers. The CPU registers consist of
III

Extended-precision registers (RO-R7): These are general purpose registers that are
capable of storing and supporting operations on 32-bit integer and 40-bit floating-point
data.

110

Auxiliary registers (ARUO-ARU7): These are primarily used by the CPU and the
ARAUs for the generation of addresses. They can also be used as general purpose
registers.

110

Status register (ST): This contains global information relating to the state of the cpu.
It is also used to control the operation of the cache.

110

Interrupt enable register (IE): This is used to enable and disable CPU and DMA
interrupts.

110

Interrupt flag register (IF): This indicates pending interrupts.
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Figure 4.18 TMS320C31 DSP
" I/O flags register (IOF): This controls the function of the I/O pins, XFO and XFl.
" Data-page pointer (DP), Index registers (IRO, IR1), Block-size register (BK): These
are used for various addressing modes
II

Stack pointer (SP): This contains the address of the top of the stack.

e

Program counter (PC): This contains the address of the next instruction to be fetched.

" Repeat-count register (RC), Block-repeat registers (RS, RE): These are used for
repeating a block of code.
The memory-mapped peripheral registers are used to cOlitrol the operation of the primary
bus, the serial port, the DMA controller and the two timers.

1

Memory

The TMS320C31 has a 16Mword linear address space that contains program, data and I/O
space. The memory map is dependant on whether the processor is run in microprocessor
mode (MC / MP

0) or microcomputer/boot loader mode (MC / MP

I ). For the TICMS

the TMS320C31 is run in microcomputer/bootloader mode and the memory map is as
illustrated in Figure 4.19.
Included in the memory map are two internal RAM blocks, the memory-mapped peripheral
registers, the interrupt and trap vectors, locations used by the boot program loader, and the
user space. The TICMS use of the user space is also shown in Figure 4.19 and includes the
mapping of the following devices
1)1

External static RAM
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OxOOf/JUU

Externalsllltic RAM (128K)

"~

User space (8188K)

0)(400000

OxA03FFF
0)(410000
0;>;410007

OxC{10400

User space (8152K)

OxO)07fF
Oxl'OtoOO
OxCUlfFP

I-

---

~~

EPROM (16K)

UART(8)

Vollllge FIFO (lK)
-----

~~-~-

Current FIFO (4K)

O'H'J<FH''--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '

Figure 4.19 TMS320C31 memory map and TICMS use of the memory map
II

EPROM

It

DART

II

Voltage channel FIFO

It

Current channel FIFO

4.9.1
The TMS320C31 external bus consists of a 32-bit data bus, a 24-bit address bus and a set of
control signals. The bus can be used for data, program and I/O accesses and has an external
RDY signal for wait state generation. The bus also supports software-controlled wait states,
bank switching and a hold operation. These functions are controlled through the memory
mapped primary bus control register.
All bus cycles comprise of an integral number of HI clock cycles where HI is an internal
clock derived from an external 33MHz crystal oscillator module. One HI clock cycle is
defined to be from one falling edge of HI to the next and is 60ns in duration. For full speed
(zero wait-state) accesses, writes take two HI cycles and reads take one H1 cycle. However
if the read follows a write takes then it takes two H1 cycles. Full speed read and write cycle
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timing is illustrated in Figure 4.20. When either cycle is in progress STRB is low for the
active portion of that cycle. The TICMS uses STRB, R/Wand the output of address
decoding logic to generate the chip selects and strobes required to access each device.
The important parameters in Figure 4.20 are
III

Read access time: This represents the amount of time that a device has to get its data on
the data bus when the TMS320C31 is performing a read.

III

Data setup time: This represents the amount of time that the TMS320C31 has data on

HI

8TRB

MV

ADDR
DATA
RDY
(a)

Hl

8TRB

RlW

ADDR
DATA
RDY
(b)

Figure 4.20 Bus cycle timing for (a) a processor read (b) a processor write
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the data bus for before a write strobe is issued to a device when performing a write.
Under worst case timing conditions a zero wait-state read bus cycle requires the device to
have a read access time of 30ns or better while a zero wait-state write bus cycle requires the
device to operate with a data setup time of 40ns or less.
The TMS320C31 bus cycles can be extended to accommodate slower devices by inserting
an integral number of wait-states. Wait-states can be inserted through hardware by delaying
the activation of theRDY signal in Figure 4.20. This allows wait-states to be inserted only
for those addresses to which the device is mapped. Alternatively wait-states can be inserted
through software by writing to the primary bus control register. A given number of waitstates is then inserted for all addresses until the primary bus control register is next
modified to change the number of wait-states. For the TICMS design all wait-states are
inserted through software.
To determine the number of wait-states required for each device attached to the data bus it
is necessary to compare timing parameters required by a device with those provided by the
processor. Table 4-2 shows the number of wait-states required for each device.

Device

Wait~states

for a read

Wait-states for a write

Static RAM

0

0

Voltage FIFO

1

1

Current FIFO

1

1

EPROM

4

4

UART

4

4

Table 4·2 Wait-states required for each device

4.9.1.4 Timers
The TMS320C31 has two general purpose 32-bit timer modules. The timers can be used to
signal the processor or the external world at specified intervals, or can count external
events. Each timer can interrupt both the CPU and the DMA controller. Associated with
each timer is an I/O pin that can be used as an input clock, an output clock or a general
purpose I/O pin. The following three memory mapped registers are used to control the
operation of the timer:

It

Global-control register: This is determines the operating mode of the timer, monitors
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the timer status and controls the function of the timer's I/O pin.
iii

Period register: This specifies the timer's signaling frequency.

It

Counter register: This contains the current value of the each timer.

For the TICMS design, timerO is configured as a general purpose I/O pin and has a red LED
attached. This LED is used to signal a test failure to the user when the system is running
diagnostic tests. Further details can be found in Chapter 6. Timed is used to implement a
delay function in software and is also used when the system runs the TD AF/AE diagnostic
test. This test operates by using the timer to count the number of write strobes that each
FIFO receives from the time that the TD is reset until the time the AF/AE flag is activated.
When the processor detects that the AF/AE flag has changed state it stops the timer. The
AF/AE offset is then stored in the counter register. Each FIFO is tested in turn through the
use of a JK flip-flop that toggles the select input of a multiplexer each time the TD is reset.
This is illustrated Figure 4.21. The select flip-flop is put into a known state after a hardware
reset so that the same FIFO is tested first each time. Further TD AF/AE diagnostic test
details can be found is 6.3.3.

1

DMA

The TMS320C31 has an on chip DMA controller that can perfonn input/output operations
without interfering with the CPU. A DMA transfer consists of a read from a memory
location and a write to a memory location. The DMA controller can read from and write to
any location in the TMS320C31 memory map. The operation of the DMA is controlled with
the following four memory mapped registers:
DMA global-control register: This detennines the state in which the DMA controller
operates and indicates its status. It is updated with every cycle.
• DMA source address register, DMA destination address register: 24-bit registers
DS (Curr ADC)

AO

DS (VoItADC)

AI

AFI AE (CUff FIFO)

BO

AF/AE (Volt FIFO)

BIMUX

A

TCLK! (DSP)

B

XFl (DSP)

TD Reset (TDRPG)

Hardware Reset -_.........--'

Figure 4.21 Support hardware for the AF/AE diagnostic test
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that is used specify the DMA transfer source and destination addresses. The DMA
controller can be configured to automatically update the addresses at the end of a
transfer.
" DMA transfer counter register: A 24-bit register that is used to control the size of the
DMA transfer.
The TICMS uses the DMA controller to transfer data from the current FIFO of the TD to
internal RAM. The transfer happens while the TD receives new data from the analog-todigital converters, thus increasing the effective buffer size as was explained previously.

4.9.1.6 Interrupt Structure
The TMS320C31 supports four external interrupts and five internal interrupts that can
interrupt either the CPU or the DMA controller. Interrupts that occur simultaneously are
serviced in the priority order indicated in Table 4-3. The interrupt vector table (NT) located
at the beginning of the address space includes a vector for each interrupt. Each vector
contains the address of the interrupt service routine (lSR) for the interrupt. The vectors are
specified in the source code and the NT is loaded as a separate section when the system
starts.

Interrupt

Priority

TICMSUse

(O",highest)

o

Hardware reset

- external 0

1

Current FIFO AP/AE

- external 1

2

Current

external 2

3

V oltage FIFO full, TD reset

external 3

4

UART

XINTO - serial transmit

5

Not used

RINTO serial recei ve

6

Not used

TINTO timer 0

7

Not used

TINT 1 timer 1

8

APIAE diagnostic tests, delay function

DINT DMA controller

9

TD current channel data transfer

Table

full, boot loader mode

TMS320C31 interrupts and their use

An external interrupt is detected when one of the INTn input pins is driven low. The
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corresponding bit in the IF register is then set. If the corresponding bit in the IE register is
set then the current thread of execution is suspended and the processor branches to address
of the ISR as specified in the IVT. Internal interrupts operate in the same manner. All
interrupts can be initiated and cleared prior to service by writing to the IF register.

An interrupt acknowledgement signal can be generated by activating the lACK output pin
through software. lACK is not used for this purpose in the TICMS design, instead it is
used as an output pin for resetting the TD as discussed in 4.8.2.1.
For a single interrupt to be recognized, external interrupts must be held low for between one
and three HI clock cycles. Figure 4.22 shows the hardware used to generate external
interrupt pulses in the TICMS design. In this circuit external interrupts are held low for two
HI cycles and are synchronized with respect to HI.
HI (DSP) -

Interrupt (Source)

.. - - - - -..... -----,

----_\>
f·····---r-_·

INTn (DSP)

Figure 4.22 Interrupt pulse generator

4.9.1.7
The TMS320C31 supports two integer data formats and three floating-point data formats.
The integer formats are I6-bit two's-complement integer format and a 32-bit two'scomplement single-precision format. The floating point formats are a 16-bit short floatingpoint format, a 32-bit single-precision floating-point format and a 40-bit extended-precision
floating-point format.
Data arriving from the analog-to-digital converters is in 12-bit two's-complement format
and is converted to 32-bit two's-complement single-precision format and then to 32-bit
single-precision floating-point format through software so that digital signal processing
operations can be performed. After processing is completed a software module is used to
convert all resultant data into IEEE single-precision floating-point format so that it can be
interpreted on the attached PC.

1.8
Placing the TMS320C3I in microcomputer/boot loader mode allows the processor's on chip
boot loader to load and execute programs that are received from a host processor, an
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EPROM or other memory device. The programs to be loaded can reside in one of three
memory mapped areas identified as Boot 1, Boot 2 and Boot 3 in Figure 4.19. Alternatively
they can be received by means of the serial port. The boot loader mode is determined by
activating one of the external interrnpt pins after the processor comes out of reset. Table 4-4
shows the boot loader mode selected by each interrupt pin. After the interrupt pulse, the
processor begins reading from boot location specified by the active interrupt.
For the TICMS design the processor boots from EPROM mapped to the Boot 2 location as
shown in Figure 4.19. This EPROM is referred to as boot memory. The boot memory
contains multiple blocks of code and data that are transferred to separate destination
addresses at startup. A header that defines the organisation of the boot memory must be
appended to the start of the first block. It must specify the boot memory width, the number
of wait states required to access it, the block

and the destination address of the block.

For the TICMS design four consecutive reads are required to transfer a 32-bit word from the
8-bit wide EPROM. To load another block at a different destination address, a new block
size and destination address are appended to the end of the previous block. This is repeated
for all blocks to be loaded. The boot loader completes the loading process when it
encounters OxOOOOOOOO appended to the end of a block in boot memory. The processor then
begins executing from the destination address of the first block loaded.

Active Interrupt
--

Boot Loader Mode

INTO

External memory load from Boot 1 (OxOOlOOO)

INTI

External memory load from Boot 2 (Ox400000)

--

INT2

--

INT3

External memory load from Boot 3 (OxFFFOOO)
Serial port load

Table 4-4 Boot loader selection
For the TICMS design, all blocks in EPROM are transferred to fast external static RAM.
System performance is improved when running application code from static RAM as it can
be accessed with zero wait-states.

Interface
The following three memory interfaces are included in the TICMS design
!III
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• EPROM: Used for nonvolatile code storage.
ill

FIFOs: Used for rate buffers in the TO design.

4 .. 10 .. 1 SHAM
Four 128Kx8 SRAM chips are connected in parallel to produce 128Kx32 of SRAM. Figure
4.23 shows the SRAM interface to the OSP. Access is controlled by two signals, CE and

R/W. CE is activated by address decoding logic when the OSP addresses the SRAM
locations. A read is performed when CE is low and R/W is high while a write is
performed with CE and R/W low. When CE is high the SRAM data pins are placed in
HiZ which allows other bus cycles to take place.
For a full-speed zero wait-state SRAM interface the OSP requires a read access time of
30ns or less. However the address decoding logic used introduces a IOns delay under worst
case timing conditions so that the required read access time is degraded to 20ns. As 20ns
SRAM chips are used in the TICMS design then the zero wait-state requirements are only
just satisfied. The TICMS software inserts one wait-state into SRAM bus cycles to ensure
that they don't fail due to the marginal timing. This has little affect on system performance.
The SRAM is used for program and data memory. For the TICMS design, 8K of SRAM is
reserved for program storage. As the current version of the application software uses 5K
then future software modifications can be accommodated. The application software uses
10K for data storage, allowing the remaining 1l0K of memory to be used to buffer data
prior to being sent to the Pc. This allows the system to store the results of up to 110
previous tests depending upon how much data per test is stored.

1
A 512Kbit EPROM arranged as 64Kx8 is used for non-volatile storage of OSP application
software. The EPROM interface is shown in Figure 4.24. Access is controlled through two
signals,

II

and G.

E is activated by address decoding logic when the EPROM is addressed

A[0 .. 16] (DSP) --~
CR (FPGA)

~---+I

RiW (DSP) -

628128
SRAMchips

f---....

D[0 .. 31] (DSP)

(32Kx32)
.-----oJ

Figure 4.23 SRAM interface
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and is used to select the device. G is driven by inverted R/W from the DSP and is used to
enable the data outputs during a read.
At startup the DSP's on-chip boot loader transfers the contents of EPROM to SRAM which
allows the application code to be run from the much faster SRAM. Four consecutive reads
are performed to transfer each 32-bit word. Little-endian byte ordering is used when the
EPROM is programmed to maintain compatibility with the boot loader.

A[O .. IS] (OSP)

--~

E (FPGA) ------>I

G (FPGA)

M27C512
EPROM chip

1---.... 0[0.. 7] (OSP)

(64Kx8)
------>I

Figure 4.24 EPROM interface

4.10.3 FIFO
As previously discussed a FIFO is used in each of the DAPM channels to buffer the DSP
from incoming data.

4 . 11 UART Interface
A 16550AF DART was used to interface the DAPM to an attached PC so that insulation
test results could be graphed for easy interpretation. A DART was used for the following
reasons:
@

Availability of third party software for asynchronous serial 110.

@

Allows up to 10m of separation between the DAPM and the Pc.

@

Difficult to interface DSP's serial port directly to the Pc.

@

Provides a flexible communication interface.

@

Allows some of the same DART routines to be used in both the DSP and Win95
application software.

OJ

Allows the DSP application software to be downloaded from a PC using a monitor
program stored in EPROM.

The DAPM is designed as Data Terminal Equipment (DTE). Since the IBM PC to which
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the DAPM is attached also appears as a DTE then a null modem is required to connect the
two. For the TICMS design a null modem cable is used to cross the input and outputs.

4.11 . 1 Description of the UART
The 16550AF is a 16-byte FIFO UART. FIFOs in both the receiver and transmitter sections
reduce the number of interrupts presented to the DSP, thus reducing software overhead. The
16550AF adds or deletes standard asynchronous communication bits (start, stop and parity)
that are used to form the serial data unit (SDU). The device has a programmable baud rate
generator that divides a reference clock by 1 to (2 16 _1)to generate a master clock that is 16
times the baud rate. The 16550AF also features an independent receiver clock that allows
the transmitter and receiver to operate at different baud rates. Other features include false
start bit detection, internal diagnostics capabilities and a fully prioritized interrupt system.
As shown in Figure 4.25, the DAPM UART design consists of three interfaces: the system
bus, the clock and the RS-232 I/O. Each of these interfaces along with the internal registers
and the interrupts of the UART are discussed in the sections to follow.

11.1.1 System

Inteiface

The system bus is used to read and write the internal registers of the UART. Bytes to be
transmitted, bytes received, control bytes and status information are passed between the
DSP and the UART over the system bus.
To transmit a byte using the system bus the DAPM application software places the
outbound byte into the transmitter FIFO. The UART then shifts the byte into the transmitter
shift register when the latter is empty from where it is transmitted serially. To receive a byte
the DAPM application software reads the receiver FIFO. The UART transfers all bytes
D[O ..1] (DSP)
A[O .. 2] (DSP)

...
-e:;:
<lJ

.!

'"
.c
:::I

~
....

-e...

U-READ (FPGA)

<I.l

U-WR(FPGA)

.S

ADS (FPGA)

~

M
I

16550AF

e

To RS-232 drivers

M

!NT3 (DSP)
U·RESET (DSP)

~

$

~

\l;

....

til

CS2(FPGA)

-e....

Ol

•51
~

a
Figure 4.25 DAPM UART Interface
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received from the receiver shift

to the receiver FIFO.

The system bus interface includes an interrupt signal that can inform the DSP when one of
several internal conditions occur. The UART interrupts are discussed in 4.11.1.5.

4.11.1.2 Clock Interface
For the DAPM design the UART's reference clock is internally generated by connecting a
1.8432MHz crystal via the clock interface in Figure 4.25. The reference clock is divided by
the divisor in the internal baud rate divisor latch to produce the master data clock. For the
16550AF the master data clock is 16 times the desired baud rate, thus fixing the clocking
factor at 16. The baud rate divisor latch divisor is therefore determined as follows
Reference clock frequency
Divisor := --------=---=16 x desired baud rate
Because the master data clock is used to sample the serial input at 16 times the baud rate
then the receiving UART is able to synchronise close to the center of the START bit. This
provides maximum immunity from errors produced by sampling creep when the transmitter
and receiver baud rates are slightly different. A clocking factor of 16 allows the baud rates
to differ by 5.6% for a fast receiver and 4.3% for a slow receiver [5].
The master data clock is internally connected to the transmitter logic only. This makes it
possible for the receiver and transmitter to operate at different baud rates. For the TICMS
design the master data clock is connected to the receiver logic externally so that both
receiver and transmitter operate at the same baud rate.
The DAPM UART is programmed to operate at a baud rate of 57600 bps. The maximum
baud rate of 115200 bps was not used as this exceeds the ratings of the RS-232 line drivers
used and is too restrictive on the maximum allowable RS-232 cable length between the
DAPM and the attached PC.

4.11.1
As shown in Figure 4.25, the DAPM design only uses the following RS-232 interface
signals:
«I

SOUT: Serial Output (output)

• SIN: Serial Input (input)
•

RTS : Request to Send (output for DTE)
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.,

CTS: Clear to Send (input for DTE)

SOUT and SIN are used to transmit and receive serial data respectively while

and

CTS are used as a handshake pair to establish communication. Further details on the
communication protocol can be found in 6.4.2.
RS-232 line drivers are used to change the TTL level RS-232 signals from the UART to
±lOVas required by the RS-232 standard. An AD232 line driver was selected for the
DAPM design. The AD232 includes two on-chip charge pump voltage converters which
convert the +5V input from the DAPM power supply to the ±lOV needed to generate the
RS-232 output levels.

4.11.1.4 Internal Registers and FIFOs
The 16550AF has nine internal registers and two FIFOs that can be accessed through
software. Only ten locations need to be uniquely addressed as the transmitter and receiver
FIFO are read write versions of the same address. AO-A2 alone only allow eight locations to
be addressed. A control bit in the line control register allows an additional register to be
accessed. For the DAPM design the two FIFOs and the internal registers are mapped to
consecutive addresses as shown Figure 4.19. The name and function of the two FIFOs and
each of the internal registers is as follows:
., Receiver FIFO: A 16-byte FIFO that holds received bytes.
eI

Transmitter FIFO: A 16-byte FIFO that holds bytes awaiting transmission.

III

Interrupt enable register: Used to enable/disable individual UART intemlpts.

@II

Interrupt identification register: Identifies the source of the highest priority pending
interrupt.

•
11/

control register: Used to specify the SDU to be used.
MODEM control register: Used to control the state of the RS-232 outputs and the
general purpose outputs.

Ell

Line status register: Used to report errors and status information.

• MODEM status register: Used to report a change in the state of the RS-232 inputs.
.. Scratch pad register: Can be used as a byte of RAM.
It

Baud rate divisor latch: Used to set the baud rate.

11.1
The UART's sole response to an interrupt is to assert the DSP's external interrupt, INT3.
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The DART itself is not responsible for supplying the address of the associated interrupt
handler. The UART interrupt handler therefore reads the interrupt identification register
whose contents are converted to the address of the correct subfunction to handle the
pending interrupt. The DART supports the following interrupts:
e

Serialization error or BREAK: Signals either an error or that Sout is being held low.

e

FIFO receiver trigger level: Signals that FIFO receiver holds at least its programmed
trigger level number of bytes.

e

FIFO timeout: Signals that receiver FIFO has been holding a number of bytes below
the trigger level more than a certain amount of time.

• Transmission buffer empty: Signals that the DART is able to receive another byte for
transmission .
• RS-232 input: Signals that one of the RS-232 inputs: DCD, RI, DSR or CTS has
changed state.
For the DAPM design the serialization error, FIFO timeout, and transmitter buffer empty
interrupts are serviced by the DAPM application software.

FPGADesign
Included in the DAPM design is miscellaneous logic that is used to perform address
decoding, chip select generation, interrupt generation, control and any other logic required
to connect the different parts of the system together. Collectively this logic is referred to as
glue logic. For the DAPM design all glue logic was implemented using a Xilinx FPGA. The
use of an FPGA offers the following advantages over discrete logic chips:
III

A single FPGA can replace hundreds of discrete logic chips so that much smaller PCB
design sizes result.

III

As a result of the above, system costs are reduced.

III

Discrete logic chips often dissipate much more power.

e

An FPGA can be completely reconfigured at the end of the design process without
modifying the PCB layout. Hardware bugs are therefore easily fixed and are not nearly
as costly as in a discrete logic chip design.

/I

Detailed timing simulations can be performed that take into account propagation delays
throughout the FPGA. This allows performance critical designs to be easily verified.
Simulating a discrete logic chip design to this level requires the use of very powerful and
expensive software that takes PCB interconnect delays into consideration.
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The use of an FPGA substantially reduces system development time thus reducing a
products time to market.

4 .. 12 .. 1 Xilinx FPGAs
A Xilinx FPGA consists of a matrix of configurable logic blocks (CLBs), a perimeter of I/O
blocks (lOBs) and interconnect resources. The general structure of a device is shown below
in Figure 4.26. Each CLB has a combinational logic section, two flip-flops and an internal
control section. Combinational logic functions are implemented using small lookup tables
(16xl RAMs) while static memory cells are used in the control section for storing
configuration information. lOBs provides an interface between the external package pin of
the device and the internal user logic.
The XC3130A-3 FPGA used for the DAPM design contains a lOxlO matrix of CLBs. The
current version of the FPGA firmware utilises about 65% of the FPGA's resources. A
variety of packages are available for the device. A lOO-pin quad flat pack (QFP) with 80pins available for I/O was used. At present only 65 of these are used. The remaining I/O
pins were routed to unused system signals during the DAPM PCB designed. This allows the
system configuration to be changed at a later date and provides maximum flexibility when
dealing with hardware bugs.
The FPGA design was carried out using the XACT development software from Xilinx. This
software provides a development environment which includes the following components:
o

Schematic entry software (supplied by a third party vendor).

to

Partitioning placing and routing (PPR) software that maps the user design from high

~.~
Con:figmlrble Logic

I/O Blocks

-

...-

Interconnect Area .~~-

n

D

1
J

Figure

FPGA device structure
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level schematics to the CLBs and lOBs of the FPGA.
III

Simulation software that performs both logical and detailed timing simulations.

III

Design editor software for modifying and inspecting the user's design at the chip level.

III

Software that generates a serial PROM or EPROM hex file from the design
configuration data.

The following four options are available for programming an FPGA using the configuration
data resulting from a schematic design:
III

Master serial mode: Allows FPGA configuration to be loaded from a serial PROM. In
this mode the FPGA supplies the configuration clock for loading the data.

III

Master parallel mode: Allows FPGA configuration to be loaded from a byte-wide
EPROM.

• Peripheral mode: Allows FPGA configuration to be loaded from a host processor.
III

Slave serial mode: Allows FPGA configuration to be loaded from a serial PROM. In
this mode the serial PROM supplies the configuration clock for loading the data.

For the DAPM design the FPGA configuration can be loaded using both master serial and
slave serial modes. A jumper on the PCB is used to select between the two. When the
system was first being tested slave serial mode was used to download the configuration
from a PC running the development software, via a serial cable connected to the serial
PROM socket. Design changes could be made to the scheniatics and a new configuration
created and downloaded in less than 10 minutes.
Once a stable configuration was obtained the development software was used to produce a
serial PROM and the FPGA loaded using master serial mode. When in master serial mode
the configuration process is initiated as soon as the power is turned on. For the DAPM
design an LED attached to the FPGA that indicates when the configuration is complete. See
the DAPM schematics given in Appendix J for the FPGA configuration interface.

4 . 12.2 TICMS FPGA Logic
FPGA logic modules are used to implement the following:
• TD control logic: Used to control the data acquisition process by taking each FIFO
through different states according to the arrival of external events. The TD interface was
discussed in 4.8.
III

Address decoding logic: Used to generate chip select and enable signals for the
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different DSP peripherals as they are addressed in software.
• Interrupt pulse generation: Used to generate interrupt pulse signals compatihle with
the DSP requirements upon the arrival of monitored external (to the DSP) events.
• UART interface: Used to interface the DSP and UART hus cycles together.
" System reset circuitry: Used to put the DAPM into a known state after power-up and
upon a hardware reset.
• Diagnostic test support logic: Used to support the FIFO AF/AE diagnostic tests
conducted by software during the start-up sequence.

4.13 Power Supply
A bench-top linear power supply provides the DAPM with DC power. A switching power
supply was not used as they produce conducted noise, radiated noise and electric and
magnetic fields that combine to degrade the SNR of the analog-to-digital converters. The
dual ±8V linear supply feeds four voltage regulators that supply power to various parts of
the board. The four regulators give rise to the following power supplies on the DAPM:
• +5V Digital: Supplies all digital components.
• +5V Analog: Supplies positive rail of all analog components, positive analog rail of
ADCs and positive digital rail of ADCs via a pi filter.
ill

-S.2V Analog: Supplies negative rail of all analog components, negative analog rail of
ADCs and negative digital rail of ADCs via a pi filter.

@

Sampling: Supplies sampling clock generator.

Care has been taken to isolate the digital and analog supplies as much as possible. This is
necessary to prevent switching noise on the digital power supplies from coupling onto the
analog supplies and degrading the pelformance of the ADCs. The sampling clock generator
supply is isolated from the digital supplies in order prevent digital noise from causing
timing jitter on the ADC's sampling clock. Because the sampling clock is itself a digital
signal then it has the potential for causing noise in the analog portion of the system and is
therefore isolated from the analog supplies.
Power planes within the PCB layer stack are used for each of the supplies above. Each
supply is referenced to a separate ground plane and all ground planes are connected at a
common star point that returns to the bench top power supply. Further layout details are
presented in 4.14 while the PCB artwork is included in Appendix K. Heatsink thermal
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Figure 4.27 Power supply arrangement
calculations for each of the power supply regulators are presented in Appendix F.
The DAPM power supply arrangement is shown in Figure 4.27. The bench-top supply also
powers a cooling fan as the DAPM has a worst-case power dissipation of 22.5W (see
Appendix F). The IGM is powered separately and has its own built-in power supply.
Being separate instruments, the DAPM and the IGM are powered from separate ground
referenced supplies. Both are powered from the same laboratory wall outlet socket, which
forms a grounding star point for the TICMS. This grounding arrangement is shown in
Figure 4.28, and shows that all grounds are connected to the common star point that is
connected to the building ground.
The DAPM is not isolated because it sends data to an attached PC and is housed in a
grounded metal enclosure. Because single ended signal transmission is used between the
IGM and the DAPM, the IGM is powered from a ground referenced supply also. The IGM
has both a ground referenced DC supply for the control circuitry, and an isolated DC supply
that it used to generate the Vde for the impulse generation circuitry in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.28 TICMS grounding arrangement

.1

DAPM

An 220xlOOmm (standard Eurocard size) mixed signal 8 layer PCB was designed for the
DAPM. The overall system layout is illustrated in Figure 4.29 while a photograph of the
DAPM PCB is shown in Figure 4.29. The main layout objectives were
1. To isolate sensitive analog signals from noisy digital ones

2. To keep the signal paths as short as possible
During the layout different signals were isolated from each other to minimise system noise.
High level analog signals were separated from low level analog signals, and analog signals
were kept away from digital signals. Because the sampling clock (which is a digital signal)
is as vulnerable to noise as any analog signal and is as liable to cause noise as any digital
signal, it was kept isolated from both the analog and digital systems. Keeping signals paths
as short as possible prevents the need for termination resistors due to transmission line
effects in the digital section of the PCB, which is driven by a 33MHz clock signaL
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Input
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Figure 4.29 Overall DAPM PCB layout
The layer stack consists of 4 signal layers and 4 copper plane layers with the layer build in
the following order:
III

Top signal layer

•

Analog and digital power plane layer

I»

Mid signal layer I

I»

+SV power plane layer

III

Mid signal layer 2

I»

-S.2V power plane layer

III

Analog and digital power plane layer

III

Bottom signal layer

Only 3 copper plane layers were required during the layout. Because an even number of
layers must be used in the manufacture of a multi-layer PCB, the analog and digital ground
plane layer was duplicated. For the layer build above, signal layers are separated by copper
plane layers (creating a Faraday shield) which reduces coupling between them. The artwork
for each layer is presented in Appendix K.
Other features of the DAPM PCB layout include:
III

Use of surface mount: Surface mount components were used as much as possible as
the use of surface mount in a high frequency system minimises parasitic capacitance
and inductance associated with the device leads. Further the use of surface mount
results in a more compact board layout which enables shorter high frequency signal
paths.

III

Sockets were avoided: The use of IC sockets can add resistance, inductance and
capacitance to a circuit and may degrade performance to an unacceptable level. For this
reason sockets were avoided. No sockets were used on the expensive DAPM ADCs.
The only socketed components used were the EPROM (DIP socket so that it could be
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Figure 4.30 DAPM PCB
reprogrammed), SCP (DIP socket so that it could be reprogrammed), and FIFOs (socket
for PLCC packaging)
•

Use of'decoupJing capacitors: The power supply inputs were decoupled to the ground
plane using good quality, low ESL, ESR tantalum electrolytic capacitors. This bypasses
low frequency noise to the ground plane. Low inductance ceramic capacitors were at
each power pin of each IC to provide high frequency decoupling. Surface mount chip
capacitors were used for minimum inductance. Small tantalums were also used around
IC power pins to provide low frequency decoupling.
Separate ground planes: Separate analog and digital ground planes were used that
were connected at a star grounding point, located at the common return for the power
supplies. Sensitive analog components, including the ADCs, were decoupled to the
analog ground plane.

III

Separate power supplies: Separate power supplies were used for the analog and digital
circuits. This was achieved by dividing the copper power plane layers into different
sections as the artwork in Appendix K shows. The analog supply pins of ADCs were
powered directly from the analog supply. Pi filters were used between the analog supply
and the digital supply pins of the ADCs. All ADC power supply pins were decoupled to
the analog ground plane.

•

Through hole vias used: All vias used were through hole making all conductor nodes
accessible from either side of the PCB. The use of blind and buried vias results in
internal conductor nodes and connections within the layer stack that are not accessible
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to the outside world. This can render a manufactured PCB useless if there are any
layout errors.
..

Shielding: The DAPM was housed in a grounded metal enclosure that acts as a Faraday
shield. A PCB mounting metallic shielding plate was used over the analog section of
the DAPM. This was used to minimise the effects of any radiated noise from the digital
section. These shielding precautions are necessary as the DAPM has been designed to
operate in the harsh electromagnetic environment next to an energised power
transformer in the field.

4.15 Conclusions
The developed TICMS prototype system has been tested in the University of Canterbury
EEE Department's Power Instrumentation Laboratory to ensure that it is functionally
behaving as designed. Results from test procedures performed in the laboratory are
presented in the Chapter 7. The next stage is to install the system in a field situation and
monitor its performance to ensure compliance with requirements and to evaluate its
usefulness.
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Chapter 5

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the signal processing principles used in the design
of the TICMS aud the application of those principles to the problem of determining the
transadmittance function to 3MHz with sufficient accuracy. In the first section a general
overview of the signal processing system along with its requirements is presented. The
second section describes the sampling and quantisation operations that take place during
data acquisition and discusses the influence of these operations on the TICMS design. Next
the design of the transducers employed in the TICMS and their intentional affect on the
signals being acquired is described. The following sections present some underlying Fourier
theory needed to understand subsequent TICMS signal processing operations. These
include the computationally efficient FFT algorithm used in the TICMS design and the
signal processing operations needed to determine the transadmittance function magnitude
and phase from the acquired signals. The final two sections discuss the application of signal
averaging and zooming techniques that are optionally applied in order improve the accuracy
of the calculated transadmittance function.

The prime objective of the signal processing operations used is to ensure that· the
transadmittance function is determined with sufficient accuracy and up to the required
frequency in 'real-time' As a result, for a potential system to be successful, it must satisfy
the following two requirements:
II)

The signal processing operations must be performed with an accuracy that will ensure
the calculated transadmittance function does not vary from one insulation test to the
other when no winding faults are present. Failing to achieve this results in faults being
incorrectly diagnosed or missed, making the system useless.

I!I

The computational requirements of the signal processing operations must be such that
they can be performed in 'real-time' with existing DSP/JlP hardware. The definition of
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real-time used here is such that the required computations can be completed, and a fault
detected within lOOms, before the fault can cause transformer failure. If this requirement
is not meet then transformer failure may take place before preventative action can be
initiated, reducing the usefulness of the system.
To satisfy these requirements the following measures were taken during the TICMS design:
• Software signal processing operations have been implemented in MATLAB and trialed
with real data. This enabled their accuracy and correctness to be evaluated and reduced
development time as operations could be quickly trialed before being committed to DSP
code.
• Software signal processing operations have been implemented using a 32-bit floating
point DSP that is capable of 33.3MFLOPS.
An overview of the major signal processing related operations implemented in the TICMS
is given in Figure 5.1, where a distinction is made between those implemented in hardware
and those in software. Each of the processing stages shown, along with their features that
contribute to the transadmittance function being determined to 3MHz in real-time, are
described in the sections to follow.

The approach taken by the TICMS to determine the transadmittance function is one of

Signal source

\

~~j

Hardware
Software

(-:J
\ Deconvolution

Signal destination

t::gin~
zoomi~;nd h

14----1

(Option:;

. Transadminance
Function
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Major signal processing related operations implemented in the TICMS
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digital signal processing in software as is indicated in Figure 5.1. Before these operations
can be applied however, it is necessary to digitise the analog signals from the transducers.
Digitisation is a two step process that involves first sampling an analog signal at discrete
instants in time and then quantising the resulting sample amplitudes for use in a finite word
length machine. This section discusses the sampling and quantisation operations as they
relate to the TICMS design and also the TICMS design features that are a direct result of
these operations.

5.2.1 Signal Sampling
The sampling process is accomplished by multiplying each signal by the following sampling
function
00

OTs (t) ==

Lo(t

nTs)

(5.1)

n=-oo

where

T=~
s
f

(5.2)

s

and fs is the sampling frequency. If the voltage or current channel signal is represented by
x(t), then sampling results in
00

x(t)

Lx(nTs)o(t - nTJ

(5.3)

n=----oo

which is a set of uniformly spaced samples, Ts seconds apart as illustrated in Figure 5.2(c).
Because multiplication in the time domain corresponds to convolution in the frequency
domain then the spectrum of the sampled signal, X(f), is obtained by convolving X(f) with
~Ts (f). This results in X(f) being equal to the X(f) repeated every fsHz as shown in Figure

5.2(c).
For there to exist a one-to-one mapping between the continuous signal and it's samples the
sampling frequency must be chosen to satisfy the requirements of the Nyquist sampling
theorem. This states that the signal must be band-limited to fa such that
(5.4)
If this condition is not met then the part of the spectrum centered at fs in Figure 5.2(c) will

overlap with that centered at the 0 making it impossible to fully recover X(f), a condition
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x(t)
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x(t) = x(t)'8,,(t)

(c)

Figure 5.2 Sampling of a signal
known as aliasing.

5..

Quantisation

Quantisation occurs when the continuous sample amplitudes are represented by a discrete
set of amplitudes for use in a finite word length machine. This results in a quantisation error
that has a maximum instantaneous value equal to half of a quantisation step. For an N-bit
digitiser a quantisation step is equal to

(5.5)

where Vfs represents the full-scale analog input voltage, as is indicated in Figure 5.3 for a 3bit quantiser with twos complement output coding. If there are a large number of small
quantisation steps, the quantisation error signal resembles a series of straight lines that
extend from -1112 to 1112 with varying slopes. The exception occurs when the signal goes
through a maximum or a minimum within a quantisation step. To calculate the rms
quantisation error it is first necessary to consider the error over a single step as shown. This
error, £(t'), is represented as follows
£(t')

where
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Figure 5.3 Input-output characteristic of a 3-bit quantiser
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2s

-<t'<-

(5.7)

The rms value of c(t) is then calculated as follows

(5.8)

Because Crrns is constant and independent of the slope of c(t), then the total rms quantisation
error can be expressed as

(5.9)

when there are a large number of small quantisation steps. The rms SNR ratio for N-bit
quantisation with a full-scale sinusoidal input is then calculated as follows

(5.10)

where V rms is the rms value of the input sinusoid. Expressing the SNR in dB results in
N

,f3J = 6.02N + 1.76 dB

SNR = 20log lO ( 2 J2

(5.11)

which is used to calculate the level of the quantisation noise floor for an N-bit digitiser. The
TICMS uses 12-bit ADCs which gives a SNR of 74dB. This places the quantisation noise
floor at -74dB where OdB represents a full-scale ADC input.
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5 . 2 . 3 Effective Number of Bits
The effective number of bits (ENOBs) criteria is used to evaluate the overall performance
of the TICMS data acquisition system. The ENOBs must be determined as it is not equal to
that for the ADCs as given in the manufacturers data sheet.
Considering the system in terms of the ENOBs takes into account all error sources
including quantisation errors, ADC errors, sampling clock jitter, system noise and distortion
introduced by analog signal conditioning circuitry. To calculate the ENOBs the signal to
noise and distortion ratio (SINAD) is needed. Using the SNR in Eq. (5.11) results in an
ENOBs better than that produced by the system as the SNR does not include sampling clock
jitter, system noise and distortion errors introduced by the analog front end. The ENOBs is
calculated from the SINAD by rearranging Eq. (5.1l) as follows
ENOBs = SINAD -1.76
6.02

(5.12)

Two methods are commonly used to measure the ENOBs, one based on time domain
analysis and the other on frequency domain analysis. In applying the time domain procedure
a full-scale sinusoid is digitised. The best fit sinewave is then found by minimising the
mean squared error. This is then subtracted from the digitised sinusoid to reveal the noise
and distortion. Varying the frequency of the input sinusoid allows the ENOBs to be
determined as a function of frequency. The frequency domain procedure uses the FFT
algorithm to transform the digitised sinusoid into the frequency domain. The SINAD is then
determined by noting the level of the system noise floor below ADC full-scale.
The TICMS approximates the frequency domain procedure by instead digiti sing an impulse
from the IGM. The measured SINAD is 55dB below full-scale. The results in an ENOBs of
9. The fact that the input impulse only occupies half of the bipolar input voltage range
accounts for the loss of I-bit. The 'apparent' loss of the other 2-bits can be attributed to the
fact that the ADCs used have a 2V analog input voltage range, making a quantisation step
equal to 488~V. Therefore just 2mV of analog noise is enough to account for the 2-bit loss.
A common misconception regarding ENOBs is that any resolution beyond the ENOBs is
useless. This is not true. To see this, the rms value of the error sources included in the
SINAD is broken into two parts as follows
(5.13)

where TErms, QErms and OErms represent the rms values of the total error, quantisation error
and other errors respectively. If the bits below the ENOBs are dropped then QErms and
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hence TErms increase. This decreases the SINAD and therefore the ENOBs.

5.2.4 Anti-Alias Filtering
Aliasing is often avoided in practice by low pass filtering a signal prior to sampling and
then sampling at a rate such that aliasing is negligible. The level below which aliasing is
negligible is the signal noise floor whose minimum value is equal to the level of the
quantisation noise floor, as given by Eq. (5.11), This represents a base level below which
aliased signals will not be resolved by the ADCs and allows a low pass anti-aliasing filter
response to be derived as in Fignre 5.4(a), The order of the filter must be selected so that at
least AdB of attenuation takes place from fc to fsl2 which represent the filter cut-off and
Nyquist frequencies respectively. The filter specifications can be relaxed a little if aliasing
is permitted in the transition band as illustrated in Figure 5.4(b). This is acceptable provided
signal frequency components beyond fc are not used. In practice this is often forced as real
signals usually have frequency components beyond the cut-off that are below full power
and are therefore attenuated below the quantisation noise floor.
The ADCs used in the TICMS design sample each channel at lOMHz with 12-bits of
vertical resolution. The requirements of a potential anti-aliasing filter based on the response
in Figure 5.4(b) has been indicated. Here fc has been set equal to 3MHz, the bandwidth over
which the transadmittance function is to be determined. In practice it is often desirable to
set fc above the bandwidth of interest as considerable magnitude and phase distortion can

Attenuation(dB)

Aliased response

A
f. =

fJ2
(a)

Attenuation(dB)

t

o.

..
,

Transisition band where /
aliasing occurs

Aliased response

Filter response

(14)

................... .

A

f,
(7MHz)

f

(lOMHz)

(b)

Figure 5.4 (a) Anti-aliasing filter response. (b) Less stringent response
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occur in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency. For a maximally flat Butterworth response the
required filter order is calculated from the specifications in Figure 5.4(b) as follows

(5.14)

where

(Os

is the stopband edge normalised to a cut-off of 1Hz. As far as the TICMS design is

concerned the disadvantages of using an 11th order analog anti-aliasing filter are:
It

It can be very sensitive to component variations which could introduce transadmittance
function changes that may be incorrectly interpreted as being due to a winding fault.

l1li

It requires much electronic componentry and can be difficult to design.

• It introduces considerable phase distortion making it very difficult if not impossible to
calculate the transadmittance function phase.
II

It's phase distortion prevents the use of the high pass filtering scheme used to increase
the effective dynamic range of the digitisers.

The required filter order can be reduced by increasing the sampling rate and/or increasing
the quantisation noise floor level. For the TICMS situation these changes occur
simultaneously as increasing the sampling rate of the ADCs requires sacrificing vertical
resolution. This approach was rejected for the following reasons:
CD

Sacrificing vertical resolution increases the noise floor and reduces the frequency to
which the trans admittance function can be determined without making other system
changes.

CD

Increasing the sampling rate requires faster and larger FIFO rate buffers between the
DSP and the ADCs to cope with the increased data input rate. This would lead to a
considerable increase in the chip count as 4 FIFO chips per channel would probably be
required.

l1li

Additional multirate digital signal processing would be required to implement a FIR
anti-aliasing filter so that the data could be decimated before being processed by the FFT
algorithm.

l1li

For the current design the DAPM PCB operates at 30MHz. Further increases would
make the PCB design much more difficult as well as making it more difficult to shield
the analog circuitry from the high frequency noise generated by the ADC sampling
clock.

• ADC's that sample above 30MHz with 10 or 12-bits of vertical resolution can be very
expensive and often don't perform as well as is implied on the manufacturer's data sheet.
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Characteristics
If the frequency content of the signal is known in advance then anti-alias filtering does not

always need to be implemented. This is the case if all signal frequency components that are
above the Nyquist frequency are below the signal's noise floor. To accomplish this and
avoid the high order analog filter problems above, the TICMS design uses an impulse
excitation with spectral characteristics tailored to meet this objective. The frequency at
which the impulse's spectrum drops below the noise floor is controlled by adjusting it's rise
and fall times as shown in Figure 5.5. The TlCMS design uses a O.5/5.8)ls impulse
waveshape that drops below the noise floor at around 2MHz. This frequency can be
increased so that the transadmittance function can be determined to 3MHz, by further
adjusting the impulse waveshape. However this has undesirable effects on the following
parameters of the impulse generator circuit implementation:
• Efficiency: If too low then peak voltage of impulse will be small.
ill

Output impedance: If too high then the transducers and the transformer may cause
significant loading.

• Required electronic switch ratings: If too demanding then the design may not be
practical.
Another disadvantage of further waveshape modification is that it increases the magnitude
of the high frequency components in the current response to the point where transformer
resonances may make them appear above the Nyquist frequency. If this occurs then aliasing
errors are introduced into the system. The TICMS avoids this dilemma by using a
transducer design that allows independent control of the frequency at which each channels
signal spectrum drops below the noise floor, as discussed below.
Magnitude Speclra
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Figure 5.5 Affect of reducing impulse fall time on it's magnitUde spectrum

Design
The TICMS uses a transducer design that attenuates the large magnitude low frequency
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components in order to prevent them from taking up dynamic range as is illustrated in
Figure 5.6. In addition, the analog attenuation on each channel is reduced so that the
transducer outputs occupy the ADC full-scale. This method makes it possible to control the
frequency at which the signal spectra drop below the noise by adjusting the following:
• The upper frequency of the low frequency band being attenuated.
(II

Each channels overall analog attenuation.

This approach allows the existing IGM design compromise to be maintained and is flexible
as the transducer characteristics and channel attenuation can be easily changed to
accommodate future requirements. Changing the characteristics of the generated impulse by
too much requires redesigning the IGM.
To ensure that the transadmittance function can still be determined at the lower frequencies
the TICMS uses the DAPM DSP to deconvolute the voltage and current channel transducer
output signals, thereby reconstructing each signal to what it appears at the transformer. This
is possible as each transducer is designed to ensure that the attenuated low frequencies are
not attenuated below the signal's noise floor as indicted in Figure 5.6.
As discussed in 4.4.1, a first order high pass filter with a cutoff frequency of L53MHz is
used for the voltage channel transducer, as shown in Figure 5.7. The effect of the high pass
filter is illustrated in Figure 5.8 where

Yin

is the spectrum of the transducer output and Vimp

is that of the transducer input obtained by deconvolution as explained in 5.6. Further, it is
indicated in Figure 5.8 that if Vimp had been digitised directly, then it's spectrum would have
dropped below the noise floor at I.4MHz thus limiting the transadmittance function
bandwidth. Therefore the use of the high pass filter allows the spectrum of Vimp to be
determined to 4MHz and increases the effective dynamic range of the voltage channel
digitiser by 40dB. The offset between

Yin

and V imp is due to the Rl R2 resistive divider in

Figure 5.7. The filter's frequency response including the effect of the divider is derived in

V'"liNl ~ Origirllli ~lgn;ll

~p\!CI[11rn

:::tlicr dig'li~;)lion

V~r ,,,, ~ Tran~dUCl.'r OU1PUl,ULc-r dlgHisali(ln

v",<,,,,,

Vtt ",.", - Tramdw.-Cf inpul uhl"in~d by (kt:nllvdullOll

Increase in dynamic range

Clflcr deconvolution

OdD
(ADC rull-seule)
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Increase in bandwidth

Figure 5.6 How the transducers affect the signal spectrum
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Impulse
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Figure 5.7 Voltage and current channel transducers
Appendix
An RL shunt is used to implement the current channel transducer as shown in Figure 5.7

and discussed further in 4.4.2. Because the reactance of the shunt increases with frequency,
the voltage drop across it also increases with frequency when the magnitude of the current
flowing through stays constant. This gives the RL shunt a high pass characteristic. The
frequency response of the shunt is derived in Appendix E and the results are used to
calculate the transadmittance function as described in 5.6. Further details on the shunt can
be found in 4.4.2.
Further benefits of the transducer design that are related to signal digitising are:
• Adjustments are easily made that still allow the transadmittance function to be
Vin and Vimp Magnitude Spectra
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Figure 5.8 Voltage transducer signals
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determined to 3MHz if the actual noise floor is higher than that expected at design time
due to operating environment.
411

Because independent control of the frequency at which the signal spectra drop helow the
noise floors is possible then the transadmittance function can be determined to 3MHz
without introducing aliasing in the current channel.

• The use of the RL shunt prevents the need to window the current channel data as
explained in 5.4.3.

5.4 Background Fourier Theory
Because a large proportion of the signal processing operations performed by the TICMS are
based on Fourier theory, this section presents a brief description of the background
information needed to understand later results.

5.4 .. 1 Continuous Fourier
Let x(t) denote a nonperiodic deterministic signal that is a function of time t. By definition,
the Fourier transform of x(t) is given by the integral

(5.15)

where the variable f denotes frequency. Given the Fourier transform X(f), the original
signal x(t) is recovered exactly using the formula·for the inverse Fourier transform

(5.16)

The functions x(t) and X(f) are said to constitute a Fourier transform pair that is represented
as follows
x(t)

¢:>

X(f)

(5.17)

In general the Fourier transform X(f) is a complex function of frequency and can therefore
be expressed in the form
X(f)

= IX(f)lejEl(f)

(5.18)

where IX(f)1 and S(f) are called the continuous magnitude spectrum and continuous phase
spectrum of x(t) respectively. Here the spectrum is referred to as continuous as the
magnitude and phase of X(f) are defined for all frequencies.
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Referring to Eq. (5.15) it is easily seen that for a real-valued time function x(t)
X( -f)

= X· (f)

(5.19)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. It therefore follows from Eq. (5.19) that
for a real-valued function
IX( -f)1 = IX* (f)1

= IX(f)1

(5.20)

and
(5.21)
Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21) allow the following statements to be made on the spectmm of a realvalued signal
• The magnitude spectmm of the signal is an even function of frequency, that is it is
symmetric about the vertical axis.
• The phase spectmm of the signal

IS

an odd function of frequency, that is it is

antisymmetric about the vertical axis
These two statements are summed up by saying that the spectmm of a real-valued signal
exhibits conjugate symmetry. The time domain signals processed by the TICMS are realvalued and therefore exhibit conjugate symmetry.

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) provides an approximation to the continuous Fourier
transform in which the both the time and frequency domain descriptions of a signal are
represented in digital form, making it amenable to machine computation. The DFT can be
derived by using the Trapezoidal mle to evaluate Eq. (5.15) numerically and is expressed as
follows

1 N-I

X(k)

N~>(n)e-j2rrOk/N

k

= 0, 1, ..., N-I

(5.22)

0=0

where N is the number of time domain samples and x(n) and X(k) represent the discrete
time and frequency domain descriptions respectively.
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(a)

(b)
x(t)®au(t)

ifllttlt.. r1ilbt... ,! ([Illll'"
:-----

N

(e)

Figure 5.9 Discrete spectra results in time domain periodicity
Before the DFT can be applied it is necessary to truncate the time domain sequence to a
finite number of samples as implied in Eq. (5.22). Furthermore for the resulting spectra in
Eq. (5.22) to be discrete, it is necessary that the finite time domain sequence repeat
periodically as illustrated in Figure 5.9(c). As a result of this assumed periodicity for the
DFT, the spacing between frequency domain samples, the frequency deviation M, can be
derived from Figure 5.9 as follows
Lif=

1 =_1_=~
Tperiod NTs N

(5.23)

where Tperiod, Ts and fs are the period of the repetition in the time domain, the spacing
between time domain samples and the sampling rate respectively.
Referring to Figure 5.9(c), it is seen that the N frequency domain samples returned by the
DFT are arranged as illustrated in Figure 5.10(a). It is therefore necessary to rearrange the
results as in Figure 5.1O(b) so that a more meaningful spectrum results when plotted.
However, because the time domain signals transformed by the TICMS are real-valued then

Postive freQluencies
(a)

(b)

Figure S.10 (a) Spectral components as returned by DFT. (b) After rearrangement.
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the resulting spectra exhibit conjugate symmetry as explained in 5.4.1. For this reason only
the positive frequencies are sent by the DAPM to the attached PC for display as discussed
in 6.4.2

5.4.3 Windowing
As just mentioned it necessary to truncate the time domain sequence to a finite number of
samples when using the DFT. Spectral leakage is said to have taken place when truncation
results in one of the following conditions:
• For a transient signal nonzero samples are discarded.
«I

For a periodic signal the assumed periodicity of the DFT results in a periodic waveform
that is different from that being transformed.

When spectral leakage takes place the spectrum of the signal differs from what would have
been obtained if truncation had not caused either of the conditions above. In practice the
errors introduced by spectral leakage are reduced by multiplying the time domain sequence
by an appropriate window function that allows the sequence to gradually approach zero, as
opposed to being abruptly truncated.
When transients are digitised windowing is not necessary if they naturally decay to zero
before the end of the time record. For the TICMS the time record is determined from the
sampling rate and number of samples taken as follows
Time Record

N·Ts

=2048·100ns = 204.811s

(5.24)

As far as the TICMS is concerned, a transient is considered to have decayed to zero when it
drops below the level of an ADC LSB and remains below this level so that it can no longer
be resolved. Both of the transducer output signals digitised by the DAPM satisfy this
requirement so that windowing does not need to be applied. Testing the transformers in
Chapter 7 without the use of the RL shunt results in a current response that does not decay
to zero within the data acquisition interval. Therefore without the use of the RL shunt,
windowing would have been required to minimise spectral leakage errors as the DAPM rate
buffer sizes and data transfer rates do not allow the time record to be increased. Finally
future test setups may result in longer time signals being produced and therefore may
require that the data be windowed.

Fast
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is simply an algorithm that can calculate the DFT much
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more rapidly than other available algorithms and is used by the TICMS to transfer the
captured time domain data into the frequency domain.
To appreciate the need for the FFT algorithm it is first necessary to consider again the DFT
IN-I

= N ~>(n)Wnk

X(k)

k

= 0, I, ..., N-l

(5.25)

11=0

where

w=

(5.26)

Considering Eq. (5.25) for the case N

= 8 results

in 8 equations that can be represented in

matrix form as follows
X(O)

1
1 Wi
1 W2

X(1)
X(2)
X(3)
X(4)

3

=

1 W
1 W4

1
1
W2 W 3
4 W6
W
6
Wi
W
WO W4

X(6)

1 W 5 W2 W7
1 W 6 W 4 W2

X(7)

1 W7

X(5)

W

6

W

5

1
1
4
W5
W
WO W2
W4

1
6

W
W4

W7

W2

WO W4
W 4 Wi

WO

WO W 6
W4 W3

1
W7

x(O)

6

x(2)

5

x(3)

W

W
W4

x(1)

x(4)

W6 W3
W 4 W2

x(5)

WI

x(7)

W2

(5.27)

x(6)

where
Wnk

= e- j21t (qN+r)/N

e - j21trjN

= W(nk) mod N

(5.28)

has been used to simplify. Using bold type to denote matrix quantities allows Eq. (5.27) to
be written more compactly as follows
X(k)

= Wnkx(n)

(5.29)

Examination of Eq. (5.27) reveals that since Wand possibly x(n) are complex then N 2
complex multiplications and N(N-l) complex additions are needed to perform the DFT
calculation. For the TICMS design 2048 samples are taken on both the voltage and current
channels and computation of the frequency spectra using Eq. (5.25) results in an excessive
number of operations. To ensure that the TICMS is still able to determine the
transadmittance function in real-time an FFT algorithm that dramatically reduces the
number of complex multiplications and additions is used.
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5.5 .. 1 Decimation in Time FFT Algorithm
To develop the FFT implementation used in the TICMS design it is necessary to first
consider again the DFT

1 N-J

X(k) = - Ix(n)W Ok
N n=O

(5.30)

k = 0, 1, ..., N-1

and let the number of time domain samples taken satisfy
(5.31)
where y is an integer. Because n and k take on all integral values between 0 and N-1
inclusive then Eq. (5.31) allows both to be represented in binary form as
y
2
n -- ny_I 2 - J + n y_2 2 y- + ... + n] 21 + no 20

(5.32)

and
(5.33)
where nj and ki can be 0 or 1. Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33) allows Eq. (5.30) to be rewritten as
follows

where
(5.35)
The key to reducing the number of complex operations required is in simplifying

wP in Eq.

(5.34). To begin this process we first write
WP

= WOY-I 2

y- 1(k

'"(-1

2 y- 1 + ... + k 0 2° )

...

k 2
Wno 2° (y-1

y- 1

(5.36)

The first term in Eq. (5.36) can be simplified by writing the first term of it's power as
follows
(5.37)
Operating on the remaining terms of it's power in the same way results in
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which is simplified to

(5.39)
sInce
(5.40)
Performing the above simplification on the second term in Eq. (5.36) results in
(5.41)
Progressing through each of the terms in Eq. (5.36) and substituting the resulting
simplifications into Eq. (5.34) produces
1
X(k y-I' ..., k 0 ) -- N

I

... "'\:"' (
)W flY - 12
L.Jx ny_I' ..., no
flO=O

y-1

kg •••

W nD2

0 ')y-[

(-

kyl +·,,+k o )

(542)
-.

fl y_[= 0

which represents the foundation of the FFT algorithm used in the TICMS design.
Performing the first inner summation in Eq. (5.42) and labeling the intermediate result we
obtain

(5.43)

where all terms that don't include ny_I have been moved to the left of the summation and
x(n) has been renamed to xo(n). Continuing to perform each of the summations in Eq. (5.42)
separately results in the following equation set

(5.44)
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where X(k) represents the DFT of xo(n). The above set of recursive equations represent the
Cooley-Turkey decimation in time FFT algorithm when N is a power of 2.

5.5.2 Signal Flow
To facilitate the development of FFT software a signal flow graph is used to represent Eqs.
(5.44). The signal flow graph for the case N

= 8 is given in Figure 5.11

where each vertical

column of nodes corresponding to the intermediate results in Eqs. (5.44) is referred to as a
computational array. In general there will be y computational arrays where
(5.45)
Each node is entered by two transmission paths from nodes in the previous computational
array where each transmission path brings a quantity from a node in one array, multiplies it
by

w P or 1 and inputs the result into a node in the next array. Results that enter a node from

two transmission paths are combined additively.
To see the relationship between Eqs. (5.44) and Figure 5.11 it is useful to consider the first
summation in Eqs. (5.44) for the case N

=8

I

xl(k o, n l , no) = :Ilo(n z, n l , no)W4n2kO

(5.46)

n2=O

Enumerating the equations represented by Eq. (5.46) results in

Computational Arrays

-cI!>---J",

x,(O) - - - - - - ' » - . - ; _

----~_ x,(O) = x(O)

W"
----~""

x.(l)=X(4)

x,(2)

X(2)

-----~"'" x,(4)

X(l)

x,(5)

=X(5)

----~"'" x,(6)

X(3)

x(17) ----··----w~."",x,(7)

Figure 5.11 DIT FFT signal flow graph for N

x,(7) = X(7)

8
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XI(O, 0, 0) = XO(O, 0, 0) + xO(I, 0, O)W O
XI (0,0, I) = xo(O, 0, 1) + x o(1, 0, I)W o
X1(0, 1, 0) = xo(O, 1,0) + x o(1, I, O)W o
xl(O, 1, 1) = xo(O, 1, 1) + xo(l, I, I)W o
xl(l, 0, 0) = xo(O, 0, 0) + xo(l, 0, 0)W 4

(5,47)

x)(l, 0,1) = xo(O, 0, 1) + x o(l, 0, 1)W 4
x 1(1, 1, 0) = xo(O, 1, 0) + xo(l, 1, 0)W 4
Xl (1,1,1)

= xo(O, 1, 1) + xo(l, 1, 1)W 4

which are used to construct the first computational array in Figure 5.11. Enumerating the
remaining summations in Eqs. (5,44) in the same way leads to equation sets that allow the
rest of the signal flow graph to be constructed.
Inspection the last equation in Eqs. (5,44) shows that the output data is in bit reversed order
as is also shown in Figure 5.11. A bit reversing procedure is required to rearrange the output
data into the correct order. Furthermore it can be demonstrated that bit reversing is needed
to determine the powers of W in Figure 5.11. To avoid having to perform the later bit
reversing operations in software the TICMS design uses an FFT implementation in which
the input data is bit reversed (see 5.5.3) prior to being transformed into the frequency
domain. As a result of this the powers of Wand the output occur in natural order as shown
in the modified signal flow graph in Figure 5.12, which is obtained from Figure 5.11 by bit
reversing the input data and the nodes in all computational arrays in such a way that the
transmission paths in Figure 5.11 are maintained. The arrays in Figure 5.12 have been
relabeled so that each node index corresponds to the node's vertical position in the array as
this facilitates the development of an FFT software algorithm.
The modified signal flow graph in Fignre 5.12 forms the basis for the FFT implementation
used in the TICMS design and is used to develop an FFT software algorithm for any N that
is a power of 2. Inspection of Figure 5.12 shows that in every array it is possible to find two
nodes whose input transmission paths stem from the same pair of nodes in the previous
array, for example nodes Y2(0) and Y2(2) are computed in terms of nodes YI(O) and YI(2).
Two such nodes are referred to as a dual node pair as indicated in Figure 5.12. Since the
computation of a dual node pair is independent of other nodes then it is possible to perform
in-place computation, where for example Y3(1) and Y3(5) are computed in terms of Y2(l) and
Y2(5) and the results returned to the storage locations occupied by Y2(1) and Y2(5). Hence the
storage requirements for the algorithm are limited to the input data array size, an important
property as TICMS design uses a 2048 point FFT.
Inspection of Figure 5.12 reveals the spacing between dual nodes in array i is given by
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i= 1

i=O

i

i =2

--~--CJ>_-"

3
y,(O)

=x,(O) = X(O)

..-rCJ>--" y,(1) =x,(4)

c-~~-~........

--*.-~o.---Jt

y/2)

x,(2}

X(1)

X(2)

'------¥---¥-CJ>___ y,(3} = x,(6) = X(3)

'------¥---¥-CJ>_.... y,(4)

=x,(l)

X(4)

y,(6) = x,(3) = X(6)

y,(?)

:Figure 5.12 Modified signal flow graph for the case N

=x,(?) = XC?)

=8

Dual Node Spacing == i-I

(5.48)

i-I
so that the dual node of Yi(k) is Yi(k + 2 ). Referring again to Figure 5.12 it is seen that each
dual node pair can be computed as follows
Yi(k);:= Yi-1(k) + WPYi_ICk+i-l )
Yi(k+2i-1)

(5.49)

= Yi_l(k) + WP+Nj2Yi_ICk+2i-l)

which is simplified to
Yi(k) == Yi_,(k) + WP Yi-1(k+2i-1)
Yi(k+2i-1) == YH(k)

(5.50)

WPyi_1(k+i-1 )

since
(5.51 )
Before dual nodes can be computed it is necessary to determine the power of W in Eqs.
(5.50), By further inspecting Figure 5.12 it is easily shown that
p == (k.2 y- i ) mod N

(5.52)

For example for node y,(3) p = 4 as verified in Figure 5.12.
The DAPM DSP FFT software module determines the FFT of the input sequence by
computing each computational array starting from i

= 1 and proceeding until

i == y. Each
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computational array is computed by starting at node k

= 0 and sequentially working down
i-I

the array computing Eqs. (5.50). Because the dual node spacing is 2

i-I

then 2

nodes must

i-I

be skipped after every 2 th node. To clarify this consider array i = 2 in Figure 5.12 for
which the dual node spacing is 2. Because nodes yz(2) and yz(3) are the duals of nodes Y2(0)
and Y2(l) then they are computed along with Y2(0) and Y2(l) according to Eqs. (5.50).
Therefore when proceeding down the array it is necessary to skip nodes Y2(2) and Y2(3) as
they have already been computed. In summary to compute array i the FFT module computes
the first 2

i-I

i·1

nodes, skips the next 2

nodes continuing until a node index greater than N-l is

reached. Further details on the FFT software module can be found in 6.2.4.

5.5.3 Bit Reversing
A binary number is said to be the bit reverse of a second when its bits are obtained by
mirroring those of the second about an imaginary mirror line drawn between the two. For
example 1010 is said to be the bit reverse of 0101. As has already been discussed it is
necessary to bit reverse the input data array for the FFT algorithm used in the TICMS
design. This is accomplished by exchanging xo(k) and xoU) where j is obtained by bit
reversing k.
To illustrate the bit reversing procedure used in the TICMS design, consider a number N
that is represented in binary as b4b3b2b!. To bit reverse N first each bi is determined. To
determine b h N is divided by 2 and truncated which is equivalent to shifting the binary
representation one bit to the right to obtain b4 b3 b2 . This result is then multiplied by 2 and
subtracted from N to determine b l as follows
(5.53)
Next b 2 is determined in the same way by dividing b4 b3 b2 by 2. After all bi have been
determined the bit reversed number is determined as follows
(5.54)
Further software details can be found in 6.2.4.

FFT
The TICMS DSP application software is able to transform the voltage and current channel
time domain data into the frequency domain simultaneously by forming a complex time
function as detailed below. As a result of this large computational savings are possible as
the 2048 point FFT algorithm doesn't have to be called a second time. This optimisation is
possible as the voltage and current channel time domain signals are real-valued whereas the
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radix-2 DIT FFf algorithm just described, in general accepts a complex input as follows

X(k) = 1
N

[xr(n) + jXj (n)]W nk

k

= 0, 1, ..., N-l

(5.55)

n=O

Rather than optimise the FFf algorithm for real data, the complex time function approach
was used so that the same code could be used to perform an inverse DFT (IDFT) on a
frequency domain signal, which is in general complex. It is easily shown that the IDFT is
obtained by taking the DFT of the complex conjugate of the frequency domain signal and
then taking the complex conjugate of the result as follows

0,1, ..., N-1

(5.56)

This dual nature of the FFT code allows the IDFT to be easily included in future DSP
software modifications.
When transforming the real-valued signals captured by the TlCMS it is necessary to set the
imaginary part in Eq. (5.55) to zero. However this approach is inefficient as the
multiplications involving jXi(n) are still performed in software even though it is zero. To
avoid this inefficiency the TlCMS design forms a complex time domain function with the
real and imaginary parts set as follows
(5.57)
where vin(n) and vout(n) represent the sampled voltage and current channel signals
respectively. Because the DFT is a linear operation the DFT of Eq. (5.57) can be expressed
as follows
X(k)

Vin(k) + jVout(k)

= [Vin(r)(k) + jVinli)(k)] + j[Vout(r)(k) + jVout(i) (k)]
[Vin(r)(k)

Vout(i)(k)] + j[Vin(i)(k) + Vout(r)(k)]

(5.58)

Xr(k) + jXJk)
where XrCk) and Xj(k) are output by the FFT algorithm. To see bow Vin(k) and Vout(k) are
extracted from X(k) it is useful to write X(k) as follows

(5.59)

which is simplified to produce
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1

N-I

+ vout (n)sin 2rcnk]
N '"
L..t [v,III (n)cos 2rcnk
N
N

X(k)

n=O

1

N-l

(5.60)

2
+J' N "'[v
(n)sin 2rcnk
]
L..t oot (n)cos rcnk_v,
N
III
N
n=O

where each summation represents Xr(k) and Xi(k) from Eq. (5.58) respectively. The even
and odd symmetry of the cosine and sine functions respectively allows Eq. (5.60) to put into
the following form
(5.61)
where the e and

0

subscripts are used to denote even and odd components. By setting vout(n)

to zero, Eqs. (5.58) (5.60) and (5.61) result in
(5.62)
Similarly setting vin(n) to zero results in
(5.63)
It is easily shown that any frequency domain signal can be decomposed into even and odd
components as follows

Applying this decomposition to the even and odd components of Xr(k) and XiCk) results in
X

(k)
r(e)

= (XC<k)
+ Xr(N-k»)
2
2

(5.65)

(5.66)

X.
I(e)

(k) = (Xi(k) + Xt(N-k»)

2

(5.67)

(k) = (Xi(k)
2

Xi(N-k»)
2

(5,68)

2

and
X.
1(0)

Substituting Eqs. (5.65) (5.66) (5.67) and (5.68) into Eqs. (5.62) and (5.63) produces the
desired results, namely
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V (k)
10

Xr(k)
2

+ Xr(N-k) + .(Xi(k) _ Xi(N-k»)
2

J

2

2

(5.69)

and

(5.70)

In summary the DSP application software performs a sorting procedure as defined by Eqs.
(5.69) and (5.70) to extract Vin(k) and Vout(k) once the DFT of the complex time function
has been determined. The computational requirements of this sorting procedure are minimal
compared to calling a 2048 point FFT algorithm a second time as discussed next.

5 . 5.5 Computational Requirements
One complex multiplication and two complex additions are required to compute a dual node
pair using Eqs. (5.50). Because the signal flow graph for N

= 2Y consists of y computational

arrays then Ny/2 complex multiplications and Ny complex additions are required to compute
an N point DFT using the FFT algorithm previously described. Assuming that computing
time is proportional to the number of complex multiplications then the ratio of direct DFT
to FFT computing time is given as
N2

2N

Ny/2

Y

(5.71)

--=-

which for N

= 2048 is a computational reduction of 372 to 1.

As discussed above a sorting procedure is required to extract the individual spectra when
computing the FFT of two real signals simultaneously. Because of the symmetry present in
Eqs. (5.69) and (5.70) then each need only be calculated for k = 0 to NI2 as the results for
k

(Nj2)+ 1 to N-l are identical to those from k

= 1 to (N/2)-1 . Therefore each equation

need only be calculated (Nj2)+ 1 times. As there are two complex additions to each
equation then the total number of complex additions for the sorting procedure is calculated
as follows

Complex Additions

= (~ + 1).2. 2 = 2N + 4

(5.72)

Table 5.1 presents the number of operations and DSP processing time required to transform
the captured time domain data into the frequency domain using three different
computational methods for N

2048. As can be seen the use of the sorting procedure

results in a large saving when compared to performing a second 2048 point FFT.
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The FFT processing time for the three DFT calculation methods presented in Table 5.1 is
approximate in that the times don't take into consideration software overhead and the fact
the FFT module is written in C and not DSP assembly language. Both of these factors
combine to increase the quoted times although they are still useful for comparing the
relative differences between each method. Also the time required to bit reverse the input
data for the FFT implementations is not included as it is minimal compared those in Table

5.1.
Direct

Separate FFT

c.'

Complex Multiplications

2048·2048·2

(2048/2),11,2

(204812),11

Complex Additions

2048·2047·2

2048·11·2

2048·11 + 2'2048+4

Total MFLOPS

16.8

0.068

0.038

DSP Processing Time •

S04.Sms

2.0ms

1.lms

ultaneous FFT

* Based on TMS320C31 nsP's 33.3M}'LOPS rating
Table S.l Floating point operations for different DFT calculation methods using N =2048

.6 Polar Conversion
The results returned by the FFT algorithm used in the TICMS design are in rectangular
format. Because the TICMS has been designed to determine the transadmittance function
magnitude then the results need to be converted to polar format.
A four quadrant arctangent function is used in the DSP application software to determine
the phase of Vin(k) and VoutCk). This function produces ±360° phase jumps when the
imaginary part goes from negative to positive and vice versa while the real part is negative
as indicated in Figure 5.13. To avoid these phase jumps it is necessary to 'unwrap' the
phase by adding +360° to all phase angles following and including the ones with
!tmaginnry

Figure 5.13 Illustrating the affect of phase jump
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the±360° jump.

5.6 Transadmittance Function
Figure 5.14 shows the current TICMS test setup. To determine the transadmittance function
of the transformer under test additional digital signal processing is required to determine the
spectra of Vtrans(n) and itrans(n) from the digitised Vinet) and Vout(t). If this additional
processing is not performed then the transadrnittance function of the transformer and
transducers combined results.
Before V trans(k) can be determined Vimp(k) must be calculated from Vin(k). This calculation
is easily formulated by treating the voltage channel transducer as a separate system as
illustrated in Figure 5.15. In Appendix E it is shown that the transfer function of the voltage
transducer is

(5.73)

where

(5.74)

and
1

(5.75)

Impulse
Source
IK

ToDAPM
" - - - - - - - - -......- .....• v"Ct)

Figure 5.14 TICMS test setup
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H,(f)
Voltage channcJ
transducer

Figure 5.15 System view of transformer and transducers
From Figure 5.15 and Eq. (5.73) it is easily seen that

IVin(f)I_IVin(f)I~ 1 + (fjfJ2)2
fjf2

IH 2 (f)I-

(5.76)

and

(5.77)

By applying Eqs. (5.76) and (5.77) to each discrete frequency in Vin(k) the DSP application
software is able to determine Virnp(k).
By summing the voltages in Figure 5.14 it is easily seen that
(R3+R4)vout(t)

(5.78)

R4

Applying the frequency domain equivalent of Eq. (5.78) to each discrete frequency in
Vimp(k) produces the desired result

(R3+R4)Vout(k)

(5.79)

R4

To determine Itrans(k) it is necessary to know the complex impedance of the RL shunt in
Figure 5.14. Appendix E derives this as follows

Z = jro(R 3 +R 4 )jro c
1 + jrojro c

jf(R3+R 4)j fc
1 + jfjfc

(5.80)

where

(5.81)
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From Figure 5.14 and Eq. (5.80) Itrans(f) is easily produced as follows
I

(f)

= Vout(f)(l + jf IfJ
J'fR 4 Ifc

trans

(5.82)

Itrans(k) is then obtained by evaluating Eq. (5.82) at each discrete frequency.
Another method for determining Vtrans(f) and Itrans(f) is to use time domain convolution to
calculate Vtrans(t) and itrans(t) from Vinet) and Vout(t). However this method requires more
complex multiplications and additions as Vtrans(n) and itrans(n) still have to transformed into
the frequency domain at the finish so that the trans admittance function can be determined.

5.6.1 Transadmittance Function Magnitude
From 3.5 the trans admittance function magnitude of the transformer in Figure 5.14 is
determined as follows

(f)1
H
I trans

= IItrans(f)1
IVtrans (f)1

(5.83)

To determine the discrete version of IVtranJf)1 it is necessary to convert Eq. (5.79) to
rectangular form as follows

(5.84)

where
(5.85)
and
~

-- cI> Vuu,(k)

(5.86)

To determine IVtranJk)1 the real and imaginary components of Eq. (5.84) are combined and
the magnitude of the result taken to produce
(5.87)
where
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and

Through the use of the following trigonometric identities
(5.90)

and
cos(a-~)

= cosacos~ + sinasin~

(5.91)

Eq. (5.87) is reduced to

which is suitable for use in the discrete version of Eq. (5.83).
To determine

II

I
I trans

trans

(k)1 the magnitude of the discrete version ofEq. (5.82) is taken to produce

(k)1 == !-IV-=.out=--(k--,-,-_l+_(k..:-If...:;..C)_2
R
kif
4

(5.93)

c

and the DSP application software determines the transadmittance function magnitude at
each discrete frequency from Eqs. (5.92) and (5.93) as follows
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2 Transadmittance Function Phase

As described in 3.5 the transadmittance function phase of the transformer in Figure 5.14 is
evaluated as follows
(5.95)
To determine the discrete version of

<PVlnlns(f)

the real and imaginary components of Eq.

(5.84) are combined and the phase of the result taken to produce to produce

(5.96)

To evaluate <Plballs(k) the phase of the discrete version of Eq. (5.82) is taken to produce

(5.97)

and the DSP applications software evaluates the transadmittance function phase at each
discrete frequency form Eqs. (5.96) and (5.97) as follows

(5.98)

Noise limits the frequency to which the transadmittance function can be determined. The
noise sources present in the TICMS are
" Quantisation noise caused by the digitisation process
It

ADC errors

III

Time jitter caused by the sample to sample variation of the sampling time from that of an
ideal uniform sampling rate

• Analog noise contributed by analog electronic components
• EMI that is coupled into the analog circuits from intemal and external sources
The total system noise is obtained by combining each of the noise sources above. This noise
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is combined additively with the signal being digitised so that
t(t);:::: set) + net)

(5.99)

where t(t), set) and net) represent the total signal, noise free signal and total system noise
signal respectively. Furthermore because the DFT is a linear operation then the spectrum of
t(t) is equal to the sum of the spectra of set) and net).
Under certain conditions net) is random. 'Under certain conditions' must be treated with
caution as theory classifies quantisation noise as nonrandom. This is because when the same
signal is acquired in exactly the same way then the same amount of quantisation error will
occur at the same place in the signal. However the contribution of the remaining noise
sources above often injects enough randomness so that the total system noise is random.
Furthermore for the TICMS, variations in the impulse produced by the IGM also helps to
randomise the noise.
Random noise has an average value that tends to zero in the long term. This allows the noise
level in repetitive signals to be reduced through the use of signal averaging. Signal
averaging is accomplished by acquiring a repetitive signal a number of times, adding all
acquisitions together and then dividing the final sum by the number of acquisitions. It is
important that signal averaging be done on a DSP or JlP that has more resolution (less
quantisation error) than the digitiser being used. This is the case for the TICMS where a 32bit DSP is being used to average the output of 12-bit ADCs.
Because the added noise has zero mean then its level is reduced by signal averaging. The
improvement in SNR gained by signal averaging is proportional to the square root of the
number of acquisitions averaged. When this number is expressed as a power of two, this
corresponds to 3dB improvement for each power of two. For example 32 averages can be
5

expressed as 2 which corresponds to 5·3

= 15dB of improvement.

Signal averaging is applied in the TICMS design by averaging trans admittance functions
determined over separate acquisitions. Signal averaging can be applied either by the DSP
application software at test time or as a post processing operation on the attached PC.
Signal averaging results for 2,4,8, 16 and 32 averages are shown in Figure 5.16.
Because averaging improves the transadmittance function at high frequencies then it allows
the effect of small winding faults to be more easily detected. However because multiple
acquisitions are needed then the amount of time that it takes the TICMS to detect a fault is
increased. For M averages the worst case detection time is
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Figure 5.16 Transadmittance function averaging results
Maximum Detection Time =
where

~t

2·M·L~t

(5.100)

is the time taken to determine the transadmittance function once. A factor of 2 is

needed in Eq. (5.100) as a fault may occur towards the end of a block of M acquisitions so
that its effect is not that noticeable in the averaged result. The next averaged
transadmittance function is therefore needed to fully characterise the effect of the fault.

A consequence of using the DFT to approximate the Fourier transforms of Vjn(t) and Vout(t)
in Figure 5.14 is that the computed transadmittance function is only known at discrete
frequencies. The spacing between discrete frequencies is determined from Eq. (5.23) as
follows
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M

=:

~ = lOMHz
N

=:

4.88kHz

(5.101)

2048

where fs and N are the sampling rate and number of samples respectively. For the three
transformers tested to date this resolution is sufficient to allow the transadmittance function
to be represented accurately. However Af may need to be reduced when future tests are
conducted on transformers with different winding types and/or winding constructions.
A transformer transadmittance function generally consists of a series of poles that arise
from internal resonances within the winding. If at a certain frequency the Q value of a pole
exceeds a certain value then it is possible that a frequency resolution of 4. 88kHz may not
fully characterise the amplitude of a pole as shown in Figure 5.17. Worse yet if a winding
fault causes the high Q pole to shift then it's amplitude may appear to change even when
unaffected by the fault. This adds unwanted uncertainty into the fault evaluation process.
The above problem can be avoided by reducing M. This can be done by either reducing fs or
by increasing N in Eq. (5.101). Reducing fs is not a practical option for the TICMS as it
introduces aliasing errors into the system. Increasing N by appending zeros to the vin(n) and
vout(n) data arrays is a solution but only at the expense of considerable additional
computational time. For example reducing Af by a factor of 8 requires that vin(n) and vout(n)
be zero padded to 16384 samples which increases the number of complex multiplications
and additions needed for the FFT algorithm by a factor of 20.
As a post processing operation the TICMS is able to offer a third option for reducing M
over the band of frequencies occupied by the high Q pole. This process will be known as
the zooming algorithm as it can be thought of as looking at a small window of the spectmm
through a magnifying glass. Because zooming only involves time domain signal processing
~~."U'" analog

Q=~

BW

~
BW

. u'g""' approximation

Effect of frequency resolution
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techniques then it is necessary to first determine the trans admittance function at the normal
M so that the band of frequencies over which M is to be reduced can be identified.

Furthermore the zooming algorithm must be applied to both vinCn) are vout(n) as both are
used to determine the transadmittance function.
To clarify the steps involved in the zooming algorithm it is useful to consider the test signal
in Figure 5.18 where the time domain operations performed are shown on the left and their
affect on the spectrum is shown on the right. The algorithm will be used to increase the
resolution over the fBL-fBH band of frequencies occupied by the pole. First the frequency
shifting property of the Fourier transform is used to shift fBL-fBH down to DC by multiplying
by e - j21tfm.t in the time domain as follows
(5.102)
A digital filter is then used to attenuate all components beyond f BW where
(5.103)
At design time the filter specifications are used to ensure that the filter provides at least
-<XnoisedB of attenuation beyond f stop where <Xnoise and f stop represent the level of the
frequency domain noise floor below ADC full-scale and the filter stopband frequency
respectively. The filtered signal is then decimated so that M can be reduced according to
Eq. (5.101). The maximum allowable decimation ratio is

= fs/2

DR
max

f

(5.104)

stop

where fi2 is the original Nyquist frequency. This can be done without aliasing errors being
introduced as all frequency components of the filtered signal beyond f stop are below the
frequency domain noise floor as illustrated in Figure 5.18. Finally the decimated signal is
zero padded to 2048 samples and transformed into the frequency domain where the
reSUlting spectrum is equal to the original band of interest at an increased resolution. The
increase in resolution possible is determined by DRmax. For the test signal DRmax is equal to
5 and from Eq. (5.101) this reduces Mover fBL-fBH from 4.88kHz to 976Hz. Figure 5.18
compares the fBL-fBH band before and after zooming and shows that a 2dB error in the pole
height was present at the lower resolution. Using zero padding to gain this improvement in
resolution would involve padding to 16384 samples (the nearest power of 2 above 5·2048)
which would increase the number of complex operations be a factor of 20 as previously
explained.
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Chapter

so
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the three software designs that have been
developed for the TICMS prototype. In the first section the three software designs are
introduced and an overview of the software design process used is given. The second
section describes in more detail the steps involved in the development of the DAPM
application software while the remaining two sections give a functional overview of the
TICMS Windows application software and the DAPM diagnostic software.

6.

Overview

The TICMS software design process involved the development of the following software
systems:
•

application software: Calculates the transadmittance function from captured
time domain data received from the transient digitiser and sends the results to an
attached Pc.

•

Windows

software: PC software that receives and displays

processed data from the DAPM.
• DAPM diagnostic software: A series of software routines that test the functionality of
the DAPM hardware.
During the design of these software systems the following phases were completed:
• Requirements analysis: Structured analysis was used for the requirements analysis
phase in order to develop an implementation independent software model for the
proposed system. Included in this phase were the specification of any nonfunctional
requirements.
• Preliminary design: Structured design was used to design the software structure during
the preliminary design phase. At this time the modules that comprise the system were
designated and their interrelations were specified. During this design phase procedural
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and data abstractions were also specified and module headers were created.
III

Detailed design: During this design phase the contents of each module were specified
and a decision was made concerning the algorithm to be used. Nassi-Shneiderman charts
were used to represent the algorithm of some of the DAPM application software
modules as they facilitate the development of structured code.

.. Coding and Integration: During this phase of the design cycle the source code for each
module was written. This phase also involved integrating the modules together and
testing the system as modules were added.
In the following section, each of these design phases are discussed in more detail for the
DAPM application software.

6.2 DAPM Application Software
The DAPM application software determines the winding transadmittance function of the
transformer under test by performing digital signal processing operations on captured time
domain data transferred from the transient digitiser. This process is controlled by user
commands that are received from an attached PC via an asynchronous serial link. The
DAPM application software decodes the received command and performs the requested test
procedure. User requested results from the test procedure are then sent to the TICMS
Windows application software where they are displayed and archived to the PCs HDD.

1
In developing the DAPM application software, structured analysis was first used to formally
document the software requirements. Structured analysis is most useful for traditional data
processing systems were data flows among activities in the system. The DAPM application
software is a good example of this type of system. A software model for the proposed
system defined using structured analysis is presented in Appendix A, and consists of the
following components:
1&

Data-flow diagrams: Diagrams that show activities, data stores and the flow of data
within the system.

III

Data dictionary: A list of all the data elements in the data-flow diagrams, along with a
definition and description of each.

III

Activity specifications: Descriptions of each of the activities indicated in the data-flow
diagrams.

The model produced by structured analysis defines what the DAPM application software
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must do, but does not specify how it is to be done. The model is therefore implementation
independent and can be implemented in either a high level language such as C or in
assembly language. As a consequence of this independence, the model developed may be
used as a basis for all future versions of the software.

6.2.1.1 Norifunctional Requirements
The model developed during structured analysis describes the functional requirements of
the proposed system. Functional requirements describe how the system should behave given
certain inputs. Nonfunctional requirements are requirements or restrictions that do not relate
directly to the functions performed by the system. The following nonfunctional
requirements were identified during the DAPM application software design process:
I.

Hardware Considerations
III

The system is to be designed to run on the TICMS DAPM.

III

The system must be capable of running within 128K of DAPM RAM.

III

The system is required to interface to an attached PC via an asynchronous serial
communications interface so that data can be displayed and archived to HDD.

II. Performance Characteristics
III

The system must be capable of determining the transadmittance function in real-time
(less than 500ms).

• The system must be able to temporarily store up to lOOK of data.

m.

Error Handling and Extreme Conditions
.;; The system must be able to detect when the erroneous input data is received. This
may be due to input protection circuitry being tripped or saturation at either of the
ADC outputs.
• The system should not fail if the user attempts to exceed its data storage capabilities.

N. System Interfacing
• The system receives input data from the TD in 12-bit signed 2s complement format.
This must be changed to TI's 32-bit floating point format for digital signal processing
calculations .
.;; The system output is sent to an attached Pc. The output data format must be changed
to IEEE single precision floating point format for compatibility with the attached PC.
V. System Modifications
It

It must be easy to modify the part of the system that performs digital signal
processing operations on the captured data.
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• Future modifications that identify fault mechanisms are expected.
VI. Physical Environment
• The prototype target hardware will be operated in a 'noisy electronic' research
laboratory that has high levels of EMI.

6 .. 2.2 Preliminary Design
The software structure represents all of the modules in a system and their relationship to
each other. Structured design was used to derive the DAPM software structure from the
data-flow diagrams presented in Appendix A. Structure charts were used to represent the
derived software structure as shown in Figure 6.1, where an arrow directed from module A
to module B indicates that module A calls module B. Furthermore data elements that are
passed from A to B during a call are labeled to the left of the arrow while those that are
returned by B to A are labeled to the right. Transform analysis was used to create the
structure chart by partitioning the data-flow diagrams into the following parts:
III

Afferent flow: The activities that are associated with collecting the input data and
readying it for transformation.

• Transform center: The activities that are concerned with transforming the input data.
III

Efferent flow: The activities that are associated with taking the results of the
transformation process and readying them for output.

This process is referred to as factoring and results in the following layer of modules being
added to the structure chart of Figure 6.1 a):
'" CaptureTDData: An afferent control module that coordinates the receipt of all
incoming data and readies it for transformation.
Ill>

CalcwateTFMagPhase: A transform control module that overseas the main processing
applied to the data.

III

SendResultsToPC: An efferent control module which coordinates all operations
associated with producing the final form of the output.

Additional layers of modules were added to the structure charts in Figure 6.1 by performing
further low level factoring. This low level factoring was done by expanding each of the
modules produced in the preceding layer, into lower level afferent control modules and/or
transform control modules and/or efferent control modules. The following design criteria
were used when creating the modules in the structure chart:
• Cohesion: A module is said to be cohesive when it has a central idea or purpose and all
of its components relate to performing this purpose. The DAPM application software
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modules have been designed to be cohesive where each performs one clearly defined
function within the system.
• Coupling: This refers to the degree of interconnectedness between modules. The DAPM
application software modules were designed to be loosely coupled by limiting the
number of parameters passed between modules and minimising the use of global data.
Loosely coupled modules prevent bugs from propagating around the system, making the
debugging process easier.
• Black boxes: A black box is a system with known input and predictable output, but
whose inner workings are irrelevant. The DAPM application software modules were
designed to function as black boxes.
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6,1 Cont. (b) CaptureTDData level
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6.2.2.1 Procedural and Data Abstractions
Abstraction can be used to reduce the complexity of a problem by hiding details. During the
structured design phase of the DAPM application software, procedural and data abstractions
were specified where the specifications are the abstraction of the procedure or data object.
Having these specifications meant that the details of a procedure or data object did not need
to be examined in order to understand how to use it.
Procedural abstractions allow the target language to be extended with new operations and
free the designer from any consideration of the target language. The specification of DAPM
application software procedural abstractions consists of a header and a semantic part. The
header consists of the procedure name and includes the number, order and type of its input
and output parameters. The semantic part defines what the procedure does and consists of
the following three parts:
• Requires clause: This states any constraints under which the abstraction is defined.
It

Modifies clause: This lists the names of any input parameters that are modified by the

procedure.
It

Effects clause: This describes the behaviour of the procedure for all input parameters

included in the requires clause.
The DAPM application software ComplexAdd procedural abstraction is given below.
Additional DAPM application software procedural abstractions can be found in Appendix
B.
(a: complex, b: complex) returns (sum: complex)

ComplexAdd

requires

none

modifies none
effects

on return the real and imaginary parts of sum are the sum of the real and
imaginary parts of a and b respectively

Data abstractions allow new data types to be added to the target language without any
consideration for the language to be used. The specification of DAPM application software
data abstractions consists of a header, an overview section and an operations section. The
header contains the name of the data type and a list of operations defined for the data type.
The overview section gives an overall description of the data type while the operations
section contains a specification for each operation. Each operation is specified with a
procedural abstraction, as described previously. The DAPM application software complex
data abstraction is given below.
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complex = data type is Comp/exAdd, Comp/exMult, GetRea/, Get/mag, SetRea/, Set/mag,
Comp/exVectorAdd, ComplexVectorMultip/y

Overview
complex consists of two ordered real numbers representing the real and

imaginary parts respectively
Operations
SetReal

proc (a: complex, re: real)

requires none
modifies a
effects

on return the real part of a is equal to re

Additional data abstractions along with the full data abstraction for complex (containing
procedural abstractions for all defined operations) are given Appendix B for the DAPM
application software.

Module

ne~a(]le

A module header is a collection of comments that accompany a module in a source code
listing. Module headers were created in the preliminary design of DAPM application
software modules. The module header for the CalcTFMagPhase module is given below.
/*******************************************************************************************

TICMS - Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY
File name: TRANS.C
Date of creation: 7/2/96
Last updated: 9/6/97
Title:

CalcTFMagPhase

Purpose:

This module calculates the magnitude and phase of the
transadmittance function from pre-processed captured time
domain data

Functions: CalculateTxVoltage
Deconvolve Voltage Data
CalculateTxCurrent
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Author(s): Grant Lavery
Target system: TMS320C31 DSP of TICMS DAPM
Compiler & version: CL30 TMS320C3x C compiler, 4.50
Remarks: Compile and link project as follows:
cl30 *.c int_vec.asm -g
Ink30 *.obj

-0

ticms.out c31.cmd

*******************************************************************************************/

6 .. 2 .. 3 Functional Description
A brief description of the function of the key modules identified from the structure chart
follows. Descriptions of the diagnostic test modules are given in 6.3.

1 Command Inter:face

.l.F.& ...... _

....... ,.;;.• .;;;JJI

The command interface modules are those that are involved with receiving command
information specified by the operator of the TICMS. Because the DAPM has no user
interface, the command interface modules are needed to control the operation of the DAPM.
The DAPM application software contains the following command interface modules:

• ReceivePCCommand: Establishes a connection with the attached PC using the serial
I/O handshake protocol defined in 6.4.2. Once a connection is established the command
information entered by the PC operator is received .

., DecodeCommand: Interprets the binary command information sent over the serial
interface according to a pre-defined set of rules.

• Perform Command: Based upon the received command, this module controls the
DAPM, activates the IGM and sequentially calls top level DAPM data capture, data
processing, and data transmission modules.

Modules
The data capture modules include those that are involved with acquiring the digitised data
and readying it for transformation by the data processing modules. The DAPM application
software design contains of the following data capture modules:

• CaptureTDData: A top level data capture module that controls the data capture and
preliminary transformation process.
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• GetCurrentData: Transfers buffered time domain samples from the current channel
FIFO to DSP internal RAM and DAPM data RAM.
III

GetVoltageData: Transfers buffered time domain samples from the voltage channel
FIFO to DAPM data RAM.

• ChangeDataFormat: Converts captured time domain data from 12-bit 2's complement
to 32-bit signed integer format and then to 32-bit TI floating-point format.
.. RemoveDC: Subtracts the measured DC offset from the captured data for each channeL
The voltage and current channel DC offset values are measured during the diagnostic
test phase using offset_test after the DAPM is powered up. A description of offseUest
is given in 6.3.6.
iii

RemoveAtten: Hardware attenuation is used to reduce the voltage levels of the current
and voltage channel transients down to a level that is compatible with the DAPM. This
module removes the effect of the hardware attenuation so that the acquired data
magnitude is equal to that prior to attenuation.

e

ZeroPad: This module zero pads the captured data so that there are 2048 samples on
each channel. It is necessary to have an equal number of samples on each channel so that
the frequency resolution for current and voltage channel data is the same .

6.2.3.3

. . . . luLlLlUL

Processing Modules

The data processing modules include those that are concerned with the main data
transformation, namely calculating the transadmittance function from the acquired data. The
DAPM application software design contains of the following data transformation modules:

III

CalculateTI'MagPhase: Top level data processing module that controls the main data
transformation process. Calculates the magnitude and phase of the transadrnittance
function of the transformer under test according to Eqs. (5.94) and (5.98).

e

TransferToFreqDomain: A high level module that controls the process of converting
data from the time domain to the frequency domain.

• CreateCompTimeFunction: Forms a complex array where the real and imaginary
elements are equal to voltage and current channel samples respectively.
• CalculateFFT: Produces N samples representing the frequency domain description of
the N complex samples passed as input (representing a time domain signal).
• BitReverseInput:

Rearranges

the

CalculateFFT input

sequence so

that

the

CalculateFFT output is in normal (i.e. not bit-reversed) order.
<II

SOl'tResults: Applies a transformation to the output of CalculateFFT to extract
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separately the spectra of the voltage and current time domain samples.
• ConvertToPolarFormat: Changes the complex spectral data from rectangular to polar
format.
• ApplyPhaseCorrection: Unwraps the phase for the voltage and current channel spectra
so that it is continuous and free from 2n jumps.
iii

ScaleMagnitude: Applies lIN scaling to the calculated spectra.

• CalculateTxVoltage: Calculates the magnitude and phase of the voltage across the
transformer under test according to Eqs. (5.92) and (5.96) .
., DeconvolveVoltageData: Calculates the magnitude and phase of the voltage produced
by the IGM according to Eqs. (5.76) and (5.77).
.. CalculateTxCurrent: Calculates the magnitude and phase of the current through the
transformer under test according to Eqs. (5.93) and (5.97).

6.2.3.4 Data Transmission Modules
The data transmission modules include those that are involved with transmitting the output
data to the attached PC, and readying the processed data for output. The DAPM application
software design contains of the following data transmission modules:
• SendResultsToPC: High level module that controls the transmission process
ill

ConvertToIEEE: Converts all data to be sent to the PC from 32-bit TI floating-point
format to IEEE single precision floating-point format.

(II

SendDAPMWord: Breaks a 32-bit word into 4 bytes and transmits each over the serial
interface.

During the detailed design phase an algorithm was selected for each of the modules created
by the preliminary design process. The following three guidelines were used to select an
algorithm:
II)

Correctness: The algorithm chosen must perform the required operation correctly and in
particular must not fail for negative numbers, zeros and at boundary conditions.

• Efficiency: This refers to the amount of storage and processing time expended by the
algorithm. Both of these factors are important for the DAPM application software as the
processing is to be done in real-time with limited primary storage available.
" Appropriateness: This refers to the appropriateness of the algorithm for the hardware
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and software of the target system.
Nassi-Shneiderman charts and pseudocode were used to document the selected algorithms
as both lead to the development of structured code where the flow of control is always from
top to bottom, except during iteration.
The complexity or simplicity of a module is readily apparent by viewing its NassiShneiderman chart. Nassi-Shneiderman charts present a more abstract view of an algorithms
structure that cannot be easily seen by viewing pseudocode or even source code. NassiShneiderman charts were used to document the more complex modules in the DAPM
application software. The Nassi-Shneiderman chart for the Ca1culateFFT module is given in
Figure 6.2.The level of detail used in the Nassi-Shneiderman charts was such that each chart
phrase resulted in no more than 10 lines of source code.
BitReverselnput
N = 2048
NumCompArrays = 11 /* log2(2048) */
DualNodeSpacing = 1
Power = NumCompArrays - 1
for CompArray = 1 to NumCompArrays
for Node = 0 to N-1
for NodeCount = 0 to DualNodeSpacing
TwiddleFac!orPower

= (Node'2 P""''') mod N

=exp[(-j·2·pi·TwiddleFactorPower)/Nl

Figure 6.2 Nassi-Shneiderman chart for CalculateFFT
Pseudocode was used to document the algorithms of the simpler modules in the DAPM
application software. The level of pseudocode used was more fine grained than that used in
the activity specifications. The activity specification pseudocode spells out the general
purpose or functions of an activity whereas the pseudocode used during the detailed design
phase spells out the steps in a particular algorithm to be used.
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and Testing

During this design phase the source code for each of the modules created during the
preliminary design phase was produced. The modules were then integrated together to form
the DAPM application software system. As the modules were integrated, the system was
tested and when integration was complete the entire system was given further testing.
An incremental integration strategy was used to code and assemble each module. This
involved coding and testing some portions of the system before others and led to the entire
system being created in incremental steps rather than in one monumental effort. The
integration strategy used was a combination of the following:
• Top-down method: During this approach modules at the top of the structure chart are
coded, tested and integrated first. Then modules from lower down are added until the
entire system has been built.
.. Bottom-up method: During this approach the lowest level modules in the structure
chart are coded, tested and integrated first. Next higher level modules are added to form
subsystems where the creation of a subsystem is called a build.
.. Threads method: During this approach a minimal set of modules that perform some
function are coded, tested and integrated. This set is called a thread and usually involves
modules from different levels in the structure chart. Separate threads are formed in
parallel which are then integrated to build the entire system.
When integrating the DAPM application software, the bottom-up integration method was
first used to eode, test and integrate the following modules:
RunRAMTests
RunUARTTest
• RunAFAETests
• RunChannelOffsetTest
.. RunDiagnosticTests
This approach was necessary as the system was designed to run on prototype target
hardware that had not been tested. Next the bottom-up method was used to add the
following initialisation modules:
• InitiaLiseDSP
• InitialiseUART
• InitialiseDAPM
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It was necessary to perform the above build at this time so that the DAPM was in a state
that allowed additional application software to be coded, integrated and tested. The threads
method was then used to form ReceivePCCommand and PerformPCCommand threads. As
the PerformPCCommand thread was formed, the following threads were coded, integrated
and tested in tum:
011

CaptureTDData thread

III

CalculateTFMagPhase thread

II

SendResultsToPC thread

The top-down approach was used code, integrate and test each of these threads.
Different levels of testing were used as the system was coded and integrated. Digital signal
processing modules were coded and unit tested in MATLAB prior to being integrated. This
approach to unit testing was used as it was quick and required little test harness software to
be written. Following unit testing, integration testing was performed where the system was
tested after each module had been added. This testing procedure was used as any errors
produced could often be quickly located in the most recently added module .

.3
DAPM diagnostic software was produced to test the functionality of the main hardware
interfaces of the DAPM. Initially stand-alone software was written to test and debug each
interface. Much of this software was later incorporated into the DAPM application software
diagnostic test modules. In the sections to follow a brief functional description is given for
the following diagnostic test software:
LED_test_l: This tests the DSP, the in-circuit emulator interface, and the RAM interface
and was used to test the DAPM prototype after construction.
III

LED _tesC2: This tests the interrupt structure when the DSP boots from EPROM and
whether the development tools are being used correctly. It was used when producing an
EPROM bootable version of the DAPM application software.

• Data_test: This tests the data bus of the RAM interface and was used to test the DAPM
prototype after construction. It is also used during the DAPM startup sequence.
III

Address_test: This tests the address bus of the RAM interface and was used to test the
DAPM prototype after construction. It is also used during the DAPM startup sequence.

• AFAE_test: This tests to see if the FlFO AFfAE offset vectors were programmed
correctly. It was used to test the DAPM prototype after construction and is used during
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the DAPM startup sequence.
It

OffseLtest: This determines the amount of DC offset present on both channels of the
DAPM. It is used during the DAPM startup sequence and the results are used to remove
any offset of the acquired transients.

" ENOBs_test: This determines the effective number of bits of the TD and was used to test
the DAPM prototype after construction.
•

UART_test: This tests the UART interface and the UART's interrupt structure. It was
used to test the DAPM prototype after construction and is used during the DAPM startup
sequence.

6.3.1 LED Tests
LED_tesLI flashes a green LED attached to the XFO lJO pin of the DSP. This test verified
that the DSP was functioning and that the in-circuit emulator-DSP interface was working
correctly. Because the in-circuit emulator transferred the program code to DAPM RAM and
ran it from there, then this test also verified that the RAM interface was working.
LED_tesLI cycles through all wait-states and the flash rate of the LED increases as the
number of wait-states is reduced. This was used to verify that the RAM interface is capable
of running with zero wait-states.
LED_tesL2 was used to test the DSP interrupt structure and correct use of the development
tools when booting from EPROM. To accomplish this, LED_tesL2 flashes the green LED
for approximately lOs and then initiates an interrupt through software. The ISR then flashes
a red LED attached to another lJO pin of the DSP for approximately lOs. When the ISR
returns both LEDs are flashed continuously. This tested the dual-vectoring scheme used by
the DSP when booting from EPROM.

Tests
The DAPM contains four 128k x 8 RAM chips that are organised to give 128k x 32 of
DAPM RAM as shown in Figure 6.3. Two test routines, data_test and address_test, were
both used to test if this RAM interface was operating correctly.
Data_test was implemented using a 32-bit moving one test. This consisted of first
initializing locations OxO to OxlF to zero and then writing Oxl to location OxO, Ox2 to
location Oxl, .,,' and Ox80000000 to location OxlF. Each of these locations was then read
and the results compared with what was just written. If in applying this procedure, a zero
was read from any location, then the location address immediately identified the faulty bit
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in the data bus. Because of the RAM organisation in Figure 6.3, then the entire data bus was
tested by writing to the first 32 locations.
128kx8

128kx 8

128kx 8

Figure 6.3 DAPM RAM organisation
Before running address_test all 128k of RAM locations were first initialised to zero.
Address_test consisted of the following steps
• Performing a dummy read to location OxFFFFFFFF, writing Ox5 to location OxO and
then reading locations Oxl, Ox2, Ox4, ... , Ox40000000, and Ox80000000 to make sure
that they were zero. Passing this phase of the test verified that the DSP could drive each
address line from high to low when writing to OxO. If in applying this procedure, Ox5
was read from any location other than OxO, then the location address identified the
address bit that the DSP was not driving low. The OxFFFFFFFF read and OxO write
assembly language instructions were consecutive to ensure that the write bus cycle
immediately followed the read, thus causing all address bits to toggle. OxO was zeroed
before the following phase of address_test started.
• Performing a dummy read to location OxO, writing OxA to location OxFFFFFFFF and
then reading Ox7FFFFFFF, OxBFFFFFFF, OxDFFFFFFF, ... , OxFFFFFFFD, and
OxFFFFFFFE to make sure that they were all zero. Passing this test verified that the DSP
could drive each address line from low to high when writing to OxFFFFFFFF. If in
applying this procedure OxA was read from any location other than OxFFFFFFFF, then
the location address identified the address bit that the DSP was not driving high. The
OxO read and OxFFFFFFFF write assembly language instructions were consecutive to
ensure that the write bus cycle immediately followed the read, thus causing all address
bits to toggle.
Completing address_test successfully verified that the DSP could drive each address line
either high or low.
When testing the prototype after construction, both data_test and address_test were run
from DSP internal RAM to ensure that they were executing correctly and did not crash the
if there was a RAM interface problem. Test results were reported using the TMS320C31 incircuit emulator.
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6.3 .. 3 AFAE
After the DAPM is powered up, AFAE_test determines the voltage and current FIFO
AF/AE offset vectors to make sure that they were programmed correctly at startup.

AF/AE_test operates by counting the number of WRTCLK strobes received by each FIFO
from the time that it was reset until the time that its AF/AE flag goes from high to low.
AF/AE_test implementation involves starting Timer 1 after the TD reset interrupt is
received, and then continually polling the AF/AE flag (connected to DSP XFl input) for a
change of state. When such a change is detected then the timer is stopped and the AF/AE
offset vector is read from it's count register. When AF/AE_test is run the measured vectors
are approximately 2 or 3 counts larger than the programmed values (32 for voltage and 64
for current). The difference is due to the time that it takes the software to turn off the timer
after the polling loop detects a change in the AFIAE state. Additional FIFO details can be
found in 4.8.2. The FPGA hardware used to support these tests is given in Appendix J.

6 .. 3 .. 4 UART Test
Whenever the DAPM is powered up or the user depresses the DAPM master reset button,
the UART receives a hardware reset and all internal registers are put into a known, defined
state. The first phase of UART_test reads all UART internal registers and compares the
contents with the reset values given in the device data sheet. Successful completion of this
phase indicates that the UART has been successfully reset. The second phase of UART_test
consists of writing a test byte to each writable internal UART register and reading the
register to verify that it was programmed correctly. This phase is needed as the UART
interface bus cycle differs from the RAM interface bus cycle. The third phase of
UART_test involves the following
" Putting the DAPM 16550 UART into loopback mode which internally connects the
output of the transmitter shift register to the input of the receiver shift register so that
data written to the transmitter register appears immediately at the receiver register.
• Enabling the RxRDY UART interrupt and DSP interrupt

(the UART interrupt, see

4.9.1.6)
It

Transmitting a sequence of bytes which causes a RxRDY interrupt to be generated. The
activated ISR reads the received serial sequence and compares it with what was
transmitted.

ENOBs_test was used after DAPM construction and TICMS Windows application
development to determine the effective number of bits with which the voltage channel ADC
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was converting. ENOBs_test requires that the 10M be connected to the DAPM and
performs the following sequence of steps
.. Activates the 10M, causing the generated impulse to appear at the voltage channel
analog input
.. Acquires the impulse, transforms it into the frequency domain using the FFT, and puts
the result into polar format
II

Sends the voltage channel magnitude spectrum to the attached PC where it is appears in
a display window as shown in Figure 6.4. The level of the noise floor below the full
scale input voltage range is read from the display window and the ENOBs is calculated
from Eq. (5.12).

Figure 6.4 Display window used in calculating the ENOBs
The display in Figure 6.4 was captured during a typical transadmittance function test and
therefore also includes the results of the inverse high pass filter processing used to increase
the effective dynamic range of the system. When running ENOBs_test inverse high pass
filter processing is not used so, thus giving the ENOBs of the voltage channel and not the
effective system dynamic range. Further, when running ENOBs_test, care must be taken to
ensure that the full scale input voltage range of the ADC is occupied if the ENOBs test is to
accurate. A smaller input voltage results in smaller ENOBs result, making the system look
worse than it is. For the current system configuration, ENOBs_test results in a noise floor
that is -54dB below full scale, resulting in an ENOBs of

ENOBs

54-1.76
6.02

8.7

(6.1)

Because the unipolar input impulse only takes up half of the bipolar voltage range, then one
bit is lost automatically. Eq. (6.1) includes the loss of this bit. A bipolar test signal was not
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used as the voltage input during a typical transadmittance function test is essentially
unipolar as shown in Figure 6.5 b). Because the current channel input shown in Figure 6.5
b) is bipolar, a higher ENOBs will result on the current channel during a typical test. The
result of the ENOBs test can be found in paper 2 in Appendix H.
The ENOBs test will be useful for evaluating the effectiveness of nOIse shielding
techniques. The result in Eq. (6.1) was measured with the DAPM sitting on a bench in a
'noisy' electronics lab without any shielding. Adding the analog circuitry shielding roof and
housing the DAPM in its metallic enclosure will increase the ENOBs. When used next to a
power transformer in service, the ENOBs test will be used to decide if additional shielding
procedures are required.

6 . 3 . 6 Channel Offsets Test
The analog section of the DAPM contains two pots for adjusting the DC level in each
channel. For the desired FIFO AF/AE offset vectors to program correctly, it is necessary to
adjust both pots so that the nine MSBs of each ADC are zero. This procedure was
performed after the prototype was constructed and does not have to be repeated. OffseCtest
is used during the DAPM startup sequence to measure the amount of DC on each channel.
OffseCtest is performed when the IGM and TUT are connected to the DAPM, and reads the
output of each FIFO when no transadmittance function test is in progress. The values read
are the DC levels on the respective channels.
The levels returned by offseCtest are used remove any DC from the acquired signals. This
ensures that any DC offset differences between the two channels do not effect the
trans admittance function at DC.

The TICMS Windows application software runs on a PC attached to the DAPM. It's
purpose is to send GUI commands entered by the user to the DAPM, and to receive and
display the incoming trans admittance function test data. The TICMS Windows application
software requires a PC with a FIFO buffered 16550 UART. This prevents receiver overrun
form occurring during high speed serial data transfers with the DAPM under Windows 95.
Upon start up the TICMS application tests for the presence of a 16550, informing the user
of the result.
The TICMS Windows application has been designed as a Multiple Document Interface
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(MDI) application. An MDI application contains a main window called the frame window,
and a number of child windows that are contained within the frame window (the parent
window of the child windows). For the TICMS application, the frame window is the
programs main window while the windows displaying the incoming test data (called display
windows) are implemented as MDI child windows. Example screen captures of the TICMS
Windows application are given in Figure 6.5. One of the advantages of an MDI application
is that it allows the child windows to be arranged quickly and neatly within the parent
window. This is illustrated in Figure 6.5 b), where two data windows have been tiled.
Additional screen captures are included in Appendix C.

a)

b)

Figure 6.5 TICMS Windows application user interface
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The TICMS application operates in one of the following two modes
«I

Off-Hne mode: The TICMS application starts in off-line mode. Off-line mode does not
require the DAPM to be connected and is useful for re-displaying and printing
previously saved test data.

@!

On-line mode: The TICMS application goes into on-line mode when the user sends a
command to the DAPM. Before the command is transmitted a serial handshake protocol
is used to establish a connection with the DAPM, as discussed in 6.4.2. Once a
connection has been established the command is transmitted and the TICMS application
waits for the DAPM to transmit the resulting test data. DAPM status LEDs are updated
to inform the user that the command was received, successfully decoded, and is being
performed. The TICMS application times out after a suitable period if no response is
received.

6 . 4 . 1 TICMS Application Options
The TICMS application includes dialog boxes that allow the user to formulate a DAPM
command, control the serial I/O port settings, control the appearance of the display
windows, and to perform file I/O and printing. Each of these options are now briefly
discussed.

6.4.1.1 On-Line Command Options
The TICMS application includes dialog boxes that allow the user to control on-line options.
The selected on-line options are used to formulate a DAPM command, which is decoded
before being performed by the DAPM. At present on-line options are available to control
the following

@!

Data types sent: This option allows the user to select which of the data types produced
by the DAPM are sent for display. Because the serial transmission time limits the realtime capabilities of the system (see 6.4.2 on serial I/O time), this option becomes
important if the user wishes to update the display of a single data type (i.e. the
trans admittance function magnitude) in real-time. Data types that can be viewed include
the voltage and current channel time domain signals, the magnitude spectra of the
voltage and current channels, the phase spectra of the voltage and current channels, and
the magnitude and phase of the trans admittance function.

«I

Graph method: The graph method option allows the user to specify how the incoming
data is to be displayed in the display window. The options for displaying new data
include a new MDI child window, updating an existing display window (useful for realPage 165
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time display of a single data type), or superimposing the new data on an existing display
window. The later option allows new data to be readily compared with data resulting
from a previous transadmittance function test and is intended for use when a specified
number of tests are performed.
.. Number tests: Through this option the user specifies how many eonsecutive tests are
performed when the current command is transmitted to the DAPM. Either a single test, a
specified number of tests, or repeated testing can be performed. The repeated testing
option is convenient when the transadmittance function is to be monitored continuously
for change while the TUT is connected in service. Testing the TUT while in service is
discussed in more detail in 7.4.
• Test interval: The test interval option allows the user to control the time interval
between each transadmittance function test when either a specified number of tests or
repeated testing is requested. After the DAPM application software has decoded the online command, the test interval is used to control the time interval between the
application of consecutive impulses from the IGM.
• Capture data before processing and sending: This option allows the DAPM to capture
all data for the requested number of tests prior to processing and transmitting the data to
the Pc. After data acquisition is completed, all raw data is processed and transmitted in
one batch. This option is useful when it is desired to perform trans admittance function
tests spaced less than 300ms apart (see Eq. (6.4». The DAPM contains 128K of RAM,
of which 10K is reserved for program storage, thus allowing up to 110 tests to be
performed in this mode (see 6.4.2).
The on-line command options available in the TICMS application are illustrated in Figure
6.6, A proposed future upgrade will involve the addition of the following on-line command

options
'" Data compression: This option will enable data compression of the serial transmitted
data and will allow the system to display more than one or two data types in real-time
when continuous testing is employed. Lepel-Ziff compression algorithms are being
investigated.
III

DSP code download: This enhancement will allow customised DAPM application code
to be downloaded without having to re-program the DAPM EPROM. The EPROM will
contain a monitor program used to control the DAPM UART and to activate the DAPM
code after it has been downloaded. This option will make it easy to perform DAPM code
modifications in the field (if needed) without having to re-program the DAPM EPROM.

(I

Diagnostic test results: This enhancement will allow the user to view the results of the
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DAPM software diagnostic tests discussed in 6.3 within a window in the TICMS
application. Currently the TMS320C31 in-circuit emulator

IS

used to display the test

results.

Figure 6.6 TICMS on-line command options

6.4.1.2 Display Window Options
The TICMS application includes numerous dialog boxes that contain options for
customising the appearance of the display windows. Available options include
III

Axis control: This option allows the user to control the range, step size, number of axis
ticks, placement of grids, and appearance of both the vertical and horizontal axis.
Logarithmic scaling can also be selected as shown in Figure 6.7.
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• Axis label control: This option allows the user to control the appearance, position, and
the number format of axis labels as shown in Figure 6.8.
• Text size and font control: This option allows the user to control the appearance of text
used to name axis and to title graphs. The text parameters dialog box is shown in Figure

6.9.
• Graph parameters: This option allows the user to control the overall appearance of the
graph. Available options include graph position within the window client area, size of
plotting area, and colour of background and plotting areas. The graph parameters dialog
box is shown in Figure 6.10.
• Plot parameters: The plot parameters dialog box allows the user to control the
appearance of the plot line. A spline curve fitting option is also available. The plot
parameters dialog box is shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.7 Axis control dialog box

Figure 6.8 Axis label control dialog box
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Figure 6.9 Text parameters dialog box

Figure 6.10 Graph parameters dialog box

6.11 Plot parameters dialog box
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Selecting the data option in the plot parameters dialog box in Figure 6.11, displays the raw
data window as shown in Figure 6.12. The raw data window allows the data to be converted
to a desired format and saved to a text file. This option was used during development for
getting the data into MATLAB so that various digital signal processing algorithms being
trialed could be tested on real data before being committed to DSP code.

Figure 6.12 Raw data window for transadmittance magnitude data

6.4.1

Other Options

Menu options are available that allow the user to save the displayed data to a disk file, and
at a later date to open the file and re-display the data. Saved data is time-stamped through
the use of the CMOS clock on the PC motherboard. The file open dialog box is illustrated in
Figure 6.13. Menu options are also available to select and setup a printer and to print a
selected display window as shown in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.13 Disk file open dialog box
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Figure 6.14 TICMS application printing options
A serial port options dialog box is also provided to ensure that the COM port to which the
DAPM is cabled is operating in the same mode as the DAPM DART. The serial port
options dialog box is illustrated in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15 Serial port configuration options

I/O
A serial handshake protocol is used to establish a connection between the PC and the
DAPM. Because both the PC and the DAPM are configured as DTE devices, a null modem
connection is required between the two as shown in Figure 6.16 a). The serial handshake
protocol timing is illustrated in Figure 6.16 b). Because there is an inversion between the
16550 register bits and the RTS/CTS outputs pins and another inversion between the output
pins and the RS-232 lines (due to RS-232 line drivers), the RS-232 voltage levels shown in
Figure 6.16 b) are equivalent to the software logic polarities.
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~--····--------iCTS
~-

.....--.. - - . - - - -

1 RTS

' - . . . . - - - - ............... - - - 1 SOUT
:-..........- - - - - - - - - 1 SIN

DAPM (DTE)

PC (DTE)

a)

RTS (from PC)

---'.=-"...-l

RTS (from OAPM) _ _ _....J

SOUT (from PC) ..----..........:---<

b)

Figure 6.16 a) PC-DAPM serial connection b) Serial handshake protocol
To establish a connection the PC drives it's RTS output line high. In response the DAPM
drives it's RTS output line (CTS input to PC) high as an acknowledgement to the PC. In
response to the acknowledgement the PC drops it's RTS output line (ready for the next
command transmission) and transmits the on-line command. After the DAPM receives the
on-line command it drops it's RTS output line, ready for the next command transmission. If
the acknowledgement time indicated in Figure 6.16 b) exceeds 5s the TICMS application
times out. This prevents the system from locking up if the user forgets to connect the
DAPM before going on-line.
When all eight data types are requested, the number of data bytes transmitted is equal to
2048(samples)· 5· 4(bytes / sample)::::: 40960 bytes

(6.2)

where 2048 samples are taken on the voltage and current channels respectively, a 2048
point FFT is used, only the positive frequencies are kept for the magnitude and phase of the
voltage, current and transadmittance function, and a C31 word is 4 bytes. At the maximum
baud rate of 115200bps, the serial transmission time for this data is
40960(bytes)· 8(bits I byte) ::::: 2.84s
115200(bits I sec ond)

(6.3)

Sending only the transadmittance function magnitude for positive frequencies (spectra has
conjugate symmetry), results in a transmission time of
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4 ·1024(bytes) . 8(bits I byte)
115200(bits I sec ond)

= 0.28s

(6.4)

Because the digital signal processing operations complete much faster than the serial
transmission time, sending just the trans admittance function magnitude allows the display
to be updated in real-time.
Of the 128K of DAPM static RAM, only 8K is reserved for program code. The DSP
application software uses 10K of RAM for data storage when processing the time domain
data for a single test. This leaves 110K available for buffered data storage when the
'capture data before processing and sending' option is selected. If only the transadmittance
magnitude is buffered then the results of up to 110 insulation tests can be buffered before
being sent to the PC. This is useful when the requested interval between insulation tests is
less than the serial transmission in Eq. (6.4). Buffering additional data types per test reduces
the number of test results that can be buffered.
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Chapter 7

The purpose of this chapter is to present the TICMS results from a series of tests designed
to evaluate the effect of known faults and operating conditions on the trans admittance
function of a single phase 7.5kVA distribution transformer. The first section presents
reference transadmittance functions that are used as a basis for comparison in subsequent
sections and describes the characteristics of transadmittance function poles that are
monitored for change. Subsequent sections present the results of test sets designed to
evaluate the effects of artificial faults, transformer internal temperature changes, and core
magnetization on the transadrnittance function.

1

Measurements

Two single phase 7.5kVA distribution transformers were employed for the test sets
conducted in this chapter. The first is referred to as TXJ and was used for the temperature
and on-line test sequences. The second is referred to as TX2 and was used for the artificial
fault tests. TX2 was not used for the temperature or on-line tests as the integrity of it's
winding insulation was compromised by the artificial fault placement procedure. Further, it
is dangerous to energise a transformer with shorted winding sections as high current flow
results from having an emf induced in a near zero resistance conductor loop.
Prior to conducting tests, the transadmittance functions of TXJ and TX2 were determined so
that they could be used as a basis for comparison. Figure 7.1 presents the reference
trans admittance functions. Each was measured with the TICMS operating in averaging
mode in order to reduce the amount of noise present at the higher frequencies. Averaging
mode is discussed in further detail in 5.7. It can be seen that, TXJ has 3 poles at 720kHz,
L36MHz, and L87MHz while TX2 has 4 poles at 670kHz, 930kHz, 1.14MHz, and 1.85MHz
respectively.
Sweep frequency testing was employed on TXt to verify the transadrnittance function
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Txl Reference Transadmittance Magnitude with 8 Averages
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Figure 7.1 a) TXJ reference b) Txz reference
determined by the TIeMS. The test setup illustrated in Figure 7.2 was used to carry out this
procedure. Application of KVL to primary winding loop results in
V lrans

=Yin

V out

(7.1)

By converting Eq. (7.1) to rectangular form and taking the magnitude of the result it is
easily shown that
(7.2)

where $Vin and

$vout

are the phase of the input and output sinusoids respectively. Further, the

magnitude of the winding current is easily determined as follows
IVoutl
Ilirans I= - -

RJ

(7.3)

The magnitude of the transadmittance function is determined at a single frequency by
dividing Eq. (7.3) by Eq. (7.2). In summary the sweep frequency testing procedure consists
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Sinusoidal
Source

y£fr~q
To Scope

Figure 7.2 Sweep frequency testing setup
of applying a fixed frequency sinusoid, recording IVinl, IVoutl, and (<!>vin - <!>vout) and then
calculating the transadmittance function magnitude at that frequency as detailed above. To
determine the transadmittance function over a range of frequencies the source frequency in
Figure 7.2 is swept over the band of interest. The transadmittance function of TXJ
determined using sweep frequency testing is shown in Figure 7.3. It is in excellent
agreement with that determined by the TICMS. Differences can be attributed to the
accuracy with which the phase difference, (<!>Vin <!>vout) can be measured.
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Figure 7.3 Transadmittance function measured using sweep frequency testing
The following pole characteristics were monitored for change during the test sequences
presented in this chapter
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• Pole frequency: The center frequency of the pole
• Pole height: The peak magnitude of the pole
• Pole Q: The ratio of the pole -3dB bandwidth to its center frequency
These characteristics for the first pole of the TX2 reference transadmittance function are
illustrated in Figure 7 .1 b). Pole Q is a measure of the sharpness of a pole and is defined as
follows
Q=BW
fcenter

(7.4)

where BW and fcenter are defined in Figure 7.1 b). Percentage changes in the three
characteristics were calculated for many of the upcoming results as follows

% change

2 Effect

(Final value) - (Initial value) .100%
Initial value

(7.5)

Artificial Faults

The effect of different winding insulation faults on the transadmittance function magnitude
needs to be determined if the TICMS is to uniquely identify when failure mechanisms are
taking place. It is important that the changes brought about are distinguished from those
caused by factors discussed in upcoming sections. Failing to do so would mean that the
TICMS could incorrectly report a fault, or even worse, miss a fault if the change is thought
to be due to temperature variation, change in core magnetization etc.
To achieve the above objective artificial faults were placed into the primary winding of TX2
and the transadmittance function determined. Test sets were then conducted to evaluate the
effects of fault size and fault location on the transadmittance function. This process
involved recording changes in the frequency, height, and Q of each of the original poles.
The appearance of any new poles was also noted. Artificial faults were placed to simulate
the effects of both local breakdowns and partial discharges. The later were introduced by
placing a resistance between two parts of the winding. Separating a local breakdown from a
partial discharge is important as the later is tolerable whereas the former is not [5].
The transadmittance function is dependent upon the transformers winding construction.
Until suitable models are developed, it is necessary to apply the procedures detailed in this
section on a transformer identical to the one that the TrCMS is to protect in service.
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7.2 . 1 Transformer Construction
Transformer TX2 uses a core-type construction with the primary winding wound over the top
of the secondary. Further, both the primary and secondary windings are divided into two
coils that are wound on opposite sides of a square core and connected in series as illustrated
in Figure 7.4.
V~-A----------------------------------------'
primary
winding
secondary
winding

Figure 7.4 Coil winding arrangement of TX2
A layer winding consisting of alternate layers of copper winding and paper is used for the
primary winding coils,
Cpri1

Cpri 1

and Cpri2. The layered winding arrangement for the beginning of

is shown in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5 Layered winding of Cpri1
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7.2 . 2 Placement of Artificial Faults
Artificial faults were introduced into the primary winding of TX2 by tapping off

Cpri1

at a

number of strategic locations. Tapping was performed by cutting away the paper insulation
and stripping back the wire insulation from points such as A, B, and C in Figure 7.5, and
soldering a length of transformer winding wire to the exposed winding point. The winding
wire from each tap point was then connected to a corresponding node on a labeled panel
bolted to the top of the transformer, as shown in Figure 7.6. This arrangement allowed
artificial faults to be applied quickly by moving a link between different pairs of nodes on
the fault panel. During construction care had to be taken to ensure that adequate spatial
separation existed between winding wire from different tap points so that the transformer
winding insulation integrity was not compromised. Appendix G contains photographs taken
during the disassembly and fault construction process.

Panel
'--------'--=~~~--_:Socket
______ Link

1

Tap wire

Moo,'" b,.cl<oi

I

Figure 7.6 Placement of faults into winding of TX2
The panel labeling convention in Figure 7.6 uses T, M, and B to indicate taps points that
have been taken from the top, middle, and bottom of

Cpri1

respectively. The placement of

each tap point along with the number of layers of paper insulation between the taps points is
illustrated in Figure 7.7. The number of copper layers is calculated from the number paper
layers as follows
Clayers = Players + (Players + 1)

(7.6)

where Clayers and Players represent the number of copper layers and paper layers respectively.
Eq. (7.6) is readily verified with reference to Figure 7.8, showing the number of copper
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Number of papeL~
leyers between fauHs

......
7

8

2

.... .
~

Figure 7.7 Placement of taps for introduction of artificial faults
layers between two example taps points.
From Figure 7.7, the total number of paper layers for cpnl is 17. It follows from Eq. (7.6)
that the total number of layers of copper is equal to 35. Further, the number of turns on the
outer layer is equal to 205, allowing the total number of turns for the primary winding to be
calculated as follows
205(turns !layer)· 35(layers! coil)· 2(coils! winding)

14350(turns! winding) (7.7)

The proximity of each tap point to the HV end of coil c pn I can be determined by measuring
the DC resistance between the two points. These resistances have been measured using a
Wheatstone bridge and are presented in Table 7 -1.
Tap1

Tap2

1

1

-I-l

-

Figure 7.8 Copper and paper layers
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Tap poi nt

Resistance to Yflv (n)·

Tap point

Resistance to Y,N (.Q)

T1

96.8

M4

2.4

T2

84.9

B1

6.6

T3

73.1

B2

42.2

T4

48.5

B3

90.7

TS

22.8

Tap I

'1'6

13.3

Tap 2

11.1

MI

2.3

Tap 3

193 .1

M2

2.3

Tap 4

198.6

Tap S

204.3

M3

2.4

.
'" Total WInding resIstanc
e
,

IS 204.4n,

.,

•• lap

p OlOts

..

5.6

placed 10 by ma nufacturer

Ta ble 7-1 DC resistance from tap point to HY terminal of cpnl

7.2.3 Effect of Fault Size
The effect of fault size on the transadmi ttance function was evaluated by applying a link
between tap point T6 and each of T5, T4, T3, T2, and T1 in turn. For each fault the
following number of copper winding layers are shorted
•

T6- T5 fault: 5 layers

• T6-T4 fault: 13 layers
• T6-T3 fault: 21 layers
Transadmittance Function with Size Faults
2

i
'"

1.6

- -

T6T2faull

1.4

"CI

,:I

.~

os

1.2

::E

0.8
0.6
0.5

1.5

2

Frequency(MHz)

Figu re 7.9 Effect of fault size of transadmiUance function magnitude
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Transadmjttance Function Djfferences
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Figure 7.10 Differences between reference and fau1t transadmittance function s

• 1'6-1'2 fault : 25 layers
• 1'6-1'1 fault : 31 layers
Figure 7.9 compares the transadmjtLance functions over the region of maximum change for
each of the above faults. Evident is that the height of each of the 4 poles is dramatically
Pole 1 frequency V'S number ofe.. 1 shorted layen
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F igure 7.11 Effect of fault size on transadmittance function pole freq uencies
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effected by shorting out layers of copper winding. To a lesser extent the center frequency of
each pole is also effected. The difference between the reference and fault transadmittance
functions for each fault is presented in Figure 7.10. Between 0 and 500kHz the difference
increases almost linearly with a slope that is proportional to the number of copper layers
that are shorted within the winding.
The relationship between the center frequency and the number of shorted copper layers is
illustrated in Figure 7.11 for the 4 poles. In general poles 1,3, and 4 decrease in frequency.
Pole 3 decreases almost linearly when the number of shorted layers exceeds 13. For poles 1,
2, and 3 the changes are a few percent at most. Changes up to 20% were measured for the
center frequency of pole 4.
Figure 7.12 illustrates the effect of fault size on the height of each pole. In general poles I,
2, and 3 increase in height almost linearly with the number of shorted layers. Figure 7.13
shows how the Q of pole 1 varies with the number of shorted layers. Little change is seen
until 25 layers are shorted. The amplitude of the other poles was insufficient to determine
their Q.

Pole 2 height vs number of 0",1 sborted layers

Pole I height vs number of c'" 1 shorted layers
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Figure 7.12 Effect of fault size on transadmittance function pole height
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Pole 1 Q vs number of Cpri 1 shorted layers
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Figure 7.13 Effect of fault size on Q of pole 1
Shorting layers within the winding has an effect on the resonant frequencies within the
winding, which shows up as changes in the height and frequency of the trans admittance
function poles. The percentage changes in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 show that layer
shorts have a greater effect on pole height than on center frequency. The near linear
increase in height for poles 1, 2, and 3 indicates that changes occur in the transadmittance
function at a lower frequency as the fault size is increased.
The effect of fault size on the characteristics of the poles is of more interest over the first 2
or 3 data points in Figure 7.11 to Figure 7.13, as layer faults experienced by a transformer
in service are more likely to be across a smaller number of layers. Further, the results for
pole 4 may not be as accurate as those of the lower frequency poles as the fault placement
process introduces conductive loops that are potentially a source of error at high
frequencies.

The effect of fault location on the transadmittance function was evaluated by applying a
link between tap points T6 and

T5 and T4, T4 and T3, T3 and T2, and T2 and Tl. The

starting layers within cpril for each fault along with the number of layers shorted are as
follows
rd

•

fault: 3 layer, 5 layers

•

fault: 7th layer, 9 layers

•

fault: 15 layer, 9 layers

th

• T3-T2 fault: 23 r c! layer, 5 layers
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Figure 7.1 4 Effect of fault location on transadmittance function magni tude
•

T2-T1 fault: 27th layer, 7 layers

where layer 1 is the outer copper winding layer of

Cpri 1.

Because the primary windi ng

consists of 2 coils as shown in Figure 7.4, the location faults extend between the HV end
and center of lhe primary winding. Due to the difficulty of accurately placing the tap pOints,
the number of shorted layers for each of the location faults above is not constant. As a
consequence fault size differences may have a small effect on lhe fault location results.
However this influence will be limited as the range over which the nu mber of shorted layers
varies, is small compared to the total number of layers within

Cpri 1.

Figure 7.14 compares the transadmittance functions over the region of maximum change for
each of the above fault conditions. Both the center frequ ency and height of each pole is

Transadmittance Function Differences
0.5

-0.4 1---------r-~-~---- -~-~----_"

o

0.5

1.5

Frequency(MHz)

Figure 7.15 Differences between reference and fault transadmittance functi ons
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Pole 2 Frequency vs Starting Layer of Fault

Pole 1 Frequency vs Starting Layer of Fault
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Figure 7.16 Effect of fault location of trans admittance function pole frequencies
effected by the position of the fault. The difference between the reference and fault
transadmittance functions for each fault is presented in Figure 7.15. Because the number of
shorted layers is relatively small compared to the size faults, little difference is seen
between the reference and location fault transadmittance functions between 0 and 500kHz.
The frequency at which the peak difference occurs in Figure 7.15 changes with fault
location.
The relationship between pole center frequency and fault starting layer is illustrated in
Figure 7.16 for the 4 poles. The center frequency of pole 1 reduces to a minimum and then
increases as the fault moves towards the middle of cpril. For poles 2, 3, and 4 the centre
frequency changes are a few percent at most.
Figure 7.17 illustrates the effect of fault location on the height of each pole. Larger changes
were observed for poles 1 and 4. Figure 7.18 shows how the Q of pole 1 varies with the
location of the fault. The amplitude of the other poles was insufficient to determine their Q.
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Pole 1 Height vs Starting Layer of Fault

Pole 2 Height vs Starting Layer of Fault
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Figure 7.17 Effect of fault location of transadmittance function pole height
Pole I Q vs starting layer offaull
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Figure 7.18 Effect of fault location on Q of pole I

2.
Simulated partial discharges were introduced by placing a lOOn resistance between 2 points
within the winding. Figure 7.19 show the effect of inserting lOOn. between points T6 and
T5, T5 and T4, T4 and T3, T3 and T2, and T2 and Tl. Pole height is affected by the
introduction of a simulated partial discharge, while center frequency remains essentially
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Transadmjttance Function with Partial Discharge Faults
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Figure 7.19 Effect of partial discharge faults on transadmittance function magni tude
constant. Figure 7.20 shows the difference between thc reference and simulated partial
discharge transadmHtance functions. Comparing Figure 7.1 9 with Figure 7.14 reveals that
replacing a short wIth a lOOn resistance has the effect of reducing the change in pole height.
The transadmittance function differences in Figure 7.20 are an attenuated version of those in
Figure 7.15.
The observed relationship between pole center frequency and fault starting layer is
illustrated in Figure 7.21 for the 4 poles. Figure 7.22 j)/usLrates the effect of PD fault
location on pole height. The observed percentage changes are very similar LO those obtained
for the fault location test. Replacing the short with a lOon resistance has red uced the
percentage change by half. Figure 7.23 shows how the Q of pole 1 varies with PD fault
location. Replacing the short with a lOOn resistance results in much larger changes to the Q
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Figure 7.20 Differences between reference and fault transadm.ittance functions
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of pole 1.
Pole 2 Frequency vs Starting I..ayer afrD Fault
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Figure 7.21 Effect of PD fault location of transadmittance function pole frequencies
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Figure 7.22 Effect of PD fault location of transadmittance function pole height
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Pole I Q vs starting layer of PD fault
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Figu re 7.23 Effect of PD fault location on Q of pole I

7.2.6 Effect of Inter-Tum Faults
The effect of inter-turn faults on the transadmittance function was investigated by appl ying a
link between tap points Ml and M2, Ml and M3, and M l and M4. These faults short 1, 2,
and 3 turns on the outer layer of
third of the way down

Cpri 1

Cpri 1

respectively. Each fa ult is located approximately a

as shown in Figure 7.7. These single turn fa ults can also be seen

in the color photos presented in Appendi x G.
The effect of shorting turns on the outer layer of Cpri 1 is illustrated in Figure 7.24, where the
amplitude of pole 3 is increased as the number of shorted turns increases. The fact that 1
turn out of 14350 can have an effect on pole ampl itude highli ghts the sensi ti vity of the
transadmittance function method. Detecting single turn faults is important as they can
become catastrophic within a few minutes.
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F igure 7.24 Effect of faults between individual turns on pole 3
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7. Effect

Temperature

A transformer's operating temperature changes as the load it supplies varies with time. As a
consequence it is important to know if changes in the transformer's operating temperature
have an effect on it's transadmittance function. If so, then the TICMS must be able to
distinguish these changes from those caused by internal fault conditions. Failing to do so
could cause the system to incorrectly report a fault when load conditions change.
To evaluate the effect of a transformer's internal temperature, the TICMS was used to
determine the transadmittance function of TXt at different temperatures. A thermocouple
was used to measure the temperature by placing it's wire into the oil via an opening near the
top of the tank. Off-line tests were performed at 12°C, 17°C, 32°C, 44°C, and 65°C. The
internal temperature of TXt was increased by:
• Supplying the LV winding with IkV A from a 50A source
" Applying external heat by placing a resistive heating element underneath the tank
III

Applying external heat by using a gas torch on the tank walls

7,,3 .. 1
Because only a low voltage, high current supply (up to 400A rms) was available in the High
Voltage Lab, it was decided to supply the LV winding with 50A with the HV winding
shorted. Shorting the HV winding increased the current flowing through the transformer
thus maximising the copper loses (I2R loses), which are a dominant source of heat in a
transformer. Under these conditions lkVA was drawn from the supply. Because TXt is rated
at 7.5kVA, the lkVA being supplied had a limited heating effect. The supply current could
not be increased further, as this would exceed the current rating of the LV winding.
The efficiency of a transformer is defined as follows:

n

(7.8)

When more power flows into a transformer, more power will be dissipated within the
transformer. Core losses increase as the supply voltage increases while copper loses
increase as more current is drawn. Loading the HV winding to increase the power flow
through the transformer was not possible as the resistive loads available could not handle
the required power dissipation. Adding a reactive load would be of no use as an increase in
real power dissipation is needed to heat the transformer. As a result the external heat
sources previously mentioned were needed to heat the transformer to a sufficient
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HV Lab Supply

Safety Fence

Supply Operator Panel

Figure 7.25 High Voltage Lab test setup
temperature. The equipment arrangement used is illustrated in Figure 7.25.

Experimental

and Results

Testing was performed over a period of two days. On day one a reference trans admittance
function was determined before applying any heat. The internal temperature was 17°C when
the reference was determined. The reference shown in Figure 7.26 has major poles at
720kHz, 1.36MHz, and 1.87MHz which are referred to throughout this section as pole I,
pole 2, and pole 3 respectively. The transadmittance function was next determined on the
morning of day two, after a heavy overnight frost. For this test the internal temperature was
12°C. The three sources of heat were then applied for about 30mins to bring the internal
temperature up 32°C. The LV winding supply was then disconnected, the external heat
Reference Transadmittance Magnitude at 17°C

Frequency(MHz)

Figure 7.26 Reference transadmittance function of TXt
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sources turned off, the resistive element removed from under the tank, a load added to the
LV winding and the TICMS connected. The transadmittance function was then determined
using 8 averages. The internal temperature dropped by 1°C during the period of time over
which no heat was applied. The small drop can be attributed to the large thermal mass of the
transformer.
The procedure was then repeated to determine the transadmittance function at 44°C and
65°C. Heat was applied for about 30 and 60 minutes to bring the temperature up to 44°C
and 65°C respectively. Temperature drops of 1°C and 1.5°C occurred at 44°C and 65°C
respectively during the tests. To limit the drop at 65°C the resistive element was left under
the tank after it had been turned off. The element was turned off to prevent the element
current magnetic field from affecting the measurements. The transadmittance function
determined at each temperature is illustrated in Figure 7.28. The reference transadmittance
function is shown shaded in Figure 7.28 for easy comparison.
Figure 7.28 shows that the pole frequency of each pole decreases as the internal temperature
increases. This is better illustrated in Figure 7.27, which shows the transadmittance function
at each temperature over a frequency range that includes the major poles. Further analysis
on the data contained in Figure 7.27 allows more accurate relationships to be developed that
describe how pole frequency is affected by increasing internal temperature. The observed
relationship is illustrated in Figure 7.29, which shows that pole frequency decreases linearly
with respect to temperature and that the rate of decrease for a given pole, increases linearly
with respect to the initial pole frequency. Figure 7.29d) showing the rate of change of pole
frequency was constructed from the line of best fit in Figure 7.29a) to Figure 7.29c).

Variation ofTranasmittance Function with Temperature
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Figure 7.27 Variation of pole characteristics with respect to temperature
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Pole 1 frequency VB temperature

Pole 2 frequency vs temperature
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Figure 7.29 Effect of temperature on pole frequency
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Figure 7.30 Effect of temperature on pole height
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Further analysis on Figure 7.27 allows the effect of internal temperature on pole height to
be quantified. Figure 7.30 result from this analysis, and shows that in general pole height
changes linearly with respect to temperature and that the rate of change of pole height is
proportional to the initial pole frequency. Figure 7.30d) was constructed from the line of
best fit in Figure 7.30a) to Figure 7 .30c).
The linear nature of the pole frequency and height results allow extrapolations to be made
to cover transformer operating temperatures exceeding 65°C. As a further implication,
linear models along with a temperature input can be incorporated into the TICMS, allowing
transadmittance function changes brought about by temperature to be separated from those
arising from winding insulation faults.
Throughout the heating process it was noted that the external sources were doing the
majority of the heating. As a consequence heat had to penetrate the paper layers to reach the
solid insulation of the windings. Typically electrical insulators are also good thermal
insulators and as a result some of the externally applied heat may not have reached the
interior of the winding in the time interval over which the tests were performed. The oil
temperature measured by the thermocouple therefore may not have been the same as that
within the winding. For a transformer in service, heat is generated from within the windings
and must penetrate the solid insulation layers to reach the oil and tank. Clearly the
application of external heat leads to a different temperature distribution within a
transformer and as a result the magnitude of the changes illustrated in Figure 7.27 may
differ from those experienced by a transformer in service. As a result further temperature
testing needs to be done on transformers in service in order to construct more accurate
models .

..
On-line testing was performed as the TICMS is ultimately aimed at determining the
transadmittance function of a transformer while it is in service. Tests were conducted to
evaluate how the transadmittance function is affected by
Ell

The magnitude of the AC supply voltage: The effect of this needs to be evaluated as
the supply voltage of a transformer can depend on the tap changer setting of a driving
transformer and other power system parameters. Distinguishing the effect of supply
voltage changes on the transadmittance function (if any) from insulation condition
deterioration prevents the TICMS from reporting a fault when the power system
configuration is altered.
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The magnitude of the load current drawn from the transformer: The effect of this
needs to be evaluated due to the dynamic variation of transformer load currents.
Differentiating the effect of load current variations on the transadmittance function (if
any) from insulation condition deterioration prevents the TICMS from reporting a fault
when power system loads change during peak demand periods.

It

The point in the 50Hz cycle when the test is performed: The magnetisation of the iron
core of a transformer varies on a cyclic basis throughout the 50Hz cycle. To determine if
the core magnetisation has a measurable effect on the transadmittance function, tests
synchronised to the 50Hz cycle were conducted.

Figure 7.31 shows the basic setup used for performing on-line tests. Color photos of the
equipment setup are given in Appendix I. The additional peripheral equipment shown has
no effect on the transadmittance function as the DAPM still digitises the voltage across and
the current through the primary winding of the transformer under test. Further, the
transformer acts as a low pass filter attenuating the frequency components of interest (above
50Hz to 3MHz). This effectively isolates the measurement system from the transformers
load impedance. As shown, the transformer is supplied with an isolated 50Hz supply while
the TICMS determines the transadmittance function. A coupling capacitor (C c) is used to
couple the impulse from the IGM onto the HV terminal of the primary winding. Because the
50Hz reactance of C c is equal to

Xc =

1
9 = 318.3kn
2n· 50·10 ·10-

(7.9)

then a maximum voltage of
9

240· [(330+ 47) //(1I2n· 50.10.10- )] = 0.28V
318.3k + [(330 + 47) / /(1 / 2n· 50·10 .10-9 )]

(7.10)

is setup on C 2 of the IGM (see Figure 4.2) by the supply voltage to the transformer under
test. Further, both C c and C in Figure 7.31 need a voltage rating capable of withstanding a
peak voltage 340V. This voltage occurs when the transformer is supplied with full voltage.
In a power system the voltage rating of C c and C would need to be much higher due to the

increased amplitude of the supply voltage.
As discussed in 4.4.1, the RC high pass filter on the voltage channel in Figure 7.31 prevents
the large amplitude 50Hz component from taking up any of the dynamic range of the
voltage channel of the DAPM. Further, 4.4.1 shows that the RC filter provides 90dB of
attenuation at 50Hz. A supply voltage of 220kV would therefore present
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Figure 7.31 On-line test setup
220.103
1090/20

= 6.9V

(7.11 )

to the DAPM. By applying a higher order filter, the effect of any supply voltage can be
attenuated into insignificance.
In 4.4.2 the reactance of the RL shunt at 50Hz is calculated to be 7.1 mn.. Thus for a
100MVA 220kV/llkV transformer operating at full load, the 50Hz voltage drop across the
RL shunt would be
(7.12)
Minor adjustments to the transducers would easily see the voltages in Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12)
reduced sufficiently to prevent the 50Hz supply from occupying more dynamic range than
the signals being digitised.
It is necessary to supply the transformer with an isolated 50Hz supply. Failing to do so

connects the ground reference in the test setup to the mains neutral. Because the neutral is
connected to ground at the substation, then a large ground loop is setup. A large area ground
loop has ernfs induced in it due to time varying flux linkage (from power system currents,
EM radiation etc.) which cause errors in the measurement system. See Figure 4.27 for the
ground connections between the different instruments within the TICMS.
Separate isolated supplies are required in Figure 7.31 for the IGM and the transformer
supply. Attempting to supply the transformer with the IGM supply will put a ground
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Isolated
Supply

Figure 7.32 IGM and TUT supplies
connection on both sides of the bridge rectifier in the IGM (the load side consisting of a
rectifying capacitor and bleed resistor, is grounded so that a ground referenced impulse is
produced for use with the DAPM) , as shown in Figure 7.32. This will short the supply
during the negative part of the cycle, causing a short circuit current to flow through Dj,
which will destroy the bridge.

1 Tests

_"",_to

50Hz Cycle

The Test Synchroniser Module (TSM) (not shown in Figure 7.31) is an instrument that is
used to synchronise the application of an impulse from the IGM to a point in the 50Hz
supply cycle. This allows test sets to be conducted that can determine if the level of core
magnetization has any measurable effect on the.transadrnittance function. Additional details
on the TSM hardware can be found in 4.3.
For the synchronisation tests, the TUT had a supply voltage of 185V and a lOA load
connected. Figure 7.33 compares the off-line transadmittance function with that with the
impulse synchronised to point 2. Pole height reductions result when the transfonner is
energised as a result of changes to the self and mutual inductances of the winding. The
inductance changes are a result of the change in core magnetization.
Figure 7.35 shows the transadmittance function magnitude of TXI with the impulse
synchronised to points 3, 5, 7, and 13 respectively. These points correspond to the indicated
number of anti-clockwise turns of the TSM pot from it's fully adjusted clockwise position.
From Table 4.1, the positions correspond to -0.32ms, -1.33ms, -2.27ms, -3.57ms, and -5ms
with respect to a positive going zero-crossing respectively. This range extends from the
negative peak .to just below the positive going zero-crossing. Differences appear between
the transadmittance functions in Figure 7.35 and that in Figure 7.33 b) as the transfonner is
energised in the fanner case.
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Figure 7.33 a) Synchronised to point 2 b) Off- line reference
Small differences are seen between the transad mittance functions in Figure 7.35. Differences
are highlighted in Figure 7.34 showing the 1.8MHz pole for -O.32ms and -2.27ms
synchronisation limes. The difference can be explained by conSidering that the changing
core magnetization causes the self and mutual inductances within the wi nding to vary on a
cyclic basis. Small changes in the Lransadmittance function occur at high frequencies as the
inductance changes are small. These small changes are a consequence of the core not being
fully magnetized by the low voltage supply. When testing a fu ll y energised transformer in
service, more dramatic transadmittance function changes may be expected as larger changes
in the magnitude of the core magnelization take place over the 50Hz cycle. Further testing
needs to be done to quantify these effects.

1.8MHz pole fur S I IIDd S5 synchrooiaalioo times

~
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Figu re 7.34 Changes in the 1.8MHz pole at -O.32ms and -2.27ms
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Transadrnittance function with impulse synchronised to points 3, 5, 7, and 13

Hysteresis effects further limit the changes in the core magnetization over the part of the
cycle that the TSM operates over. The severity of this limitation is dependent on the shape
of the hysteresis loop, Figure 736 illustrates this concept by showing a typical hysteresis
loop, the section over which the TSM may operate and the corresponding change in core
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B (=RIA)

Range of core magnetization
for synchronisation tests

TSM """,'atine!: rana"

Figure 7.36 Core magnetization change over TSM operating range
magnetization. Figure 7.36 is only intended for illustration purposes. The actual range of
core magnetization may differ from that shown as the transformer was not fully energised
and the TSM was synchronised with respect to the supply voltage which is out of phase
with the supply current. This phase difference is dominated by the transformer's load
reactance. TSM hardware modifications will be needed when testing a fully energised
transformer so that results over the full range of core magnetization can be recorded.

To evaluate the effect of load current, the TICMS was used to determine the
trans admittance function with different loads connected. For each load the TUT was
supplied with 185V and testing was synchronised to point 13, i.e. the negative crest of the
50Hz cycle. Figure 7.37 illustrates the transadmittance functions resulting from load
currents of lA, 5A, and lOA. The three trans admittance functions are also plotted on the
same axis over the region of maximum change where it can be seen that increasing the load
current from IA decreases the amplitude of the poles at 1.35MHz and 1.8MHz. The
decreases can be attributed to the increase in core magnetization that results with the higher
load currents, which in tum leads to an increase in the self and mutual inductances within
the winding and a corresponding change in the transadmittance function. This mechanism is
consistent with that used to explain the decrease in pole height in Figure 7.34. To further
support the validity of the core magnetization mechanism, further load current tests need to
be performed, involving synchronising to different points in the 50Hz cycle. Figure 7.38
shows the transadmittance function differences. Sharp differences appear at 500kHz.
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Figure 7.38 Transadmittance function cli fferences

7.4.3 Effect of Supply Voltage
The transadmittance function of TXI was detennined at clifferent supply voltages. When the
supply voltage was increased, the load was adjusted to keep the load current constant at I A.
All tests were synchronised to the negative crest of the 50Hz supply cycle. Figs 7.39, 7.40,
and 7.41 show significant differences beyond 1.5MHz. In an on-line system in the field, an
additional transducer maybe needed that monitors the supply voltage for change. This is
needed as the current power system configuration (e.g. the driving transformer's tap
changer position) will effect the supply voltage ampli tude.
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Figure 7.39 Transadmitlance function magnitude ofTxl with a supply voltage of' 80Y
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Supply Voltage of 130V

Frequency(MHz)

Figure 7.40 Transadmittance function magnitude of TXl with a supply voltage of l30V

Supply Voltage of ] 85V

Frequency(MHz)

Figure 7.41 Transadmittance function magnitude ofTxl with a supply voltage of 185V

Artificial faults have been placed in the winding of the 7.5kVA transformer to establish
relationships between the location and size of the fault and the corresponding changes in the
transadmittance function. Sets of tests have been conducted to evaluate the effect of fault
size, fault location, the introduction of simulated partial discharges, and single turn faults.
The ability of the system to detect single turn faults is a key feature as this allows faults to
be detected before they can snowball into catastrophic failures. The trans admittance
function has been independently evaluated through the use of a time consuming sweep
frequency test.
The effect of temperature on the location and height of poles in the transadmittance
function of a 7.5kVA llkV1220V distribution transfonner has been established through the
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use of the TICMS. Temperature results have revealed that an additional analog input is
needed during on-line testing to separate temperature induced trans admittance function
changes from those brought about by winding insulation faults. Additional on-line testing
has been performed to evaluate the effect of supply voltage magnitude, load current
magnitude, and the point in the 50Hz AC cycle when the insulation test is initiated.
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A high speed data acquisition and processing system has becn designed to evaluate power
transformer winding insulation condition by determining the transadmittance function. The
theoretical framework, design, and experimental testing of the system has been presented.
The system described is the latest to evolve from the research activities of the author at the
University of Canterbury and differs from existing systems in that it suppresses the large
magnitude low frequency components allowing the effective dynamic range of the
measuring system to be extended, extends the transadmittance function bandwidth to 3MHz
enabling shorts between individual turns in an EHV transformer to be detected [1], employs
a novel transducer arrangement allowing on-line measurements to be made, applies a highspeed DSP to calculate the transadmittance function in real-time.
The signal processing principles used to determine the winding trans admittance function
have been presented. A powerful floating point DSPhas been used to implement these
signal processing operations in real-time as the research is aimed at using the system to
perform on-line testing. This enables the evaluation of the winding insulation condition
while the transformer is in service, allowing a faulty transformer can be taken out of service
before failure takes place. On-line real-time transadmittance function evaluation has been
implemented by capacitively coupling the low voltage excitation used by the TICMS onto
the transformers sinusoidal input. On-line measurement of the current response is achieved
through the use of an RL shunt which has been designed to have negligible reactance at
50Hz. An RC high pass filter is used to attenuate the large magnitude low frequency
components of the input impulse, thus preventing them from occupying too much of the
system dynamic range. Signal processing algorithms are used in the DAPM application
software to restore the attenuated signal components, leading to an increase in the effective
number of bits for the digitisation process. During on-line testing, the RC filter and RL
shunt are also used to attenuate the large 50Hz components, preventing them from taking up
any dynamic range when testing an energised transformer. As a result no additional digital
signal processing is needed during on-line testing. Additional front-end hardware
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development may be needed when testing transformers in service as the instrumentation
system will be exposed to high frequency noise from other sources in the power system.
Artificial faults have been placed in the winding of the 7 .5kVA transformer to establish
relationships between the location and size of the fault and the corresponding changes in the
transadmittance function. Sets of tests have been conducted to evaluate the effect of fault
size, fault location, the introduction of simulated partial discharges, and single turn faults.
The ability of the system to detect single turn faults is a key feature as this allows faults to
be detected before they can snowball into catastrophic failures. The key issue in using this
technique for identifying insulation condition changes is to be able to identify both gradual
and/or sudden changes in the frequency signature. Consequently the exact or absolute value
of the transadmittance function is not as important as being able to identify differential
changes in the transadmittance function both in the long and short term. It is however
important to have a high degree of confidence that the signatures obtained are a reasonable
representation of the trans admittance function. This has been established by performing an
independent evaluation through the use of a time consuming sweep frequency test.
The effect of temperature on the location and height of poles in the transadmittance
function of a 7 .5kVA llkV1220V distribution transformer has been established through the
use of the TICMS. Temperature results have revealed that an additional analog input is
needed during in service testing to separate temperature induced transadmittance function
changes from those brought about by winding insulation faults. Additional on-line testing
has been performed to evaluate the effect of supply voltage magnitude, load current
magnitude, and the point in the 50Hz AC cycle when the insulation test is initiated. This
information allows the system to compare successive transadmittance functions and
generate an alarm signal if insulation condition degradation is found to have taken place.
Thus the system will eventually become a 'black box' that permanently sits beside a
transformer continuously evaluating insulation condition.
At present low voltage impulse testing is being used to determine the trans admittance
function both off-line and on-line. Field trials which involve testing a fully energised
transformer in service are currently being planned. The system is also being extended to
allow natural disturbances and power system transients to be used as an excitation source.
This will allow the initiation of a test upon the arrival of a transient.
The following is a summary of the key contributions made by this thesis to the state-of-theart in power transformer insulation condition monitoring:
@

The suppression oflarge magnitude low frequency components to increase the effective
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dynamic range of the measuring system. This makes it possible to perform the
necessary high frequency measurements and extend the trans admittance function
bandwidth to 3MHz. Extending the bandwidth to 3MHz makes it possible to detect
breakdown between adjacent turns in an EHV transformer [1]. Previous attempts have
determined the transadmittance function to around 1.5MHz and have not been able to
detect breakdown between individual turns.
..

The application of a complex FFT algorithm that is able to transform both the current
and voltage channels into the frequency domain simultaneously. This was achieved by
forming a complex time domain function and using a sorting procedure after the FFT to
extract the voltage and current spectra. This approach increases the computational
efficiency of the TICMS and enables the transadmittance function to be calculated at a
higher rate in real-time. This increase in speed allows increased real-time averaging to
be performed, leading to improved accuracy at higher frequencies.

•

Novel transducer designs that allow the TICMS to interface to a fully energised power
transformer while it is in service. As a result on-line measurements can be made and the
trans admittance function monitored on a continuous basis.

(II

The calculation of the transadmittance function in real-time through the application of a
high speed DSP with on-chip hardware support for fast and efficient numerical
processing operations. On-line real-time calculation enables winding insulation faults to
be detected early and potentially catastrophic failures prevented. The TICMS is unique
in that it allows the trans admittance function to be determined to 3MHz in real-time for
an in service power transformer. The pioneering work of Malewski and Poulin [1]
involved calculating the transadmittance function in an offline situation over a period of
minutes using pre-recorded data.

III

The ability of the system to detect different types of faults by analysis of the changes in
the transadmittance function signatures caused by these faults under different
conditions has been demonstrated. Most important it has been shown that faults
between individual turns can be detected. This is a significant contribution as faults
between individual turns can quickly deteriorate leading to total transformer failure.

•

The effects of temperature, load current, supply voltage, and core magnetization on the
transadmittance function of a 7.5kVA 11 kV1220V single phase distribution transformer
have been investigated. Test results have revealed the need for additional TICMS
analog inputs for monitoring temperature and tap changer position.

In support of the above the following two papers have been accepted for publication in the

IEEE Transactions on Power Delivel}':

•

A Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring
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The Application of Signal Processing Techniques to Determine a Wideband
Transadmittance Function of a Power Transformer Winding

A copy of each paper is included in Appendix H. Two additional papers are planned. One is
a review paper covering current research in fault detection, diagnosis and transformer
insulation conditioning monitoring. The second planned paper addresses the application of
the TICMS and presents the findings detailed in Chapter 7.

8.1 Future Research
Chapter 7 discussed the introduction of artificial faults to a 7.SkVA llkV1230V single
phase distribution transformer. The transformer was disassembled and known faults were
added. The TICMS was used to evaluate the effect of these faults on the winding
trans admittance function. Knowing the effect of a fault allows that fault to be detected when
a given change is observed in the transadmittance function. However as was detailed in
Chapter 7 this technique requires that a transformer identical to that being protected be
disassembled and internally altered. Because such alterations may make the transformer
unsuitable for service this approach can be costly.
An alternative approach is to develop a high frequency model (up to 3MHz) for the

transformer winding under test. Once developed, the model could be used in a SPICE
simulation to determine the model transadmittance function. The measured transadmittance
function can then be used to check the accuracy of that determined from the model. The
differences could be used to further refine the model if necessary. Once a suitable model
has been developed, the affect of artificial faults can be evaluated by simulation.
A high frequency transformer winding model may possess the following attributes:
liD

The winding inductance and core magnetisation should dominate the low frequency
behaviour of the model while the winding capacitance should dominate the high
frequency behaviour.

• Because the core magnetisation

IS

a function of frequency, the self and mutual

inductances included in the model may be a function of frequency. However as the
frequency is increased and the magnetisation drops, the winding capacitance will
become dominant.
ED

When a winding section is shorted the core magnetisation is weakened (reducing self
and mutual inductances) and losses increase due to the eddy currents flowing in the
shorted winding section. The effects may be negligible for small and single tum faults.

liD

Skin effect may need to be taken into consideration over the frequency range of interest.
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A high frequency winding model has the following advantages:
!ill

Enables a wide range of fault conditions to be evaluated including the simultaneous
presence of more then one fault.

!ill

An expensive power transformer does not to be sacrificed for testing purposes.

l1li

Enables the transient voltage distribution over the winding to be determined by
simulation. This information allows the transformer manufacturer to place more
insulation at places of higher stress.

To develop an accurate high frequency model of a transformer winding the following issues
need to be addressed
!ill

How the characteristics of the magnetic circuit change with increasing frequency

\II

Modeling of the parasitic capacitances that have an effect over the frequency range of
interest (up to 3MHz)

l1li

Modeling of the mutual couplings within the winding that have an effect over the
frequency range of interest

"

The distributed circuit nature of the winding at the frequencies of interest (up to 3MHz)

Further, different transformers have different winding constructions which will impact the
model.

Currently the TICMS excites the TUT with a low voltage impulse supplied via the IGM.
Power transformers are continuously exposed to system generated and natural transients
arising from switching operations and lightening strikes respectively. Such transients can
supply the necessary excitation required to determine the transadmittance function. A
system based on this approach can be achieved by re-designing the front end of the TICMS.
However the unknown characteristics of the incoming transients add the following
complications to the required design modification:
til

Unknown spectra: Because it is not known whether or not the incoming transient has
spectral components above the Nyquist limit, anti-alias filters are needed. The use of low
pass anti-alias filters require that higher sampling rate ND converters be used to
accommodate the filter transition band.

011>

Unknown amplitude: Not knowing the transient amplitude makes it difficult to have
the data acquisition subsystem performing optimally. If the attenuated transients that are
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digitised exceed the analog input voltage range of the AID converters, an erroneous
transadmittance function will result. If too much attenuation is employed the AID
converter quantisation noise will reduce the frequency to which the trans admittance
function can be determined. The use of a non-linear logarithmic attenuator may be useful
here.
.. Unknown duration: For practical reasons, transients can only be recorded at high
sampling rates for a finite time duration. If the time length of the transient being
digitised exceeds the time window of the TICMS then truncation results. This requires
the recorded data to be windowed and can introduce errors into the trans admittance
function evaluation process.
Further difficulties associated with the use of system generated and natural transients
include:
• Surge arrestors are used in power systems to divert potentially harmful transients. Using
these transients as an excitation source exposes the transformer's insulation to additional
stresses that may affect the service life of the transformer.
III

The frequency of occurrence of transients with adequate spectral characteristics may
mean that the required transfer function is determined on an infrequent basis.

The waveshape of the impulse produced by the IGM is controlled to produce an impulse
with the desired spectral characteristics as discussed in Chapter 4. The concern was to
ensure that the supplied excitation had sufficient high frequency components to allow the
transadmittance function to be determined to 3MHz. If the supplied impulse could be
modulated so as to shift it's spectra to a frequency band of interest then the affect of system
noise on the trans admittance function at high frequencies could be reduced. Further the
frequency to which the transadmittance function can be determined could be extended
according to the limits of the data acquisition system. Such a modulation can be achieved by
employing an overdamped RLC circuit to generate the transformer excitation. By suitably
adjusting passive component values, the decay rate and center frequency of the RLC
response could be controlled. DAPM outputs along with application software could be used
to automate the adjustment process.
In Chapter 7 the effect of temperature on the transadmittance function was investigated.

Here it was seen that temperature had a measurable effect on the transadmittance function
of a 7.5kVA l1kV/220V single phase distribution transformer. For future on-line testing in
the field, additional DAPM analog inputs will be needed to monitor temperature,
transformer tap changer position and load current. Further as more experience is gained
with its use, the system needs to be used to build up and maintain a database for each
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individual transformer construction type.

8. Concluding Remarks
Many different techniques for fault detection, fault diagnosis and transformer insulation
condition monitoring have been presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Many of these techniques
have been used for many years and their practice is wen established while others are still
being further developed through current research activities. Even though the use of these
techniques continues to provide the power system engineer with invaluable information,
there are shortcomings and limitations as power transformer failures are still taking place
regularly around the world. The trans admittance function method is unlikely to be the one
and only used method of the future for on-line diagnosis. Rather it will be used together
with existing methods such as DGA to enrich what the power system engineer already has
available.
The methods presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are used to identify transformer fault conditions
before they deteriorate to a severe state. All of the methods presented require some
experience in order to correctly interpret the observations. Researchers have applied
artificial intelligence concepts in order to encode these techniques. Many of these attempts
have concentrated on only a single diagnostic technique and have failed to fully manage the
inherent uncertainty in the various methods [2]. A better analysis would result by
aggregating trans admittance function results returned by the TICMS with information from
many of these techniques. These results would contribute to enrich the ability of the
trans admittance function approach as an excellent tool for conditioning monitoring by
locating faults in power transformers.
Fuzzy-sets and expert systems have been used to formulate various rules for transformer
fault diagnosis [3]. A knowledge base rule or a fuzzy membership function is selected based
on past experience. The reliability of the diagnosis increases with the amount of
information available from previous tests. Therefore the knowledge base required can be
large and complex. Very complex systems can be characterised with very little explicit
knowledge using artificial neural networks (ANNs). The ANN method has been used to
reveal the hidden relationships between fault types and dissolved gases through a training
process [4][5][6]. The relationship between transadmittance function changes and fault
conditions could be learned by an ANN from actual experience (through training samples).
Obvious and not so obvious (hidden) relationships can be detected by the ANN and used to
develop it's basis for interpretation of transadmittance function data. Through a training
process, an ANN can reveal complex mechanisms that may be unknown to experts. In
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contrast, expert and fuzzy-set systems can only use explicit knowledge to select knowledge
base rules and fuzzy membership functions. Theoretically an ANN could represent any
observable phenomenon.
During laboratory evaluation of the TICMS, an attached PC was used to command the
device and to display the received trans admittance function results. However ultimately the
system will become a 'black box' that sits permanently besides a transformer continuously
evaluating insulation condition. The detection of slow changes in the transadmittance
function will facilitate the application of improved maintenance scheduling for the power
transformer, which is a key item of capital equipment in a power system. The detection of
rapid changes in the transadmittance function will provide an increased level of protection
for the power transformer. This will be achieved by activating an alarm condition to the
power system operator so that action can be taken to avoid a catastrophic transformer
failure.
It will obviously take several years of trail use and further refining the accuracy of the
predictions on the remaining life of the transformer insulation, before reaching the final
objective of automatic prediction of transformer failure by specialized software. There is
undoubtedly further work to do in order to reach this objective but the potential power of
such an instrument would make the effect very worthwhile.
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Appendix A

s

ELS
An implementation independent software model for the DAPM application software is
presented. The model consists of data-flow diagrams, a data dictionary, and activity
specifications.
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Level 5 Process Output
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Data

Data Flow Items

=

sign + {bit}::
12-bit signed 2 s complement integer data format from transient digitiser.

address
bit

;::: 011

processor_int
Target processor register used to set the number of bus cycle wait-states
and to put the bus into the high impedance state.

busy

bit
Used to indicate
command.

if the DAPM is in the process of executing a user input

= bit
A user option that gets the DAPM to capture and process all test data
before transmitting any display.

cap_value

= {digit}~
Capacitance measured in pF.

=

data_tx_rate + errocdetect + packecsize
Data needed to initialise the communication intelface between the DAPM
and the attached PC.

bit
Indicates

=

compress

=

if the communication il/telface diagnostic test passed.

num_points
{
,,
fl }num_points
{processor _ float} nurn_points
+ processor_oat num~points
Complex-time fUllctioll with real and imagillmy parts set to VoleTime and
Curr_Tillle respectively.

bit
A user option that gets the DAPM to compress data before being
transmitted to the attached Pc.

=

zero_pad_ratio + volCatten + curcatten + volt_de + cUH_dc
Configuration data that allows software to remove any DC offset 011 either
channel, remove attenuation needed to couple power transformer signals
to the DAPM and to zero pad the captured data.

curcafae

=

{digit}i
AFIAE offset vector for current channel FIFO buffer.

curcatten

=

processocfloat
Total analog attenuation in current channel.

curcbuffecsize
226

:=:

102412048
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Effective current FIFO buffer size in bytes.

. t}oum samples
{adc _In
oum~~samples

CurcData

Current data trallsferredfrom the transient digitiser after floating data bus
bits have been reset to zero.

curcdc

=

processocfloat
Analog DC offset on current channel.

CUffenCData

=

{adc int}num_samples
num_samples
Raw current channel data

curcfloat

tran.~ferred from

the transient digitiser.

= {processor- float}num_samples
num_samples
curt,-int converted to target processors 32-bit floating point data format.

CUff_mag + curcphase

CurcFreq

Polarformat offrequency domain description of Curr_Time.

{p rocessor - float}num_points
num_pomts

curcimag

Imagil1Qly part of complex Curl'_Spec.

= {processor
, - int }num_samples
num_samples
Curt'_Data COf/verted to target processors 32-bit signed integer data
format.

num_points
{processor _ fl}
oat num_points
Magnitude spectrum of Curr_Time.

{processor _ fl oat} num_points
num_points
Phase spectrum of Curt_Time.

unscaled_curr_mag + curcphase
Unsealed polar format of frequency domain description of CUrI'_Time.

{p rocessor - float}num_points
num_pomts

curcreal

Real part of complex Curr_Spec.

curcreal + cUff_imag

CurcSpec

Rectangular format offrequency domain descriptioll of Curl'_Time.

float}num_poinls
{processor
\ \.
-

CurcTime

num~pOlnls

cllrrJloat with DC offset removed. analog attenuation removed and zero
padding.

curctrans

:::: res_value + ind_ value
Current channel transducer compollent values.

=

ConfilLData + volCafae + curcafae
DAPM configuration data used in digital signal processing calculations.

::: ready I busy
Indicates to the user

if the DAPM is able to receive a command or not.

{packet}16
The maximum number of packets that the communication illte/face buffer
is capable of holding.
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=

{digit}~
Data transfer rate of the communication inteiface in kbitsls. Minimum and
maximum values are 1200 and 115200 respective/yo

=

type_ volCtime + type3llfctime + type_volt_mag +
type_volt_phase + type3llfcmag + type_curcphase +
type_tCmag + type_tCphase
The data types that are to be transmitted to the attached PC for display, as
requested by the user.

Dia~TesCResults

=

volCafae + curr_afae + volCdc + curr_dc + ram_pass + comm_pass
The result of each diagnostic test run by the DAPM at startup.

digit

=

0111213141516171819

=

{processor _int }I
Target processor register used to set up DMA cO!lfroller.

= bit
Determines

exponent

=

if error detection is used over communication intelface.

{bit}~
8-bit exponent of target processors 32-bit floating point data format.

real + imag
Frequency domain description of Complex_Time.

volt_float + curr_float

FloaCData

Captured time domain data in targets processors 32-bit floating point data
format.

ieee_exponent

= {bit}~
8-bit exponent of IEEE single precision floating point data format.

=

ieee_mantissa

{ieee_single_pre}1~~84
Processed_Data after it has been converted to IEEE single precision
floating point data format. Minimum value corresponds to positive
frequencies of a single data type when 1024 points are used. Maximum
value corresponds to all data when 2048 points are used.

{bit}i~
23-bit mantissa of IEEE single precision floating point data format.

bit
Sign bit of IEEE single precision floating point data format.

ieee_sign + ieee_exponent + ieee_mantissa
IEEE single precision floating point data format.

imag

nurn_points
{processor _ fl}
oat nurn_points

Imagill(//Y part of complex FFT_Data.

ind_value

{digit}~
Inductance measured in uH.
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::: Data_Type + TesClnterval + compress
Test parameters when insulation tests are being pelformed Oil a continuous
basis.

initialise_to_zero

::: bit
Determines if data storage locations are initialised to zero at startup.

InpuCCommand

::: Data_Type + Num_Tests + TesClnterval + capture_alI_first +
compress
User command sent frol1l PC application software to DAPM.

InCData

::: volCint + curcint
Captured time domain data in targets processors 32-bit signed integer
data format.

interrupCregs

{processor _int}1
Target processors registers used to set up interrupt structure.

incsign

::: bit
Sign bit of target processors 32-bit signed integer data format.

{processor _int)1
Target processors registers used to configure its 110 ports.

mantissa

::: {bit}~~
23-bit mantissa of target processors 32-bit floating point data format.

multiple
compress
Test parameters when multiple insulation tests are performedfrom a single
command.

::: 102412048
The number of voltage and current time domain data points that are
processed by the DAPM software.

::: 102412048
The number of time domain samples captured by the transient digitiser.

::: digit I 10 115 I 20 I 25 130
The number of consecutive tests requested by the userfol' a test procedure.

OutpuCData

{Data_Packets} i~~6
The total number of data packets send from the DAPM to the attached Pc.
Minimum value corresponds to positive frequencies of a single data type
when 1024 points are used. Maximum value corresponds to all data types
when 2048 points are used.

OutpuCCommand ::: bit
Used to activate the IGM and illitiate an insulation test.

packet

{bit }~
8-bit data packet that is sent over the communication if/telface.
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::: 8
Communication intetjace data packet size in bits.

Proc_CPU Registers::: interrupcregs + status_reg + i/o_regs
Some of the target processors CPU registers.

Processed_Data

::: Received_Data + VolCFreq + CurcFreq + TF_Data
Captured data in time and frequency domains and the transadmittance
function of the transformer under test.

exponent + sign + mantissa

processocfloat

Target processors 32-bit floating point data format.

processocint

::: int_sign + {bit}~:
Target processors 32-bit signed integer data format.

=

timer_countecregs + dma_regs + bus3ycle_reg
Some of the target processors memory mapped registers used to control
peripheral devices.

::: {digit}~
Size of processed data store in bytes. Minimum value is 16384 (l6k) and
maximum value is 122880 ( 120k).

address + pro_size + initialise_to_zero
Configuration data used to initialise the processed data store at startup.

bit
Indicates

if the DAPM system RAM diagnostic tests passed.

bit

ready

Used to indicate that the DAPM is ready to accept a user command.

real

=

num_points
{processor _ fl oat }nUOl_points

Real part of complex FFT_Data.

::: VolCTime + Curr_Time
The captured time domain data after it has been converted to the target
processors 32-bit floating point data format and preprocessed.

res_value

::: {digit};
Resistance measured il

::: volt_buffecsize + curr_buffecsize
Size of received data store in bytes. Minimum value is 2048 (2k) and
maximum value is 4096 (4k).

address + rx_size + initialise_to_zero
Configuration data used to initialise the received data store at startup.

Voltage_Data + CurrenCData
Raw data from the transiem digitiser.
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= bit
Sign bit of target processors 32-bit floating poillt data format.

single

::::: Data_Type + compress
Test parameters when single insulation test is pelformed from a single
command.

::::: processor_int
A target processor register that contains information on its current state.

test_completed

= bit
Used to indicate that the DAPM has fillished executing a test procedure.

TesCConfig

::::: single I multiple I infinite
The test configuration mode that is currently in progress.

5 I 10 I 15 I 20 I 25 I 50 I 100 I 500 I 1000 I 5000 I 10000

TesCInterval

Time between consecutive tests in a test procedure in milliseconds.

::::: bit
Used to indicate that a test procedure is in progress.

tesCin_progress I tesccompleted

TesCStatus

::::: TF_Mag + TF_Phase
The transadmittance fUllction of the transformer under test in polar format.

timeccountecregs ::::: {processor_int}[
Processor peripheral registers used to control timer/event counter.

volt_trans + curctrans
Transducer component values needed in digital signal processing
calculations.

::::: {processor- float}num_points
num_pOlnts
Magnitude spectrum of transient current signal through transformer.

::::: {processor _float} ::~::=~~:~::
Phase spectrum of transient current signal through transformer.

;:: {processor - float}· num_po!nts
num_poInts
Magnitude spectrum of transformer transadl1littance function.

,
::::: {processor
_.fl}
oat num_points
num_points
Phase spectrum of the transformer transadmittance function.

{p rocessor - float} num_points
num_pOlnts

Tx_VolCMag

Magnitude spectrum of transient voltage signal that is applied across the
transformer.

==

nuTn_points
{processor _fl oat} nUffi_points
Phase spectrum of transient voltage signal that is applied across the
transformer.
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Used to indicate if cUlT_mag is to be sent for display.

=

bit
Used to indicate if curr-fJhase is to be sent for display.

type_cuIT_time

bit
Used to indicate ifCurr_Time is to be sent for dis-play.

bit
Used to indicate ifTF_Mag is to be sent for display.

= bit
Used to indicate ifTF_Phase is to be sellt for display.

=

bit
Used to indicate if VoleTime is to be sent for display.

type_volt_mag

= bit
Used to indicate if volemag is to be sent for display.

type_volt_phase

=

bit
Used to indicate if volt-fJhase is to be sent for display.

volCafae

= {digit}:
AF/AE offset vectorfor voltage channel FIFO buffer.

volCattell

processocfloat
Total analog attenuation ill voltage channel.

. t } num samples
{a, dc _Ill
num=samples
Raw voltage channel data transferred from the transient digitiser.

volt_buffecsize

1024
Voltage FIFO buffer size in bytes.

. }num samples
{adC_Illt
num=samples

VolCData

Voltage data tran~ferredfrom the transient digitiser afterfloating data bus
bits have been reset to zero.

:::: processocfloat
Analog DC offset on voltage channel.

volCfloat

, _ fl oat} num=samples
Dum samples
= {processor
vole/fit converted to target processors 32-bit floating point data format.

VolCFreq

=

volCmag + volcphase
Polal'format offrequency domain description of Vole Time.

= {processor_oat
fl} num_points
num_points
Imaginary part of complex VoleSpec.

volt_ill_mag + volCin_phase
Polar format of frequency domain description of voltage transducer input
signal.

=
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Magnitude of Voltjn_Freq.

== {processor - float}num_po!nts
num_pomts
Phase of Voltjn_Freq.

volCint

. t }num samples
= {processor _In num=somples
VolCData converted to target processors 32-bit signed integer data
format.

{processor - float}num_points
num_pomts

volcmag

Magnitude spectrum of VolcTime.

volt_phase

== {processor - float}num_points
num_polOts
Phase spectrum ofVolCTime.

Volt_Polar

=

unscaled_volCmag + volCphase
Unscaled polarformat offrequency domain description ofVolCTime.

volt_real

= {processor- float}num_points
nuncpomts
Real part of complex VolcSpec.

== volt_real + volCimag
Rectangular format offrequency domain description ofVolCTime.

Volt_Time

=

{processor- float}num_po!nts
num_polOts
volt.Jloat with DC offset removed, analog attenuation removed and zero
padding.

volCtrans

=

{res_value}~ + cap_value
Voltage channel transducer component values.

{processor - float} num_points
num_p0lnts
Magnitude of CurcPolar.

unscaled_volt_mag == {processor- float}num_points
num_pomts
Magnitude of VolCPolar.

112
Used to zero pad 1024 voltage channel samples to 2048. Also used to zero
pad the ctlrrent channel samples from ]024 to 2048 when the DMA
controller is not being used to extend the effective current channel FIFO
buffer size.

Comm Interface Buffer == Data_Packets
A data store that buffers data packets before being sent to the attached Pc.

Comm Interface Config = Comm_Config
A data store that contains setup information used to initialise the serial
intel1ace so that it compatible with the attached Pc.

DAPM Config

DAPM_Config
A data store that contains DAPM hardware setup and signal processing
configuration information needed to calculate the trallsadmittance
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function.

Emulator Display

=

Diag_TesCResults + Input_Command + InCData + Received_Data

+ TF_Data
A data store that contains information that can be conveyed to the user
during system development. This data store is used to verify that software
subsystems are operating correctly.

Processed Data

= Processed_Data
A data store that contains captured and processed data in their final form
on the target system.

Received Data

=

Received_Data
A data store that contains captured time domain data after it has
preprocessed.

Test Procedure

= TesCConfig
A data store that contains the command informatioll sent from the attached
PC, as specified by the PC operator.

Transducer Config = Trans_Config
A data store that contains transducer hardware information needed to
calculate the transadmittance fUllction from the test setup.
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Appendix B

Data and procedural abstractions used during the DAPM application software design are
presented.

Data
complex = data type is ComplexAdd, CompiexMult, GetReal, Get/mag, SetReal, Setfmag,
Complex VectorA dd, ComplexVectorMult, ConvPolar

Overview
complex consists of two ordered real numbers representing the real and

imaginary parts respectively

Operations
ComplexAdd

proc (a: complex, b: complex) returns (sum: complex)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return the real and imaginary parts of sum are the sum
of the real and imaginary parts of a and b respectively

ComplexMult

proc (a: complex, b: complex) returns (product: complex)

requires none
modifies none
on return the real and imaginary parts of product are (arbrajb j ) and (arbi+ajbr) respectively where ar • br • ai, and bj are
the real and imaginary parts of a and b
GetReal =proc (a: complex) returns (re: real)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return re is the real number used to represent the real
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part of a
Get/mag = proc (a: complex) returns Om: real)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return im is the real number used to represent the
imaginary part of a

SetRea/ = proc (a: complex, re: real)

requires none
modifies a
effects

on return the real part of a is equal to re

Set/mag::;: proc (a: complex, im: real)

requires none
modifies a
effects

on return the imaginary part of a is equal to im

Comp/exVectorAdd

proc (a: array[complexJ, b: array[complex]) returns
(sum: array[complex])

requires a and b must contain the same number of array elements
modifies none
effects

array elements from a and b with the same array position
are input to the ComplexAdd operation and the result is
placed into the same array position in sum. The procedure
is applied to all array element pairs in a and b

Comp/exVectorMu/t = proc (a: array[complex], b: array[complex]) returns
(product: array[complex])

requires a and b must contain the same number of array elements
modifies none
effects

array elements from a and b with the same position are
input to the ComplexMult operation and the result is placed
into the same array position in product. The procedure is
applied to all array element pairs in a and b

ConvPo/ar= proc (a: complex) returns (b: polar)

requires none
modifies none
effects

the data type a is converted to polar and the result is
returned in b

polar = data type is Po/arMu/t, GetMag, GetPhase, SetMag, SetPhase, ConvRect

Overview
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polar consists of two ordered real numbers representing the magnitude and

phase respectively
Operations
PolarMult = proc (a: polar, b: polar) returns (product: polar)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return the magnitude of product is equal to the product
of the magnitudes of a and b, and the phase of product is
equal to the sum of the phases of a and b

GetMag = proc (a: polar) returns (mag: real)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return mag is equal to the magnitude part of a

GetPhase = proc (a: polar) returns (ph: real)

requires none
modifies none
effects

on return ph is equal to the phase part of a

SetMag = proc (a: polar, mag: real)

requires none
modifies a
effects

on return the magnitude of a is equal to mag

SetPhase = proc (a: polar, ph: real)

requires none
modifies a
effects

on return the phase of a is equal to ph

ConvRect= proc (a: complex) returns (b: complex)

requires none
modifies none
effects

the data type a is converted to complex and the result is
returned in b

IEEEFloat = data type is ConvToIEEE, ConvVectorTolEEE

Overview
IEEEFloat is the 32-bit IEEE single precision floating-point format used to

represent real numbers on a PC
Operations
ConvTolEEE = proc (a: real) returns (b: IEEEFloat)

requires the data type of a to be in the native floating-point format of
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the target hardware

modifies none
effects

the data type a is converted to IEEEFloat and the result is
returned in b

ConvVectorTolEEE = proc (a: array[real]) returns (b: array[IEEEFloat])

requires the data type of the elements of a to be in the native
floating-point format of the target hardware

modifies none
effects

the data type of the elements of a are converted to
complex and the results are returned in the elements of b

B.2 Procedural Abstractions
UnwrapPhase = proc (a: array[polar])

requires

none

modifies a
effects

on return the phase of a is 'unwrapped' by adding or subtracting multiples of
21t to the phase of array elements so that 21t 'jumps' are not seen between
the phases of consecutive array elements
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Appendix C

s
Additional screen captures taken of the TICMS Windows application software that were not
presented in Chapter 6 are given. Included are the screen captures illustrating the following
features:

• Windows Metafile: Figure C.l shows the dialog box that allows the user to save the
contents of a selected display window as a Windows Metafile

• Voltage and Current: Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 show the voltage and current display
windows respectively

• Voltage and Current Magnitudes: Figure CA and Figure C.5 show the voltage
magnitude and current magnitude display windows respectively

Figure C.l Windows Metafile saving option
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Figure C.2 Voltage display window

Figure C.3 Current display window

Figure C.4 Voltage magnitude display window
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Figure C.S Current magnitude display window
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Appendix D

The Laplace transform is used to analyze the impulse generator circuit used in the IGM. An
expression is developed for the output voltage in terms of the circuit's RC values. The
solution is then manipulated to allow circuit values to be determined in terms of the rise and
fall times of the impulse. Finally an expression is developed that is used to evaluate the
efficiency of a given circuit implementation .

.1
The impulse generator circuit and its Laplace equivalent for the instant when the switch is
closed are shown in Figure D.l. The Laplace transform of the output voltage Vout(s) is
determined as follows
(D.I)

1V,.(t)
(a)
1,o(s)
.----~

Vile

C1 S

1V •.,(s)

(b)

Figure D.l (a) Impulse generator circuit (b) Laplace equivalent circuit
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where

(D.2)

and
(D.3)

Substituting Eqs. (D.2) and (D.3) into Eq. (D.l) and simplifying produces

(DA)

which is further simplified to

(D.S)

Writing the denominator ofEq. (D.S) as a quadratic in s produces

(D.6)

Dividing the numerator and denominator by the coefficient of S2 produces

(D.7)

Letting -<Xl and

-<X2

denote the roots of the quadratic denominator allows Eq. (D.7) to be

rewritten as

(D.8)

Combining the terms in the RHS of Eq. (D.8) produces

v () = A(s+<x 2 )+B(s+<x I )
out S

(S+<XI )(s+<x 2 )

(D.9)

The partial fraction terms A and B are next determined by equating coefficients in Eqs.
(D.8) and (D.9) so that
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(D.lO)

A+B=O
and
V
a A+o. B=_dc_
2

RC

I

I

(D.II)

2

Solving Eqs. (D.lO) and (D. I I) for A and B allows Eq. (D.8) to be rewritten as

(D.12)

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (D.12) and simplifying produces the desired
result

(D.l3)

Expressing o.J and

0.2

in terms of Rio R 2 , C h and C 2 allows a circuit implementation to be

derived for a given impulse waveshape. First the quadratic formula is used to express the
roots of the quadratic denominator in Eq. (D.7) as follows

(D.l4)

which is manipulated to produce

(D.1S)

Further simplification yields

so that

(D.17)
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where
(D.18)

and
1

b

(D.19)

Next aj and <Xc! are added and subtracted to produce
(D.20)
and

(D.21)

Substituting Eq. (D.20) into (D.21) and simplifying produces
b

= (a +a 2)2_(a -a 2)2
j

j

4

(D.22)

from which
(D.23)
Finally Eqs. (D.tS) and (DJ9) are substituted into Eqs. (D.20) and (D.23) to produce

(D.24)

and
(D.25)

(D.24) and (D.25) allow a circuit implementation to bc derived from a given impulse
waveshape.

R j and R2 can be expressed in terms of CJ, C 2, al and a2 by further manipulating Eqs.
(D.24) and (D.25). The results are
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(D.26)

and

(D.27)

D.3 E

ciency Determination

The efficiency of the impulse generator circuit in Figure D.l is defined as follows

(D.28)

where Vpeak represents the peak voltage of the impulse generated. To find Vpeak it is
necessary to set to zero the derivative of the impulse with respect to time as follows

(D.29)

Performing the differentiation and simplifying results in
(D.30)
Eq. (D.30) can be simplified further by taking the natural logarithm of both sides as follows
(D.31)
The time at which Vpeak occurs, tmax, can be determined by solving Eq. (D.31) for t as
follows

(D.32)

To determine V peab Eq. (D.32) is substituted into Eq. (D.l3) as follows

(D.33)

which can be written as
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V::::
peak

Vdc
[ e -In(o: 2 /0: 1)nl/ln24<1) -e -In(o: 2 /0:1 )'"2/(a2~nl)]
R 1C 2 ( (X.2 -(X.)
I

(D.34)

which is simplified to

(D.35)

The efficiency, 11, is determined by substituting Eq. (D.35) into Eq. (D.28) and simplifying
as follows

(D.36)

D.4 References
[1]

Kuffel E., Zaengl W.S., High Voltage Engineering: Fundamentals, 1st ed., Oxford: Pergamon
Press, 1984

[2]

Craggs John Drummond, Meek John Miller, High Voltage Laboratory Technique, London:
Butterworth Scientific Publications, 1954
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Appendix: E

T
The voltage and current transducer transfer functions are derived. The magnitude and phase
of each are plotted in the frequency domain.

Voltage Transducer
The RC high pass filter used for the voltage channel transducer in the TICMS design is
shown in Figure E.I. The transfer function is determined as follows

(E.l)

where overlined quantities represent RMS phasors. Multiplying both the numerator and
denominator of Eq. (E.l) by jcoC and simplifying results in
(E.2)

where
(E.3)

}'igure E.1 RC high pass filter
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The magnitude response of the voltage transducer in dB is derived from Eq. (E.2) as follows

(EA)

which is simplified to

Gain(dB)

2010g lO -

())

-

20l0g IO

(E.5)

())2

The phase response is also derived from Eq. (E.2) as follows
1t

<1>=--

())

(E.6)

2

Bode plots of the voltage transducer are obtained by plotting piecewise linear
approximations to Eqs. (E.5) and (E.6), as shown in Figure E.2. The attenuation provided
by the voltage transducer is calculated as follows

(E.7)

100M

log,of(Hz)

·20

a)

b)
Figure E.2 Voltage transducer a) magnitude response b) phase response
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For the TICMS design Rl and R2 are 36,Q and 68,Q respectively, resulting in an attenuation
of 3.7dB as indicated in Figure E.2.

E.2 Current Transducer
The RL shunt used for the current channel transducer in the TICMS design is shown in
Figure E.3. The transfer function is determined as follows
H(jro) =

=

R4

jroL(R 3 +R 4)

R3+R4 R 3 +R 4+jroL

(E.8)

which is simplified to

(E.9)

where
(E.1O)

The magnitude response of the current transducer in dB is derived from Eq. (E.9) as follows

Gain(dB) = 201og IO roR, - 2010g IO Jl+[ ro J2
roc
roc

(E.11)

The phase response is also derived from Eq. (E.9) and is equal to
A.
1t
-I ro
'Y=--tan roc
2

(E. 12)

jroL

lIii .........,

E.3 RL shunt
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Bode plots of the current transducer are obtained by plotting piecewise linear
approximations to Eqs. (E.ll) and

12) as shown in Figure E.4.

Slope = 20dB/deeade

lOOk

1M

10M

100M

10

loglOf(Hz)

a)

b)
Figure E.4 Current transducer a) magnitude response b) phase response
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Appendix F

The current supply requirements of each regulator are presented. This information is then
used to calculate the power dissipated in each regulator so that thermal calculations can be
made in order to select approriate heats inks for the regulators.

F. DAPM

Current Consumption

The DAPM power supply includes four voltage regulators that supply various components
in the system. The current supply requirements of each regulator are presented in Table F.l
and Table F.2. The supply requirements of each regulator are worst case values as
maximum supply currents are taken from each devices's data sheet. It should be noted that
when multiple devices are indicated the supply current given is that for all devices.

Components

+5V Analog

LM308(x6)

2AmA

2AmA

OPA642(x4)

58mA

58mA

LM311

7.5mA

5mA

ADS605(x2)

200mA

440mA

Analog

+5V Sampling

30MHz Osc. Module

SOmA

74ACT74

SmA*

74ACT02

5mA*

TOTALS

267.9rnA

50.5.4rnA

60rnA

"Very approxImate

Table
Current supply requirements of analog and sampling clock voltage
regulators
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Component

+5VDigital

Component

+5V Digital

.

..

....

..

74ACT7811-25(x2)

40mA*

74Fll

6AmA

XC3130A-3

372mA*

74HCT14

SmA

XC1736D

IOmA**

32MHz Osc. Module

SOmA

TMS320C31

32SmA

NS16S50AF

160mA

M628128(x4)

S20mA

MAX232

75mA

M27CS12

30mA**
TOTAL

lS93AmA

• Very approximate

.* Much less in standby mode

Table F.2 Supply current requirements of digital voltage regulator

F.2 Power Dissipation
The power dissipated in each regulator can be calculated as follows
(P.I)

where lout is the current supplied by the regulator from the tables above and Vin- Vout
represents the dropout voltage, the minimum difference between the input and output
voltages below which the regulator will cease to function properly. Using Eq. (F.I) the
power dissipated in each regulator is calculated and the results are presented in Table F.3.
As shown in Table F.3 the positive and negative voltage regulators used have worst case
dropout voltages of 2.SV and 3V respectively. A O.5V margin of safety was added to these
values for the Pdiss calculations.
The power dissipation for each of the main components on the DAPM PCB is given in
Table FA. Using this data the total board dissiptaion is calculated to be 22.SW. To prevent
Worst case (VI~;..Vout+ O.SV

Pdlss **

+SV Analog

3V

O.80W

-S.2V Analog

3.SV

1.77W

+SV Sampling

3V

O.18W

+SV Digital

3V

4.78W

Regulator

* From deVice data sheets *.• Rouuded to rwo deCimal places

Table F.3 Regulator power dissipation
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Component

Power Dissipation

7.53W

XC1736D

5mW

LM308(x6)

120mW*

TMS320C31

3. 15W***

OPA642(x4)

580mW

M628128(x4)

4W

LM311

62.5mW

M27C512

5mW**

ADS605(x2)

3.4W

74F11

32mW

30MHz Osc. Module

250mW

74HCT14

40mW*

74ACT74

40mW

32MHz Osc. Module

250mW

74ACT02

40mW

NS16550AF

800mW

74ACT7811-25(x2)

200mW

MAX232

375mW

XC3130A-3

1.6W

TOTAL

22.5W

Component

Power Dissipation

Regulators

* Very approximate

.*.

.*

..

When in standby mode

Under worst case test conditions

Table F.4 DAPM component power dissipation
the inside temperature of the DAPM enclosure from rising too high a fan and vent are used
for cooling. Limiting the local environmental temperature is important if regulator heatsinks
are to be as effective as designed.

Desi
Thermal resistance is defined as follows

(F.2)

where REh

~T

and Pd represent thermal resistance, temperature difference and power

dissipated respectively. Eq. (F.2) is analogous to Ohm's law and leads to the thermal
equivalent circuit for a voltage regulator shown in Figure F.l. An MC78T05CT is used for
the +5V analog, +5V sampling and +5V digital voltage regulators. The MC78T05CT can
operate at a maximum junction temperature of 150°C. When operated at 120°C the power
that can be dissipated is calculated as follows

(F.3)
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'1;

:::0

JuntUoli 10mpcfU!l.m:

'l~ = Ambient tClUpl'ruture
1~_" == JunctiOlHIHtir

IIlcrmal resislaru.'e
PJ :::: Power dissipated

Figure F.l Voltage regulator thermal equivalent circuit
where

~j-a

is 6SoCIW from the MC78TOSCT data sheet and the internal temperature of the

DAPM enclosure is taken to be 40°C. Table F.3 shows that only the +SV digital regulator
dissipates more power than that given by Eq. (F.3) and therefore requires a heatsink to
prevent the junction from overheating.
The thermal equivalent circuit of the MC78TOSCT with a heatsink added is shown in Figure
F.2. The junction-to-air thermal resistance needed to keep the maximum junction
temperature at 120°C can be calculated as follows

(F.4)

From Fig? Rej-a can be determined as follows
Rej-a -- R ej-c + R0c-a(Rec-,+Res-a)
R ec- a +R 8c- s +R es- a

(F.S)

Because Rec-a is much larger than Rec-s+Res-a then Eq. (F.S) can be approximated as follows
(F.6)

By rearranging Eq. (F.6) the maximum thermal resistance of the heatsink can be calculated
as follows

T..: = Case lern~rtihjrc
~J-I.'::;;:

JUllclioo-(u-I.:USC Ihennal r('sislance

1~,,,- ::!

Casc-tn-air thermal J't~slstancc

~,~ =:

CuSc-(O-hCUfsink ihermllJ resistullce

~""':::o

Heulliiok-\(H,l.Ir Ih\..'Ttnal resislJlocc

Figure F.2 Voltage regulator and heatsink thermal equivalent
circuit
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R es- a = 16.67-2.5-0.5 = 13.67°C/W

(F.7)

where Rej -c is 2.5°CIW from the regulator data sheet and Rec-s is taken as 0.5°CIW as
heatsink paste is used between the regulator and the heatsink [1]. A heatsink with Res-a
equal to 13°C/W is used which keeps the maximum junction temperature just below 120°C.
An LM337T is used for the -5.2V analog regulator. As shown in Table F.3 this regulator

dissipates l.77W and therefore requires a heatsink. The LM337T has a maximum junction
temperature of 125°C. When operated at 100°C the Rej -a required to dissipate 1.77W is

R€1-a

(F.8)

For the LM337T Rej-c equals 4°C/W. Performing the same calculation as in Eq. (F.7) results
in a required Res-a of 29.4°C/W. A heatsink with Res-a equal to 28°C/W is used which easily
satisfies the thermal requirements.

[1]

Williams B.W., Power Electronics: Devices, Drivers, Applications and Passive Components,
2nd ed., New York: McGraw-Hill, 1992
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Appendix G

TRANSFORMER PHOTOS
TX2

was disassembled so that artificial faults could be added. Photographs taken during the

disassembly and fault construction process are shown.

Figure G.t Front view of tap wires coming from cpril taken with flash

Figure G.2 Side view of tap wires coming from cpril taken with flash
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Figure G.3 Back views of Cpril and

Figure G.4 Top view of Cpril and

Cpri2

Cpri2

taken with flash

taken with flash

Figure G.5 M 1, M2, M3 , and M4 tap points visible on outer layer of Cpri 1
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Figure G.6 Tap wires coming off Cpri 1 taken with no flash
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Figure G.7 No flash

Figure G.8 No flash
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Appendix H

The following two papers by the author have been accepted for publication in IEEE
Transactions on Power Delivery

1. A Transfomer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
2. The Application of Signal Processing Techniques to Determine a Wideband
Transadmittance Function of a Power Transformer Winding
A copy of each paper follows.
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Appendix I

TICMS EQUIPMENT PHOTOS
Color photographs showing the TICMS equipment that has been designed and described are
presented. Photographs are included that show the online test setup, DAPM, IGM and
transformers being tested.

TUT AC SuppJy

TSM

10M

TUT

Display PC

DAPM

Figure 1-1 Online test setup
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IGM Supply Variac

Test Wavefonns

Figure 1-2 Online test setup

Current ChaJU1el
Analog Input

Current ChaJU1ei

FPGA

Current Channel
FIFO

Static RAM

FPGA SCP

EPROM

Figure 1-3 DAPM
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Negative DC
Supply Lead

Earth Lead

Positive DC
Supply Lead

l

Inline Fuse

Cooling Fan

Serial Line
To Display PC

IGM Control Lead

Figure 1-4 DAPM

Voltage
Transducer
Output

Manual Switch

Transducer
Output

Input

Figure 1-5 Current magnitude display window
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Pot to adjust synchronisation time

Figure 1-6 TSM

Fault Placement
Panel

Figure 1-7 Transfonner Tx2
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Figure 1-8 Transformer Txl

Figure 1-9 Inside Tx2
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Abstract· A data acquisition and processing system that
has been designed to determine the transadmittance
function of a power transformer winding in order to
evaluate the insulation condition is presented. The key
design features of the Transformer Insulation Condition
Monitoring System (TICMS) which provide it with the
ability to determine the transadmittance function over a
2.5MHz bandwidth in real-time are described. These
features include the application of an excitation with
tailored spectral characteristics, an analog high pass filter
that is used to extend the effective dynamic range of the
digitizer, an RL shunt used for transient current
measurement, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory
arrangement that allows the high speed data acquisition
section to easily interface to the data processing section
and a powerful 32-bit floating point Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) that enables the transadmittance
function to be determined in real-time. The graphical user
interface to the laboratory version of the system is also
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Transformer insulation condition tends to degrade over
tens of years. The degradation can be attributed to aging, high
operating temperatures, transient voltages etc. At present the
most often employed method for determining the insulation
condition is to take oil samples from the tank at periodic
intervals. These oil samples are then taken off for analysis in
order to determine what dissolved constituents are present as
this gives an indication of insulation condition. On the basis
of the results of these tests the transformer may be taken out

of service for maintenance.
Because oil sampling only happens on a periodic basis e.g.
a well setup system may take oil samples every 6 weeks, then
often insulation condition degradation can be missed.
Furthermore, depending on whether the transformer has been
in service immediately prior to the oil samples being taken or
not, the actual oil samples taken may not give a true picture of
the state of the oil throughout the transformer tank (i.e. it may
give misleading information on the state of the insulation).
Consequently there have been a large number of power
transformer failures, especially on EHV systems.
The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
(TICMS) is a high speed data acquisition and processing
system that has been designed to evaluate insulation condition
in real-time by determining the transadmittance function of
the winding under test. Here the transadmittance function is
defined to be the ratio of the output current response to the
input voltage excitation in the frequency domain. Furthermore
the TICMS has been designed to determine the
transadmittance function up to 2.S-3MHz LI] which in
principle enables breakdown between individual turns in
certain winding types to be detected
Existing systems
surveyed by the authors determine the transadmittance
function to around I I.5MHz which only allows interdisc
breakdown to be detected in power transformers.
At present the TICMS is being used for off-line testingin a
laboratory setup. However ultimately the research is aimed at
using the system for on-line testing so that degradation can be
detected in real-time and action taken to remove a faulty
transformer from service before failure takes place. On-line
testing will also enable transformers to be run to the
maximum of their operating life before maintenance needs to
be carried out i.e. much more efficient and cost effective
maintenance schedules can be applied.

n.

TRANSFORMER WINDINGS

A transformer in general possesses a limited number of
major resonances which are determined by the winding
construction. Three main types of winding are used in
transformers, namely disc, interleaved disc, and layer. Disc
and sometimes interleaved disc windings are used for the
primary winding of EHV transformers. Over a frequency

R2

01

Rl

02

To Transformer
Under Test

Fig. 3. Impulse generator
Transformer

housed in the IGM enclosure.

Fig. I. The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring
System
range of 20kHz to 1.2MHz, disc windings have a dominant
pole around 0.5-0.6MHz, interleaved disc have a few major
poles between 0.3 and Q.8MHz while layer windings show a
number of overlapping adjacent poles [5-6]. A 7.5kVA
II kV1230V distribution transformer with a layered winding
construction has been tested using the TICMS. The resulting
transadmittance function is illustrated in Fig. 6. The TICMS
has been effective in detecting artiticial faults in this
transformer, as discussed in IV. It is expected that the pole
location for disc and interleaved disc windings will allow the
TICMS to detect faults in these winding types.

m.

DESIGN FEATURES OF THE TICMS

The TrCMS consists of two instruments and an attached
PC and is connected to a transformer as shown in Fig. I. The
first instrument is a low voltage Impulse Generator Module
(IGM) that provides the excitation needed to determine the
transadmittance function. The second instrument is a high
speed Data Acquisition and Processing Module (DAPM) that
digitizes the impulse along with the response from the
transformer so that digital signal processing can be used to
determine the winding transadmittance function. This is then
interpreted to evaluate winding insulation condition.
Transducer circuitry is used to interface the system to the
transformer and to attenuate the signals down to a level
compatible with the DAPM; The transducer circuitry is
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Fig. 2. Impulses in the time and frequency domains

A high speed serial link is used to attach the DAPM to the
Pc. The PC is used to issue commands to the DAPM and
receives captured and processed data in response. A custom
designed Windows95 application then displays this data
graphically for user interpretation. A control line between the
DAPM and the IGM allows test procedures to be automated.

A. Impulse Generator Module
The IGM consists of a single stage impulse generator
circuit and control circuitry. A simplified representation of
the impulse generator circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The RC
values are used to control the waveshape of the impulse. The
TICMS uses a III Oils waveshape as opposed to the standard
1.2/50lls waveshape that is often used for transformer impulse
testing as the former has high frequency components that are
larger in magnitude than the corresponding components of the
longer tailed impulse. Thus the use of the shorter tailed
impulse allows the transadmittance function to be determined
to a higher frequency as the magnitude spectrum drops below
the quantization noise floor imposed by the analog-to-digital
conversion process at a higher frequency as shown in Fig. 2
[I]. The control circuitry is responsible for opening and
closing the switches in Fig. 3 at the correct times. A control
input from the DAPM can activate the control circuitry
allowing an insulation test to be initiated through software.
Rectified mains supplied via a variac is used as the source
of DC in Fig. 3 which allows the user to control the peak
voltage of the impulse produced. The IGM is capable of
generating an impulse with a maximum peak voltage of 200V
when the variac is on full.

B. Transducers
To get the voltage impulse in a form suitable for
digitization the TICMS uses an analog high pass filter as
shown in Fig. 4. When the filtered impulse occupies the fullscale input voltage range of the digitizer then the frequency at
which its magnitude spectrum drops below the noise floor is
increased relative to that of the unfiltered impulse. This
allows the transadmittance function to be determined to a
higher frequency [I]. The lower frequencies that are
attenuated by the filter are recovered by digitally dividing the
spectrum of the filtered impulse by the transfer function of the
high pass filter thus ensuring that the transadmittance function

--I

shown in Fig. 4. This ensures that the filtered signals occupy
the full-scale input voltage range of the analog-to-digital
converters thus maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio during
digitization.

c,

impolsa

Source

In order to make sure that the output signal from the RC
filter is not too small in amplitude and requiring that
amplification be used, the RC filter is attached directly to the
transformer so that the voltage impulse is filtered before any
attenuation takes place.

Mains

v(l)

Isolating
trans(onner

Variac

To OAPM

Fig. 4. Voltage and current transducers
can still be determined at low frequencies [I]. In summary the
filtering operation increases the effective dynamic range of
the voltage channel.
The voltage drop across an RL shunt is used to measure the
current response as shown in Fig. 4. The shunt is designed so
that its reactance is low at low frequencies and high at high
frequencies. Consequently it has a similar effect to the high
pass filtering operation discussed above, namely in increasing
the frequency at which the magnitude spectrum of the current
response drops below the noise floor as the large magnitude
low frequency components that occupy most of the dynamic
range are attenuated. Furthermore the RL shunt can be
designed to have negligible reactance at 50Hz which allows it
to be used for current measurement in an on-line situation.
The output signals from the RC filter and the RL shunt are
buffered prior to being connected to the DAPM with 50n
coax. The coax is terminated with 50n so that voltage
reflections don't take place over the frequency range of
interest should the coax cable length be increased.

Because the waveshape of the excitation is controllable
then low pass anti-aliasing filters are not used prior to
digitization as the spectral characteristics of the analog signals
are known in advance. The absence of anti-aliasing filters
mean that a lower sampling rate can be used as the filter
transition band does not need to be accounted for. This results
in less data being generated and enables the TMS320C3l
DSP used to determine the transadmittance function in realtime.
2) Analog-to-Digital Conversion
The frequencies at which the magnitude spectra of the
analog inputs drop below the quantization noise floor
determines the minimum sampling rate that can be used on
each channel if aliasing is to be avoided [I]. The RC filter
and RL shunt in Fig. 4 are designed to enable the
transadmittance function to be determined to 2.5-3MHz
which requires that a sampling rate of at least 6MHz be used.
Each channel uses an analog-to-digital converter that samples
at 10MHz wi th 12-bits of vertical resolution. A sampling rate
of 10MHz is used as it is possible to obtain frequencies above
3MHz that are above the noise floor for the current response
due to transformer resonances.
3) FIFO Rate Buffers
A sampling rate of lOMHz requires that rate buffers be

C. Data Acquisition and Processing Module

/\

The DAPM digitizes theanalogsignalsfrorntheRCfilter
and RL shunt in Fig. 4 so that digital signal processing can be
used to determine the transadmittance function. The DAPM is
depicted in Fig. 5.
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Before the analog signals can be digitized some analog
signal conditioning is needed to get them into a form suitable
for digitization. As already discussed an RC filter and RL
shunt are used to attenuate the large magnitude low frequency
components, increasing the effective dynamic range of the
system so that the transadmittance function bandwidth can bc
increased as needed. Resistive voltage dividers are used to
accurately control the amplitude of the transient signals as
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Fig. 5. Data acquisition and processing system

used between the converters and the DSP as the IJO data
transfer rate of the DSP is not high enough to receive the
sampled data directly. High speed first-in-flrst-out (FIFO)
memories are used to implement the rate buffers as shown in
Fig. 5. Each FIFO is capable of holding 1024 samples when
full. For a sampling rate of lOMHz this represents a total time
record of 102.4118 which is more than enough to capture the
filtered voltage and current transients for the 7.5k V A
J I kV1230V transformer tested.
As future test setups may require the digitization of a
transients that exceed 102.4l1s, the DSP's on chip direct
memory access (DMA) controller can be used to transfer data
from the current FIFO to the DSP's internal RAM while the
converter writes samples to the FIFO. The DMA data transfer
rate is 5.56Msamplesls and as samples arrive from the
converter at 10MsampJes/s then current FIFO tills at
4.44Msamples/s. The DMA transfer starts when the FIFO
contains 64 samples so that it takes 21611s for the remaining
locations to till. In this time up to 1200 samples can be
transferred, easily allowing a total of 2048 samples to be
recorded for the fast Fourier transform CFFT) algorithm.
Without the use of DMA to increase the effective rate buffer
size the analog transients may be truncated which would then
require the use of additional digital signal processing to
window the data and may result in errors being introduced.

previous tests depending on how much data per test is stored.
This makes it possible to temporarily determine the
transadmittance function at a rate that exceeds that
determined by the data transfer rate to the PC for the
laboratory version of the system.

D. T1CMS Display PC
The TICMS uses a Universal Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter (UART) to interface to the serial port of the
attached PC so that test data can be sent for user
interpretation. The data transfer rate of this serial link is
57.6kbits/s although it is capable of 115.2kbits/s if the cable
length is short enough. As the frequency domain description
of real data is symmetrical then only half of the 32-bit data
words needs to be sent. When sending only the
transadmittance magnitude the transmission time is 570ms at
57. 6kbi ts/s.
The receiving PC runs a custom designed Windows95
application that displays insulation test data graphically. Datu

The dual port nature of the FIFOs also enables the TICMS
to continuously sample the analog inputs when a test is not in
progress, retaining the 32 most recent samples. This ensures
that information about the analog signals is not lost before the
5 initiates the transient recording
schmitt trigger in
process.
4) Digital Signal Processing
A TMS320C31 32-bit floating point DSP is used to
implement the required signal processing operations of the
TICMS. These operations include transferring the captured
time domain data into the frequency domain using a modified
2048 point decimation-in-time CDIT) FFT algorithm that
transfers voltage and current data simultaneously for
computational efficiency [I], digitally dividing the magnitude
spectrum of the filtered voltage impulse by the transfer
function of the high pass filter and the calculation of the
transadmittance function magnitude and phase from the
spectra of the captured data. The DSP can also improve the
frequency resolution of the transadmittance function over a
band of interest by frequency shifting, filtering and
decimating the time domain data.
After startup the DSP program code is shadowed in zero
wait-state external static RAM to increase the execution
speed. As 16K of the 128K of RAM has been reserved for
program code then 112K is available for data storage. The
TICMS can use this memory to store results from up to 1 12

Fig. 6. The TICMS display

IV. APPLICATION OF THE
DEVICE
Artificial faults have been placed into
the winding of a 7.SkVA 11kV1220V
distribution
transformer.
This
was
accomplished by disassembling the
transformer, inserting tap points, and then
using links to introduce faults. A number
of faults between layers were introduced
between the HV end and the middle of the
winding. Faults between turns were placed
in the outer layer, half way between the
middle and the HV end of the winding. In
general there is no restriction on where the
faults could be placed. The locations used
were easily accessible, and did not require
having to unwind coils. Changes in the
pole characteristics were detected for each
fault, and the finding are being presented
in a forthcoming paper.
Fig. 7. The TICMS configuration interface
obtained from testing a 7.SkVA 11kV/230V distribution
6 where it can be seen that there
transformer is shown in
are poles in the transadmittance function at 700kHz, 9SOkHz,
l.lSMHz and 1.9MHz respectively.
Incoming data is time stamped for future reference and is
optionally archived to hard disk. Data is normally archived in
a binary file format for storage efficiency but the system also
allows the user to save the data as a text file so that it can be
imported into MATLAB for postprocessing. This allows
future digital signal processing operations to be triaJed on real
data before committing them to TMS320C31 code.

E. T1CMS COlltrol
The attached PC sends a command to control the operation
of the TICMS when the system goes on-line. The DSP
decodes this command and performs the operations as
instructed. For experimental purposes commands are
available to control the data sent, the number of consecutive
tests to be performed and the time interval between these tests
as shown in the configuration interface in Fig. 7. Using these
options the user can set up the TICMS so that each time the
system goes on-line the transadmittance function IS
determined either once, a given number of times or
indefinitely.
Options are also available that allow the user to control
how the incoming data is displayed. This allows either
existing graphs to be updated with new data or multiple data
sets to be plotted on the same set of axis for ease of
comparison.

The system has been used to test a
7 .Sk VA transformer while energised with
a mains supply. This was accomplished
using the setup illustrated in Fig. 4. Energising the
transformer leads to changes in the self and mutual inductance
which contribute the form of the transadmittance function [S].
As a result differences in the on-line transadmittance function
were measured. Additional on-line tests have been performed
to evaluate the effect of load current, supply amplitude, oil
temperature and point in the SOHz cycle at which the 10M is
activated. The effect of each of these parameters on the
transadmittance function was evaluated and the results are
being reported in a forthcoming publication.
For on-line testing in the field, additional TlCMS analog
inputs will be used to monitor temperature, transformer tap
changer position and load current. DAPM software additions
will be made so that the effect of these parameters on the
transadmittance function can be distinguished from changes
caused by winding insulation faults.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A high speed data acquisition and processing system
designed to evaluate power transformer winding insulation
condition by determining the transadmittance function has
been presented. The system described is the latest to evolve
from the research activities of the author over the last 2 years
at the University of Canterbury and differs from existing
systems in that it enables the transadmittance function to be
determined to 2.S-3MHz [I] which in principle allows shorts
between individual turns in certain winding types to be
detected [2].

A powerful floating point DSP has been used to determine
the transadmittance function in real-time as the research is
ultimately aimed at using the system to perform on-line
testing. This enables the evaluation of the winding insulation
condition while the transformer is in service so that a faulty
transformer can be taken out of service before failure takes
place. On-line testing involves capacitively coupling the low
voltage excitation used by the TICMS onto the transformers
sinusoidal input while the RL shunt is used to determine the
current response as discussed previously. The high pass
characteristic of the RC filter and the RL shunt attenuate the
large 50Hz component, preventing it from taking up dynamic
range so that no additional digital signal processing is needed
for on-line
testing. Additional front-end
hardware
development may be needed when testing transformers in
service as the instrumentation system will be exposed to high
frequency noise from other sources in the power system.
Artificial faults have been placed in the winding of a
7.5kVA II kV1230V distribution transformer in order to relate
particular faults to changes in the transadmittance function, as
previously discussed. This information will then allow the
system to compare successive transadmittance functions and
generate an alarm signal if insulation condition degradation is
found to have taken place. Thus the system will eventually
become a 'black box' that permanently sits beside a
transformer continuously evaluating insulation condition.
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Abstract - The transadmittance function of a power
transformer winding is used to evaluate the insulation
condition of the winding. This paper presents the signal
processing techniques that are used to determine the
transadmittance function as implemented in the
Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
(TICMS) - a high speed data acquisition and processing
system that has been designed to determine the
transadmittance function in real-time. The use of an RC
high pass tilter and an RL shunt to increase the effective
dynamic range of the analog-to-digital converters so that
the transadmittance function bandwidth can be increased
is one of the key features of this system. A radix-2
decimation-in-time (DIT) fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm is then introduced that transforms data from
the voltage and curreut channels of the TICMS into the
that
the
frequency
domain simultaneously so
computational performauce of the system is increased.
The digital signal processing required to determine the
transadmittance function from the transient signals
resulting from the RC filter and RL shunt are then
introduced. The transadmittance function of a 7 .5kVA
llkV/230V distribution transformer is then determined
and compared with that obtained by performing a sweep
frequency test on the trausformer.

1. INTRODUCTION
The transadmittance function of a power transformer
winding can be used to fingerprint the insulation system and

thus provide a means of monitoring its condition. The
transadmittance function is defined to be the ratio of the
output current response to the input voltage excitation in the
frequency domain. If the transadmittance function is to be
used to detect interturn breakdown then it must be determined
over a wide frequency range. For EHV transformers 2.SMHz
is generally considered sufficient [2]. Previous attempts have
been successful at determining the winding transadmittance
function to approximately I.SMHz which only allow interdisc
breakdown to be detected in these transformers [2].
The Transformer Insulation Condition Monitoring System
(TICMS) [I] is a high speed data acquisition and processing
system that employs a powerful 32-bit floating point Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) to determine the transadmittance
function in real-time. This paper presents some of the signal
processing techniques used by the TICMS to ensure that the
transadmittance function can be determined up to a bandwidth
of 2.5-3MHz.
The TICMS has been used in a laboratory setup to
determine the transadmittance function of a single phase
7.SkVA 11kV/230V distribution transformer. For the layered
winding used in this transformer the transadmittance function
was found to consist of a series of poles as shown in Fig. 6.
Tests are about to start on a 200kV A 11 kV/230V unit.
Similar tests on a larger rating power transformer are now
being scheduled.

II. THE TRANSADMITT ANCE FUNCTION
Fig. 1 shows a simplified equivalent circuit representation
of a power transformer winding where M, represents the
mutual inductance between two winding elements that are
separated by i-I elements. Such a model has limited
application in trying to model the high frequency behavior of
the winding due to the decrease in the permeability of the iron
core with increasing frequency but is useful for illustrating the
transad mittance function concept.
According to linear circuit theory the input and output
signals of the 2-port network in Fig. 1 are related according to
the convolution equation

where OdB represents the magnitude of a sinusoid that takes
up the full dynamic range of the converter.
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The TICMS employs 12-bit analog-to-digital converters for
the digitization process which causes a noise floor to appear
in the frequency domain at -74dB. As the converters used
have an analog input voltage range of 2V then a least
significant bit (LSB) corresponds to an analog voltage of

Fig. 1. Simplified winding equivalent circuit
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v(r)/7(t-r)dr
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where h(t) is the impulse response. The transadmittance
function H(f) can be determined by transforming (J) into the
frequency domain and rearranging to produce

H(!)

l(!)

V(f)

(2)

The transadmittance function thus characterizes the
winding and any changes that take place in the winding
insulation condition due to deterioration are reflected as
changes in the transadmittance function.
In general the transadmittance function is a complex
quantity and its magnitude can be determined by dividing the
magnitude of l(t) by that of Vet) while the phase is
determined by subtracting the phase of vet) from that ofI(t).

m.

DATA ACQUISITION

The TICMS samples the voltage and current analog
transient signals that result from an insulation test and uses
digital signal processing to determine the transadmittance
function. The time domain signals are sampled at IOMHz and
as the higll frequency components above half the sampling
frequency are below the quantization noise floor for both
channels then no anti-alias filtering has to be implemented. If
anti-aliasing tIlters had been used then a much higher
sampling rate would be needed to account for the filters
transition band. This would lead to a large amount of data
being generated and as a consequence larger and faster rate
buffers would be needed between the analog-to-digital
converters and the DSP [I] which would make the design of
the system more difficult.

(4)

It is difficult to try and keep noise levels below this value
especially in a high speed mixed signal system. At present
noise on the analog inputs along with the fact that the
converters accept a bipolar analog input degrades the
effective number of bits of the digitization process to 9 which
raises the noise floor to -54dB.
Once the high frequency components of the signals being
digitized fall below the noise floor then the transadmittance
function can no longer be determined. The lower of the two
frequencies at which the voltage and current magnitude
spectra fall below the noise tloor determines the bandwidth
over which the transadmittance function magnitude can be
determined, To ensure that this bandwidth is large enough the
following approaches can be used to increase the frequency at
which the voltage and current magnitude spectra drop below
the noise tloor.
I. Increase the vertical
digitization process

resolution

used

during

. 2. Increase the magnitude of the high frequency
components relative to the lower frequency ones for the
signal being digitized
Increasing the vertical resolution lowers the quantization
noise floor but is not an option as high resolution analog-todigital converters don't have a high enough sampling rate to
avoid aliasing during the digitization process.
The second option can be realized by reducing the rise time
and/or fall time of the voltage impulse which reduces the rate
of decay of the magnitude spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. The
TICMS uses a IIIOlls waveshape impulse as opposed to the
MagniludeSpectra

1/50U8 and 1/10us Impu.es
Q.

,'01

IIl0us

V1O.JS
--1/50.;s

1/50U5

The quantization that takes place during the digitization
process causes a random noise component to be added which
gives rise to a quantization noise floor in the frequency
domain. For an ideal N-bit analog-to-digital converter the
Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is

·50

·Go

50

·/0'

a

Q

50

100
Time(us)

SNR = - (6.02N + 1.76)dB

the

15O

·80

Q

2
Frequency(fv1}1zj

(3)

Fig. 2. Impulses in the time and frequency domains

standard 1.2/50Jls waveshape that is often used for
transformer impulse testing. Further inereases in the
transadmittance function bandwidth can be achieved by high
pass filtering the analog transients prior to digitization and
adjusting the attenuation so that the filtered
take up
the full-scale input voltage range of the converters. This
technique is implemented in the TICMS as shown in
3
where an RC high pass filter and an RL shunt are used to
attenuate the large magnitude low frequency components
which prevents them from taking up much of the dynamic
range. As the roll-off of the RC filler is only 20dB/decade,
attenuated components (other than DC) of the magnitude
spectrum of the filtered impulse are still above the noise floor.
This makes it possible for the TMS320C31 DSP used in the
TICMS [I] to undo the effects of the filter by digitally
dividing the filtered impulse magnitude spectrum by the RC
filter transfer function as discussed later. This ensures that the
transadmittance function can still be determined at the lower
frequencies. The result of filtering the 160V 1/10Jls impulse
used to determine .the transadmittance function of a 7.5kV A
I IkV1230V distribution transformer is shown in Fig. 4 where
V in represents the magnitude spectrum of the filtered impulse
and V imp represents magnitude spectrum of the input impulse
Vimp(t), that is determined digitally as discussed later. If Vimp(t)
had been digitized directly without the use of high pass
filtering then the -54dB noise floor would have limited the
bandwidth to l.4MHz as indicated in Fig. 4. This would limit
the bandwidth of the transadmittance function to I AMHz.
The magnitude spectrum of Vimp(t) is offset from that of Vinet)
due to the voltage divider made from R I and R2 in Fig. 3.
On-line. testing in the lab is being performed using the test
setup illustrated in Fig 3. During these tests the transformer is
energised using a mains supply and the impulse is
capacitively coupled onto the HV terminal of the primary
winding. The high pass filter prevents the large 50Hz
component from taking up dynamic range. Because
energising the transformer changes the self and mutual
inductance values in Fig. 1, the transadmittance function
shape differs. On-line results are being presented in a forth
coming publication.

c,

v...... (I) I

v",,(i)

c

l...ll).

~.'~:...
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~ R..
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3. On-line test configuration
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Fig. 4. Increasing the effective dynamic
range using analog high pass filtering

IV. DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
After both analog transients have been digitized the
TICMS applies an FFT algorithm to transfer the captured
time domain data into the frequency domain so that the
transadmittance function can be determined.
A. FFT illlplemellfatioll

During data acquisition 1024 samples are taken on each
channel at a sampling rate of IOMHz. Samples are therefore
taken over a time record of 1024 x (1/l0MHz) = 102.4l1s
which is long enough to ensure that both the filtered voltage
and current signals have decayed to zcro. As no truncation
takes place then the time domain signals do not have to be
windowcd to avoid spectral leakage.
A radix-2decimation-in-time (DIT) fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm is used to determine the discrete Fourier
3. The input data
transform (DFT) of Vinet) and vou,(t) in
is bit reversed prior to being transformed so that bit reversing
doesn't have to be used to detcrminc thc twiddle factor
powers.
The C code written to implement this algorithm on the DSP
assumes a complex input so that the same code can be used to
perform an inverse DFT. In transforming a real signal it is
therefore necessary to set the imaginary part to zero. However
this approach is inefficient as the multiplications involving the
imaginary part will still be performed even though it is zero.
To avoid this inefficiency the TICMS forms a complex time
function by using VinCt) for the real part and vout(t) for the
imaginary part. Transforming the complex time function then
results in both Vinet) and voutCt) being transformed
simultaneously. This leads to a considerable increase in the
computational efficiency as the FFT algorithm doesn't have
to be used a second time.
The use of the complex time function requires that a sorting
algorithm be used to extract the spectra of Vinet) and vou,(t) as
they are related to the real and imaginary parts of the complex

time function spectrum as follows [6]
V;1l(f)

2

+

R(N 2

f) +}-.[/(f)
2

where

a-f3
where N is the number of samples and Vin(f) and Vout(f) are
the spectra of Vin(t) and vout(t) respectively. This sorting
procedure only requires a total of 2N+4 additions as the real
and imaginary parts of Vin(f) and Vout(f) are symmetrical
about N/2. This represents a significant computational saving
as the use of the FFT algorithm a second time would require
an additional (NI2)log2N complex mUltiplications and Nlog 2N
complex additions. Following the sorting procedure the
spectra of Vin(t) and vout(t) are converted into polar format.

(Ii)

and ex. and ~ are the phase of Vimp(f) and Vout(t) respectively
and are both a function of frequency.
The magnitude of the RL shunt is then used to determine
IItrun,(f)I as follows

(12)
where

B. Trallsadmittallce FUllction Magnitude Determinatioll

To determine the transadmittance function it is necessary to
determine V1runs(f) and Itran,(f) which denote the frequency
domain equivalents of the time domain quantities in
3.
To determine IVtruns(f)1 the TrCMS first determines IVimp(f)1
in
3 by dividing IVin(f)1 at each discrete frequency by the
magnitude of the transfer function of the RC high pass filter
so that

1VilliI' (f)1

(7)

(13)

h'

Therefore in summary the TICMS determines the
transadmittance function magnitude by dividing IIu'ans(f)I by
IVlI'ans(f)1 at each discrete frequency where IItmnsCf)1 and
IV1mns(t)1 are given by (12) and (LO) respectively.
C. Tral1sadmittallce FUllction Phase Dete rmillation

To determine the transadmittance function phase the
TICMS subtracts the phase of IV1J'ans(t)1 from that of IItrans(f)1
where the phase of IV 1ral1s (f)1 is determined from (9) as follows

where

(8)
( 14)
The magnitude spectra of Vinet) and Vimp(f) are shown in
4.
Next Vtrans(f) is determined at each discrete frequency as
follows

v,rans (f)

=:

V;",p (f)

From impedance of the RL shunt it is also easily shown
that

(9)

By converting (9) to rectangular form and then taking the
magnitude of the result it can be shown that

(15)
so that the phase of the transadmittance function is
determined by subtracting (14) from (15) at each discrete
frequency.

V. RESULTS
Off-line testing has been performed (mains supply in Fig. 3
disconnected) on a 7 .5kV A II kV1230V distribution

same transformer by applying sinusoids at 50kHz increments
from DC to 3MHz. A IOn resistor was used between the
neutral terminal of the transformer and ground for measuring
the current response. The amplitude of the input and output
sinusoids along with their phase difference was recorded at
each frequency and the results were used to determine the
transadmittance function magnitude by employing a relation
similar to (10). Fig. 5 shows the transadmittance function
magnitude determined using sweep frequency testing where it
can be seen that it is in good agreement with that determined
by the TICMS in Fig. 6. This gives confidence in the results
produced by the TICMS.
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Fig. 5. Transadmittance function magnitude determined by
sweep frequency testing
transformer with a layered winding. The primary winding
consists of two coils in series wound on opposite legs of a
square core. Each coil consists of 34 layers at 205 turns per
layer giving a total of about 14000 turns. For this winding
type the transadmittance function consists of a series of poles
at 700kHz, 950kHz, 1.15MHz and ] .9MHz as shown in Fig.
6.
A sweep frequency test has also been performed on the

The noise floor in the frequency domain limits the
bandwidth of the transadmittance function. The TICMS uses
transadmittance function averaging over a user selectable
number of acquisitions to reduce the noise over the 2-3MHz
range. Averaging has been applied in Fig. 6, resulting in
excellent agreement with Fig. 5.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The signal processing principles used to determine the
winding transadmittance function from the analog transients
that result from an insulation test have been presented. The
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Fig. 6. Resu]ts for 7.5kVA llkV/230V transformer determined by the TICMS

3

4

use of high speed data acqUIsItIOn and a powerful 32-bit
noating point DSP has enabled these tcchniques to be
implemented in real-time.
A low voltage 1I1O~s impulse has been used to determine
the transadmittance function of a 7.5kVA llkV/230V
distribution transformer to 3MHz by using an analog high
pass filtering scheme that extends the effective dynamic range
of the analog-to-digital converters. A transadmittance
function bandwidth of 3MHz should be sufficient detect
hreakdown between adjacent turns in an EHV transformer

[2J.
The TICMS has been designed to determine the
trunsadmittance function in real-time as the system is aimed at
determining the transadmittance function of a transformer
while it is in service. This is heing implemented in the
TICMS by capacitively coupling the low voltage excitation
onlo the transformers sinusoidal input. The RL shunt can be
used to determine the current response in an on-line situation
as its reactance is designed to be negligible at 50Hz. The RC
filter and RL shunt attenuate the large 50Hz components,
preventing them from taking up any dynamic range when
transformer.
testing an
At present low voltage impulse testing is being used to
determine the transadmittance function both off-line and online. Field trials which involve testing a fully energised
transformer in service are currently being planned. The
system is also being extended to allow natural disturbances
and power system transients to be used as an excitation
source. This will allow the initiation of a test upon the arrival
of a transient.
Artificial faults have been placed in the winding of the
7.5kV A transformer to establish relationships between the
location and size of the fault and the corresponding changes
in the transadmittance function [2]. The key issue in using this
technique for identifying insulation eondition changes is to be
able to identify both gradual and/or sudden changes in the
frequency signature. Consequently the exact or absolute value
of the transadmittance function is not as important as being
able to identify differential changes in the transadmittance
function both in the long and short term. It is however
important to have a high degree of confidence that the
signatures obtained are a reasonable representation of the
transadmittance function.
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Included are the hardware schematics for the DAPM, 10M, sampling clock generator
modification, and the FPOA internal architecture.
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Figure .1-1 DAPM top level schematic
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Figure J-2 High pass filtering
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Figure J-3 AID converter driving electronics
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Voltage channel FIFO interface
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J-6 TMS320C31 DSP interface
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Figure J~7 DAPM static RAM interface
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Figure J-8 EPROM interface
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Figure J-10 UART serial interface
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Figure J-ll IGM top level schematic
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Impulse generation circuitry
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Figure .1-15 DAPM sampling clock generator modification
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Figure J-19 Current channel FIFO logic
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Appendix

UTS
An 8 layer 220x IOOmm (Eurocard size) PCB was designed for the DAPM. Features of the
DAPM PCB design include the following:
l1li

A layer stack consisting of 4 signal layers, 2 ground plane layers and 2 power plane
layers.

l1li

Signal layers were shielded from each other by separating them with a ground or power
plane layer.

l1li

Data and address buses were routed first to achieve an efficient layout as they consisted
of many parallel conductor tracks.

•

Unused signals were routed to unused FPGA 110 pins, allowing replacement FPGA
firmware to be used to reconfigure the PCB.

•

Analog and digital subsystems were isolated from each other to prevent noise resulting
from digital switching operations from coupling into the analog subsystem. Analog and
digital circuitry were powered from separate voltage regulators.

Layout artwork follows for the DAPM, IGM, and the sampling clock generator
modification.
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Figure K-18 Bottom signal layer (80% full size)
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Figure K-19 Top silk screen layer
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